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The Groundbreaking Surveys, 1849 – 1886

The envisioned Java survey would endeavour to systematically map all of 
the island’s twenty-two ‘residenties’ (residences), political districts that were 
each overseen by a ‘resident’, a senior Dutch official. Additionally the survey 
would map the island and residentie of Madura, which lay just off of Java’s 
northeast coast. These twenty-three different systematic surveys would be 
undertaken to the highest standards of trigonometric methodology, regulated 
by astronomical observations. 

It was decided that the residentie of Batavia, the capital region, would be the 
focus of the first, or ‘trial,’ survey, which was conducted from 1849 to 1853. 
Teams of professional Dutch military engineers, accompanied by well-trained 
Javanese assistants, fanned out across the city and its environs, performing careful 
trigonometric surveys with the latest equipment imported from Europe. The final 
consolidated manuscript map of the residentie, done to large scale of 1:100,000, 
was very well received by administrators, and funds were sequestered to ensure 
that surveys of other residenties were commenced. However, in spite of the best-
laid plans, such a complex and long-running project would have been doomed to 
failure without the charge of an extraordinary leader.

Enter Wolf Curt von Schierbrand (1807 - 1888), an intrepid German-born 
surveyor and master-organizer with almost three decades of experience mapping 
the Indonesian Archipelago. Scheirbrand (who later became Baron von 
Schierbrand) hailed from a Saxon noble family, and was born in Bautzen, just 
east of Dresden. As the German states did not then have any overseas colonies, 
it was not unusual for young Germans with a lust for international adventure to 
join foreign colonial services. 

Through family connections, Schierbrand joined the Dutch East Indian Army, 
in 1825, and arrived in Batavia in November of that year. He was inducted as 
a cadet in the Corps of Engineers and very quickly distinguished himself as an 
unusual talent. 

In 1826, as the Java War raged, Schierbrand and a fellow German colleague, 
Christian Friedrich Petermann, assembled a stunning manuscript map of Java 
(sold at Sotheby’s London, 1995), over four metres long, that embraced all of 
the best available surveys of the island. While not based on Schierbrand and 
Petermann’s own surveys, their superiors were immensely impressed with what 
was perhaps the best map of Java ever created to date. 

While barely 20 years old, Schierbrand was placed in charge of important 
surveying expeditions to some of the islands to the east of Java. His resulting 
maps of Sumbawa, Flores and Timor are considered to be amongst the best 
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surveys of their era conducted in Southeast Asia, and the manuscripts are today 
preserved at the Algemeen Rijksarchief (ARA) in The Hague. Schierbrand later 
retuned to Java where he built many important fortifications, some of which 
survive to this day.

Schierband also maintained a sophisticated interest in ethnography and 
zoology. He collected a vast number of specimens from all across the Indonesian 
Archipelago. He also used some of his family money to fund the research of 
scientists working in the islands. In 1850, He sent his first large shipment 
of objects back to Dresden, which formed the basis of the city’s great Asian 
ethnographic collections. Later on, during his retirement, he would play a major 
role in bringing the collections in Dresden to world-class standards.

In 1854, Schierbrand was made the Director of the Netherlands East Indian 
Army Corps of Engineers, along with a promotion to colonel. The civil 
government gave him special charge over the Residentiekaarten Survey and his 
authoritative bearing ensured that the endeavour was committed to excellence. 
While he retired in 1867, with the rank of Lieutenant-General, and returned to 
his native Saxony, Schierbrand trained his subordinates to continue the survey in 
a manner worthy his lofty standards for the next three decades.

It was through Schierbrand’s determined leadership that the residentie surveys 
proceeded in an orderly an expeditious manner. He selected the best Dutch 
military engineers to lead surveying teams, he managed to acquire the most up-
to-date equipment and he organized the training of numerous Javanese surveyors 
and draftsman, without whom the project would not have been successful. While 
funds were not plentiful, Schierbrand skilfully managed to stretch the guilders so 
that operations continued without interruption.

While the survey of the relatively low-lying Batavia residentie was comparatively 
simple, even the most enthusiastic surveyor would find the task ahead intimidating. 
While smaller than Sumatra and Borneo, Java was still quite large; with an area 
of 46,639 square miles, it was almost the size of England and twice the size of 
the Netherlands. Much of the interior had never before been mapped in any 
fashion, and some areas had never even been visited by Europeans. Much of the 
island was covered by dense jungle, while massive volcanic peaks rose to heights 
above 12,000 feet. The task was made even more difficult and dangerous by 
frequent volcanic eruptions and torrential rains. 

The first residenties to be surveyed were in West and Central Java: Cheribon, 
Banjoemas and Bagelen, followed by Kedoe, Soerkarta and Semarang. 
Schierbrand assembled a number of autonomous units led by commissioned 
military engineers, who led teams largely composed of Javanese surveyors who 
had been specifically trained for the project. 
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The general aspect of the topography was taken through advanced trigonometric 
methods. Base-points were selected, such as on the tops of mountains or 
prominent landmarks (such as towers) were precisely fixed by astronomical 
measurements. Next, baselines were run between the fixed points, with the 
distances between the base-points calculated by way of trigonometry. This way 
the geodetic parameters of the territory could be accurately measured. Some 
of the maps (such as those of Besoeki, Cheribon and Japara) feature ‘Signaal 
Kaarten’, as insets, maps detailing the surveyors’ triangulation lines. Next, the 
surveyors went “dessa by dessa” (village by village) taking extremely careful 
observations on lands use, the physical nature of the landscape, as well as 
manmade improvements (ex. major buildings, roads, etc.), and these variables 
were measured and placed precisely within the general topographical framework. 

The manuscript field surveys tended to be drafted to extremely large scales 
of 1:10,000 or 1:20,000. These were tendered to a drafting studio in Batavia, 
where they were carefully fashioned into accurate general residentie maps at the 
uniform scale of 1:100,000. In 1864, the drafting operation was improved and 
further professionalized upon Schierbrand’s foundation of the Topographische 
Dienst (Topographical Service Office), in Weltevreden, near Batavia, where all 
official maps of the Dutch East Indies were henceforth to be constructed to 
extremely high standards. 

Curiously, for the longest time, the Dutch colonial authorities, after having 
gone to so much effort and expense to execute the Residentie Surveys, had 
no clear plan to effectively bring them to print. The residentie manuscripts 
were exceedingly detailed, coded with numerous symbols, colours and types of 
shading, and were remarkably large (some, such as the map of Besoeki, were 
gargantuan!). While some of the manuscripts were copied by hand and some of 
the information they contained made its way into various mediocre printed maps, 
the publication of the proper Residentiekaarten was arrested for some years. 

The printing job promised to be extremely expensive and technically demanding, 
and was far beyond the capacity of any printer in Java. It seems that, for some 
time, the authorities in the Netherlands tried to avoid assuming responsibility 
for such a heavy task. Schierbrand pressed the government in The Hague to 
act, so that his work of the last 13 years would not be in vain (if the maps were 
never printed they would have been next to useless). Fortunately, in 1867, as 
Schierbrand approached his retirement, his requests finally gained traction.

Stunning, Award-Winning Chromolithography

Enter Carel Alphons Eckstein (1840 – 1925), the newly appointed master 
printer, and later the Director, of the Topographishe Inrichting (the 
Topographical Survey Office of the Netherlands) in The Hague. Eckstein 
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was not your normal government printer. He maintained many contacts with 
artists in Amsterdam, Brussels and Paris and was fascinated by new printing 
techniques. He saw the publication of the Residetiekaarten as an unprecedented 
opportunity, as opposed to a burden. Virtually no other place on earth possessed 
the combination of radical, volcanic topography and complex patterns of 
settlement as did Java, and Eckstien found the rich colour and detail of the 
Residentiekaarten manuscripts to be a source of amazement. 

Specifically, for the Residentiekaarten, Eckstein invented a new and extraordinary 
technique of chromolithography that was decades ahead of its time. He devised 
a way of printing the maps in 30 colours, employing a rich array of patterns, 
using 4 printing stones. As powerfully evidenced on the present maps, the 
technique enlivened the landscape with mosaics of luminous colours, with the 
volcanic peaks assuming an almost three-dimensional form, while the vibrant and 
dynamic nature of the landscape captivates the observer and draws the eye into 
the details of the map. The visual effect is utterly unique and a radical advance 
over all previous topographical maps of the kind.

The Residentiekaarten, due to their superlative chromolithography, won 
numerous international awards at industry and arts fairs, including at Paris 
(1875), Philadelphia (1876), Venice (1881), and most notably a Gold Medal at 
the Paris World Exposition (1900). This came in addition to frequent praise in 
contemporary geographical journals. 

Eckstein ensured that the standard scale of 1:100,000 was employed for all of the 
Residentiekaarten. Thus, as the size of the residenties differed, the printed maps 
were of varying sizes, and as every map sheet of the series was to be of a uniform 
size, 47.5 x 61 cm, the individual maps ranged in composition from 3 to 9 sheets.

As described in the ‘Legenda’ (Legend) on each map, the Residentiekaarten 
feature an exceptionally sophisticated depiction of land-use, granting an 
unprecedented insight into a region of high-density tropical agriculture in a 
society that was undergoing the early stages of industrialization. The maps 
mark details integral to the conduct of the surveys themselves, including 
‘Geodesische Signaal’ (Geodetic signals, for the triangulated surveys) and 
‘Mijlpaal’ (milestones). The maps also feature political information, such as ‘Dessa’ 
(villages) and the locations of various government offices and jurisdictional 
boundaries. Most interesting, is the depiction agrarian land use, including: 
‘Klappertuin’ (cocoanut plantations); ‘Bosch’ (forests); ‘Djattiebosch’ (teak 
forests); ‘Koffijtuin’ (coffee plantations); ‘Theetuin’ (tea plantations); ‘Kaneeltuin’ 
(cinnamon plantations); ‘Suikertuin’ (sugar plantations); ‘Kinatuin’ (quinine); 
‘Nottenmuskaatuin’ (nutmeg groves); ‘Glaaga’ (reeds); ‘Bamaboe’ (bamboo); 
‘Alang-Alang’ (long grass); ‘Tegal’ (dry agriculture); ‘Moeras’ (swamps); ‘Drooge 
Sawah’ (dry rice fields); ‘Natte Sawah’ (Rice Fields)’; ‘Vischvijvers’ (fish ponds); 
‘Meer’ (lakes); ‘Zand’ (sand rivers); ‘Waterlieding’ (water conduits / channels) and 
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‘Kanaal’ (canals). The maps also showcase a detailed overview of Java’s rapidly 
expanding transportation system including: ‘Spoorweg’ (railways); ‘Groote 
Postweg’ (the Great Post Road); ‘Binnen Postweg’ (primary roads); and ‘Rijweg’ 
(secondary roads).

It is important to remember that the process of surveying the residenties was  
far from complete by the time that Eckstein published the first map in 1868.  
By that time, only a handful of residentie manuscripts had arrived in The Hague, 
which were duly lithographed and serially issued by Topographische Inrichting. 
Every year or two, as new survey manuscripts reached The Hague, a new 
Residentiekaarten would be published, with the last of the first editions being 
issued in 1897.

Meanwhile, even before some of the first editions of the some of Residentiekaarten 
were published, Eckstien issued “Herziene Druken” (revised editions) of earlier 
maps, such that second and, in a few cases, third editions of the maps were 
issued up to 1914. Great changes had occurred to the Javanese landscape and, 
in some instances, political divisions had been altered. For instance, a notable 
development was the progressive construction of the railways on Java, beginning 
in the 1860s. Railway construction is most evident on the present second edition 
of the map of Semarang (dated 1898), which shows numerous lines radiating 
from the city of Semarang, which were built during the generation since the first 
edition of the map was printed in 1871. The eruption of the Krakatoa Volcano in 
1883, and the resulting tsunamis, caused much damage to coastal and low-lying 
areas of West Java, and this required much revision to the first editions of the 
corresponding Residentiekaarten, that were featured on the “Herziene Druken”. 

The Uses of the Residentiekaarten

The Residentiekaarten were the authoritative administrative regional maps  
of Java and Madura, from the time of their publication until the end of Dutch 
colonial rule in 1949, a span that (depending on the particular map) lasted 
between 50 and 80 years. The government employed the maps as the principal 
metric with which to assess land taxation and to coordinate the property 
registry system. The maps were also the blueprints used to create and manage 
infrastructure, such as roads, railways, canals and dykes. The maps were also 
vitally useful in planning agricultural and forestry management polices. In a 
situation somewhat unique to the ‘Ring of Fire’, the maps were also used to 
assess the potential (and actual) damage from volcanic activity, such as lava flows, 
landslides and tsunamis.

The Residentiekaarten were also considered vitally useful to various private 
corporations that were major stakeholders in Java and Madura, such as those 
engaged in banking, insurance, agriculture, mining and construction. In many 
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cases, the Residentiekaarten were the only maps considered sufficiently detailed 
and accurate from which to base major business decisions.

Today the Residentiekaarten are vitally important historical records of the 
landscape and human enterprise on Java and Madura, as it appeared during a 
time when the islands were still largely agrarian and rural societies, before the 
transformative changes brought about by the mass urbanization that occurred 
following Indonesian independence. 

The Collection

This fine collection of Residentiekaarten of Java and Madura consists of the 
following twelve (12) maps (plus an important additional pamphlet): 

A.   [BAGELEN, Jawa Tengah (Central Java)]. 
Topographische Kaart der Residentie Bagelen opgenomen ten gevolge 
Gouvernements besluit dd. 26 Mei 1857, Nre 4 onder de leiding van den 
Kolonel Directeur der Genie W.C. von Schierbrand door den Kapitein R.F. 
de Seijff en 1e teekenaar der Genie K. Wilsen [et al.]. 
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1890. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 4 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
The residentie of Bagelen, located along the south coast of Central 
Java, was surveyed from 1857 to 1859 and the first edition of the 
residentiekaart was published in 1870.

B.  [BESUKI, Jawa Timur (East Java)]. 
Topographische Kaart der Residentie Besoeki opgenomen ingevolge 
gouvernements besluit van den 28sten mei 1877 No. 13, in de jaren  
1878-1883. 
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1900. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 9 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
This large residentie occupies the entire eastern tip of Java, bordering 
the Bali Strait, and its size necessitated this massive map of nine sheets, 
the largest of the entire Residentiekaarten series. The lower left corner 
of the map features an inset ‘Signaal Kaart,’ depicting the surveyors’ 
triangulation lines. Besuki was famous for its production of high quality 
tobacco. The residentie was surveyed from 1875 to 1883 and the first 
edition of the map was published in 1888. 

C.  [CIREBON, Jawa Barat (West Java)]. 
Topographische Kaart der Residentie Cheribon opgenomen en 
zamengesteld onder de leiding van de opvolgende chefs van het 
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Topographisch Bureau der Genie Directie J. van Staveren ... [et al.] door 
de commissie (ingevolge Gouvernements Besluit van den 25en December 
1853 no. 10) bestaande uit den Kapitein W. Beijerinck ... [et al]. 
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1909. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 6 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
Cirebon, located in West Java, was known for its fisheries and its 
production of black pepper. Sheet 3 of the map features a ‘Signaal 
Kaart,’ detailing the surveyors’ triangulation lines. The residentie was 
surveyed from 1853 to 1857 and the first edition of the map was 
published in 1877.

 
D.  [YOGYAKARTA]. 

Topographische Kaart der Residentie Djokjakarta opgenomen ingevolge 
Gouvernements Besluit dd. 9 Julij 1861, No. 6 door de Opnemingsbrigade 
te zamengesteld uit den Militair Ambtenaar der 1e Klasse K.F. Wilsen 
(chef ) en de opnemers Strauss ... [et al.]. 
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1892. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 4 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
Yogyakarta had long been one of Indonesia’s greatest cultural centres, 
known for its leadership role in education and classical Javanese fine 
art, dance music and poetry. The region was the heart of the powerful 
Mataram Sultanate, from 1575 to 1640, and since that time the Sultan 
of Yogyakarta was one of Java’s most prominent rulers. The residentie 
was surveyed from 1862 to 1864 and the first edition of the map was 
published in 1876.

E.  [ JEPARA, Jawa Tengah (Central Java)]. 
Topographische Kaart der Residentie Japara opgenomen ingevolge 
Gouvernements Besluit dd. 6 Julij 1866 no. 8 van November 1866 tot 
Junij 1869 door de Opnemingsbrigade te zamengesteld uit P.M. Ockerse, 
Kapitein (chef ), den 1e Luitenant F.C.E. Meijer en de opnemers von 
Walther ... [et al.].  
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1894. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 4 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
Jepara, in Central Java, was known for its production of timber, rice 
and cotton. The upper left corner of the map features a ‘Signaal Kaart,’ 
depicting the surveyors’ triangulation lines. The residentie was surveyed 
from 1866 to 1869 and the first edition of the map was published in 1873. 

F.  [KARAWANG, Jawa Barat (West Java)]. 
Topographische Kaart der Residentie Krawang opgenomen ingevolge 
Gouvernements Besluit van den 6den Julij 1866, no. 8, in de jaren  
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1866 - 1869 door den 1ste Luitenant F. v. Balluseck; met medewerking 
van de 1ste Luitenants Diderich en Von Winning en de opnemers Schmidt 
... [et al.]. 
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1889. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 4 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
Karawang, located just to the east of Batavia, was known for its 
production of coffee and rice. The residentie was surveyed from 1866 to 
1869 and the first edition of the map was published in 1877.

G.  [MADIUN, Jawa Timur (East Java)]. 
Topographische Kaart der Residentie Madioen opgenomen in de jaren 
1864 t/m 1871, ingevolge Gouvernements Besluit dd. 7e Juli 1864 
no. 29 door de opnemingsbrigade Noord en Zuid Madioen, waartoe 
achtereenvolgens hebben behoord: de officieren von Balluseck, Bicker, 
Meijer ... [et al.].  
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1909. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 4 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
Madiun, in East Java, is a mountainous and fertile region long known 
for its sugar production. The residentie was surveyed from 1864 to 1871 
and the first edition of the map was published in 1878. 

H.  [MADURA]. 
Topographische Kaart der Residentie Madoera opgenomen ingevolge 
gouvernements beshuit van den 28sten Mei 1877 No. 13 in de Jaren 
1878-1882.  
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1914. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 3 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
This fine map embraces the entire island of Madura, located off of Java’s 
northeast coast, it formed its own residentie. The lower right corner 
of the map features an inset skeleton map of Madura’s road system, 
including mileages between key points. The island was long famous for 
its production of salt, and massive saltpans can be seen on the Madura’s 
east end (Sheet 3). The residentie was surveyed from 1878 to 1882 and 
the first edition of the map was published in 1887. 

I.  [PASURUAN, Jawa Timur (East Java)]. 
Topographische Kaart der Afdeelingen Pasoeroean, Bangil en Malang 
van de Residentie Pasoeroean opgenomen ingevolge Gouvernements 
Besluit van den 6den Juli no. 8 in de jaren 1874-1880. 
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1911. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 4 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
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The residentie of Pasaruan (then called by the Dutch ‘Pasoeroean’) 
traversed the width of the island, so possessed coasts on both the Indian 
Ocean and the Strait of Madura. It is exceedingly mountainous and 
features numerous volcanic peaks and crater lakes. Most notably, in 
the far southwest of the residentie (on Sheet 4 of the map), appears 
the great cone of Mount Semeru (called here ‘Semeroe’), Java’s highest 
peak at 3,676 metres (12,060 feet). The stratovolcano long possessed a 
prominent role in regional Buddhist-Hindus mythology as the ‘Abode 
of the Gods’.  
 
The residentie of Pasaruan was surveyed from 1873 to 1879 and the first 
edition of the map was published under a different title, Topographische 
Kaart der Residentie Pasoeroean, in 1887, with a second edition under 
that same title issued in 1900. The present map represents the third 
edition, with an amended title and alterations to political boundaries 
necessitated by recent jurisdictional boundary changes. 

J.  [PEKALONGAN, Jawa Tengah (Central Java)]. 
Topographische Kaart der Afdeelingen Pekalongan en Batang van de 
Residentie Pekalongan in 1 blad opgenomen ingevolge Gouvernements-
Besluit dd. 27 Mei 1863, no. 19 door de Opnemingsbrigade, samengesteld 
uit: Von Ballusek, Gewin, Donnadieu ... [et al.]. 
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1913. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 3 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
Pekalongan, located along the north coast of Central Java, was a 
bountiful region long renown for its production of fish, rice, indigo 
and sugar. The residentie was surveyed from 1863 to 1866 and the first 
edition of the map was published under a different title, Topographische 
Kaart der Residentie Pekalongan, in 1871. The present revised edition of 
the map features an amended title and alterations to political boundaries 
necessitated by intervening jurisdictional boundary changes. 

K.  [SEMARANG, Jawa Tengah (Central Java)]. 
Topographische Kaart der Residentie Semarang opgenomen ten gevolge 
Gouvernements Besluit, dd. 17 Augustus 1860 No. 3 onder de leiding van 
den Generaal Majoor der Genie W.C. von Schierbrand door den Majoor W. 
Beijerinck gedurende de jaren 1861, 62, 63 en 64.  
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1898. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 6 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
As shown on the present second state of the map of the residentie 
of Semarang, published in 1898, the city of Semarang had, over the 
previous generation, become the main railway hub of Java. From 1870 
to 1894, rail lines had virtually crossed the length of the island, with 
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Semarang, due to its central location and ample flat space, being the 
linchpin of the system. The residentie was surveyed from 1861 to 1864 
and the first edition of the map was published in 1871. 

L.  [SURAKARTA, Jawa Tengah (Central Java)]. 
Topographische Kaart der Residentie Soerakarta opgenomen ingevolge 
Gouvernements Besluit dd. 9 Juni 1861 no. 6 en 13 November 1862 no. 26 
door de Opnemings Brigade samengesteld uit [W.] Beijerinck, Majr chef 
en later [P.M.] Ockerse 1e Luitnnt chef met medewerking van Bicker ... 
[et al.] en de opnemers Kouwenberg ... [et al.] gedurende de jaren 1861, 62, 
63, 64, 65 en 1866. 
The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1906. 
Chromolithograph, printed on 6 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm. 
 
This attractive map features the magnificent depiction of the eastern and 
northern slope of Mount Merapi (meaning the “Mountain of Fire”), the 
most active volcano in all of Indonesia, which has erupted at least 68 
times since 1548. Otherwise, the residentie is best known for its capital 
city of Surakarta (commonly referred to as ‘Solo’), a great cultural centre. 
The residentie was surveyed from 1861 to 1866 and the first edition of 
the map was published in 1876. 

Additionally, the present collection is accompanied by the pamphlet, F. De Bas’s 
De Residentie-kaarten van Java en Madoera (Amsterdam: C. F. Stemler, 1876), a 
fascinating official account of the Java-Madura survey, written partway through 
the endeavour’s progress (Quarto (28 x 22.5 cm), 32 pp., plus two folding maps, 
original paper wrappers, Excellent condition).

The Great Rarity of the Residetiekaarten

All editions of the Residentiekaarten are extremely rare. While Eckstein’s 
production records have not come to light, it is quite clear that the maps were 
produced in only very limited quantities. This was, in part, due to the remarkably 
high cost of the maps. Eckstein spared no expense on their production, and their 
creation assumed the passionate nature of a fine arts project, as opposed being a 
government contract or a commercial venture. Each individual map sheet cost 
1.5 Guilders to purchase, an astounding sum for an object of its kind, roughly 
equivalent to a surveyor’s daily wage, and dramatically more than the cost of 
any contemporary Dutch printed map. For instance, the Besoeki (Besuki) map 
(consisting of 9 sheets) cost 13.5 Guilders to purchase, equal to a medium  
sized gold coin. 
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It seems that copies of the map were issued only to a select number  
government offices, a handful of Dutch academic institutions, as well as a 
number of commercial firms for whom the maps’ cost was of little importance. 

The survival rate of the Residentiekaarten is also thought to have been very 
low. Of large size, they were especially susceptible to wear and tear and many 
would have been discarded once their condition deteriorated. Moreover, as the 
equatorial climate of Indonesia is especially hard on works on paper, the vast 
majority of the copies send to Java would have perished. 

Moreover, assembling a “complete” set of the Residentiekaarten (of all 23 
residenties, plus the various revised editions) would always have been very 
challenging and would be today practically impossible. The various editions of the 
23 different maps were issued separately in small quantities over a 46-year period 
(1868 to 1914). It is thought that only a few “complete” sets survive, having been 
acquired contemporaneously by Dutch public institutions through on-going 
subscriptions directly from the Topographische Inrichting. 

Outside of the present collection, we are aware of only a single example of the 
any of the maps (an edition of the map of Besoeki) appearing at auction on in 
dealers’ catalogues during the last 25 years. The present collection of 12 of maps is 
thus an extraordinary offering, not likely to be equalled in the foreseeable future.

While several public institutions in the Netherlands hold examples of 
Residentiekaarten (likely having acquired them over a century ago), there are 
only a handful of institutional examples of individual maps outside of the 
Netherlands. 

References: F.J. Ormeling, ‘De Residentiekaarten van Java en Madoera’,  
Caert-Thresoor, vol. 19. No. 2 (2002), pp. 45-9; F.J. Ormeling, ‘“Residentiekaarten”: 
the contents of the 19th century topographic maps of Java,’ Paper delivered to 
the 26th International Cartographic Conference, Dresden, August 25-30, 2013. 
Cf. C.A. Eckstein, De methode van kleuren- en plaatdruk door het etsen van tinten 
op steen en de typo-autographie, in toepassing aan de Topographische Inrichting te 
’s Gravenhage (The Hague: Departement van Oorlog, 1878); J.J.K. Enthoven, 
Notice sur les cartes, livres et objets composés et recueillis par le service topographique 
des Indes Orientales Néerlandaises et destinés a l ’exposition universelle de Paris de 
1900 (Batavia: Topographische Inrichting, 1899); M.T. van Staveren (ed.), 
Vijfenzeventig jaren Topografie in Nederlands-Indië… Jubileumuitgave (Batavia: 
Topografische Dienst, 1939). 
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[HONG KONG].
Anon.
A Fine Collection of Four (4) Late 19th Century Original Photographs  
(Albumen Prints) of Scenes in Hong Kong.

A.  “Hong-Kong / Panorama général”.  
[Panorama of Victoria, Hong Kong], [circa 1890]. 
Albumen print, 19 x 72.5 cm (7.5 x 28 inches), folding and affixed to 
a contemporary paper album mount with manuscript title (in French), 
mount: 28.5 x 40 cm (11 x 16 inches), (Composed of three joined 
sections with original folds, in Very Good condition, right third of 
photograph slightly exposed).  
 
This fine large-scale panorama embraces all of Victoria, the capital of 
Hong Kong, from the perspective of the harbour. The scene is centred 
upon the concentration of major buildings along the grand quayside of 
the Praya, including the City Hall, the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank 
Building and the Hong Kong Hotel, the six-story building featured in 
the centre-right of the panorama. Notably, the hotel seems to still be 
in a partially-completed state, as construction of the edifice was not 
completed until 1892, a detail which helps to date the photograph. 
Numerous boats can be seen plying the harbour in the foreground, 
evidence that Hong Kong was one of Asia’s busiest ports. 
 
Victoria Peak rises above the city, and the thin white line shown 
ascending the mountain, above City Hall, is the famous Peak Tram.  
This funicular railway was completed in 1888. 

B.  “Hong-Kong / La Rade prise de Bowen Road”.  
[Hong Kong Harbour viewed from Bowen Road], [circa 1890]. 
Albumen print, 20.5 x 27 cm (8 x 10.5 inches), placed within a 
contemporary paper album mount, with manuscript title (in French), 
mount: 28.5 x 40 cm (11 x 16 inches) (Very Good condition, slightly 
age-toned, minor stain in the upper part). 
 
This engaging view looks down upon Hong Kong Harbour from the 
perspective of Bowen Road. The line of the celebrated Peak Tram, 
completed in 1888, is shown running up the slope of Victoria Peak, 
while numerous ships ply the harbour in the background. Bowen Road 
was named after George Ferguson Bowen, who served as the 9th 
Governor of Hong Kong from 1883 to 1885. 

10.  
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C.  “Hong – Kong / Anniversaire de la naissance de la Reine”.  
[“Queen Victoria’s Birthday Parade, Hong Kong”], [circa 1890]. 
Albumen print, 20.5 x 27 cm (8 x 10.5 inches), placed within a 
contemporary paper album mount, with manuscript title (in French), 
mount: 28.5 x 40 cm (11 x 16 inches) (Very Good condition, slightly 
age-toned). 
 
This fascinating view captures the pageantry of the celebration of 
the birthday of Queen Victoria. Spectators are shown observing vast 
lines of troops as they fire an armed salute in honour of Her Majesty, 
while tall ships decorated with banners, are moored in the harbor, in 
the foreground. Queen Victoria (reigned 1837 - 1901) personified the 
British Empire, and her birthday (May 24th) was celebrated annually 
throughout Britain’s colonial possessions.  
 
Another example of the same photograph, entitled in manuscript, 
“Queen’s Birthday Parade Hong Kong,” can be found in the collections 
of the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art at Cornell University, Ithaca, 
New York (Accession no. 86.140.310).

D.   “Hong-Kong / Une Rue dans la ville Chinoise”.  
[A Street Scene in Hong Kong’s Chinatown], [circa 1890]. 
Albumen print, 20.5 x 27 cm (8 x 10.5 inches), placed within a 
contemporary paper album mount, with manuscript title (in French), 
mount: 28.5 x 40 cm (11 x 16 inches) (Very Good condition, a little 
exposed and slightly age-toned). 
 
This photograph captures an interesting street scene in Hong Kong’s 
traditional ‘Chinatown’, otherwise known as the Wan Chai District, 
located to the east of Victoria. While Victoria had a more ‘Anglicized’ 
appearance, befitting the centre of British colonial administration, 
Chinese modes of building construction, signage and ways of life 
prevailed in Wan Chai. 
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Carolo BRENTANO [Brentán Károly] (1694 - 1752). 
[AMAZON BASIN / ECUADOR, PERU, BRAZIL, COLOMBIA, 
VENEZUELA and PANAMA].
Provincia Quitensis. Societatis Iesu in America Topographica exhibita nec non 
A.R.P. Ignatio Vicecomiti In Comitus Generalibus Ao. 1751.
Rome: Giovanni Petroschi, 1751.
Copper engraving, on 4 joined sheets, accented with original colour (Trimmed 
just outside of the neatline, soft old folds, very subtle old repaired tears, mild old 
stain in the center left area, otherwise in a Very Good condition), 63 x 91 cm  
(25 x 36 inches). 

A very rare and historically important monument of the cartography of South 
America and Jesuit mapmaking, a fine example of Carolo Brentano’s large 
separately issued map of Northern South America, importantly featuring the first 
broadly accurate depiction of the Amazon Basin.

The Jesuit father Carolo Brentano’s separately issued wall map of Northern South 
America is an exceedingly important monument of both Jesuit cartography 
and the mapping of Latin America. A masterpiece of Baroque design and 
engraving, it is the first broadly accurate and detailed map of the Amazon Basin, 
predicated, in part, on the discoveries made during Brentano’s epic adventures 
during his 26 years in South America (1724-50). Predicated on his own frontier 
cartography, that of his sometime companion, Nicolás de la Torre, and the best 
available sources, the map, for the first time, reveals a vast and magnificent land 
to European eyes. 

The Brentano map embraces all of the northern part of South America and 
part of the isthmus of Central America, within the equatorial regions between 
16 degrees North and 16 degrees South of latitude, including the entire region 
drained by the Amazon River.  While the map actually far transcends its 
mandate, Brentano’s express purpose for making the map was, for the very first 
time, to lend an accurate geographical depiction of the vast Jesuit Province of 
Quito (Latin: the ‘Provincia Quitensis’) and to showcase, in detail, the Church’s 
operations within that vast realm. The province included all of modern Ecuador, 
northernmost Peru, eastern Colombia, the Pacific coast of Panama, as well as 
the Upper Amazon regions of Brazil, the bounds of which are delineated by an 
elegant reddish-orange line. The Provincia Quitensis’s boundaries had a certain 
logic to them, as all of the province’s territory was most easily accessible from 
Quito (the provincial Jesuit headquarters), as opposed to any other major city.

The map’s legend, ‘Explicatio Signorum et Litteratum,’ located in the lower 
centre, identifies a number of different types of ecclesiastical institutions and 
missions employing symbols including: Crown: Vice Regnatus (Viceroy’s seat); 
Town surmounted by a Double Cross: Archiepiscopatus (Archbishop’s seat); Town 

11.  
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surmounted by a Single Cross: Episcopatus (Bishop’s seat); A.R.: Audientia Regia 
(Real Audiencia, or appellate court); C.: Collegium (College); N.: Novitiatus 
(novitiate, school for training priests); S.: Seminarium (seminary); U.: Universitas 
(university); T.: Theologia (theology school); M.: Moralis (morals school);  
P.: Philosophia (philosophy school); G.: Grammatica (grammar school); Plain 
Cross: Missionarius manibus Babaror, trucidatus (locations where missionaries 
were murdered by Native peoples); Anchor: Portus Maris (sea port); and 
N.B.: Natio Barbara (denoting ‘Barberous Nations’, a an archaic reference to 
Native Nations). The map is accordingly, by far, the most detailed and accurate 
contemporary record of the locations of ecclesiastical institutions in existence in 
the region, taken during the height of the Jesuit presence in South America. 

The magnificent Baroque style cartouche, in the upper right, is surmounted by 
a veritable pageant of allegory, dominated by the Three Graces, and includes a 
roundel featuring the portrait of Ignacio Visconti (1682 – 1755), who was the 
Superior General of the Jesuit Order when the map was published. 

Brentano painstakingly compiled his manuscript general map from his numerous 
frontier sketch maps and a variety of the best available sources. Upon Brentano’s 
arrival in Rome, in 1751, the publication of the map was undertaken by Giovanni 
Petroschi, a printer responsible for issuing some of the Jesuits’ most important 
maps. He had Brentano’s map drafted for printing by Guilio Cesare Cigni and 
engraved by Dominico Cigni, with the final map being issued in only a very 
limited print run, intended exclusively for the use of high-level officialdom. 

Carolo Brentano’s rare and exquisitely detailed map ranks as one of the great 
milestones in the cartography of Latin America and stand stands out as one of 
the Jesuit Order’s most impressive contributions to geographical knowledge. 
Brentano’s work deserves to have a much more prominent place in the current 
study of history. That his achievements are today not better known is due to the 
great rarity of his map and the mysterious loss of his memoirs and scientific 
writings, following his sudden death. 

The Jesuit Order & the Provincia Quitensis

The Jesuits or, more properly, the Society of the Order of Jesus, was founded 
in 1540 as major pillar of the Tridentine Reforms of the Roman Catholic 
Church, in an effort to counteract the spread of Protestantism. The Jesuits 
reported directly to the Pope, and employed an ingenious combination of clever 
marketing, education, and the use of iconography to win the hearts and minds  
of the masses. 

In Latin America, the Jesuits were known for their ability to convert the Native 
peoples and to found educational institutions of unrivalled excellence. Jesuit 
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fathers were extremely brave and often ventured into regions where others dared 
not tread. While their prime motivation was to advance their religious cause, 
their commitment to scientific inquiry led to momentous discoveries that have 
benefitted all of humanity over the centuries. From the its inception, science, 
education and intellectual curiosity were integral to the operations of the Jesuit 
Order. Cartography, geographical exploration and the study of ethnography and 
natural history went hand-in-hand with the Order’s global evangelical activities. 
Jesuit mapmakers played a central role in forming the basis of the modern mapping 
of diverse regions such as China, India, Latin America and large areas of eastern 
North America. Brentano was thus one of a long line of Jesuit cartographers whose 
revelations had a transformative impact on geographic knowledge, although the 
scope and difficulty of his accomplishments deserve special mention.

The Jesuits first arrived in Quito in 1568, and it was not long before the Order 
gained its place in the sun, as Jesuits founded various missions and reductions 
throughout the region. They benefitted from the fact that the region of the 
Provincia Quitensis had become wealthy from mining, with additional revenues 
gained from agriculture, fisheries and maritime trade. This provided more than 
enough funding for their operations, and the power of the Order in the region 
was epitomized by their provincial headquarters, in Quito, the Church of the 
Society of Jesus (La Iglesia de la Compañía de Jesús). Constructed in stages 
between 1605 and 1765, it is considered to be perhaps one the most lavish and 
exquisite example of Baroque architecture in the New World. 

Perhaps the most remarkable achievement of the Jesuits in the Provincia 
Quitensis, was the empire of missions and reductions they had created in the 
Upper Amazon Basin, located roughly where the modern nations of Peru, 
Colombia and Brazil meet. Covered by the world’s largest rainforest, due to 
torrential rains, deadly diseases, man-eating beasts and the occasional appearance 
of Native peoples armed with poison darts, the region was inarguably one of the 
most dangerous places on Earth for Europeans. For these reasons, the European 
understanding of the region was patchy at best. That being said, beginning in 
1638, the Jesuits in Quito began to send missionaries into the Upper Amazon. 
The prime objective was to set up chain of ‘Indian reductions’ (reducciones de 
indios), whereupon the generally transient Native peoples would be compelled to 
assume a sedentary and agrarian lifestyle in villages controlled by the Jesuits. This 
would make it easier to Christianize and integrate them into Western society. 
At first, progress was slow, as the Native tribes resisted the Jesuit’s advances. The 
Jesuits were compelled to limit their operations to the more cooperative tribal 
groups, while leaving others to maintain their traditional lifestyles. 

Around the time that Brentano arrived in the region, in the 1720s, the Jesuit 
command in Quito decided to dramatically step up its presence in the Upper 
Amazon, throwing great resources towards sending missionaries to create more 
outpost and schools. Brentano proved to be the most competent and energetic of 
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his contemporaries, for which he was awarded with the promotion to becoming 
head the Order in the province. 

The Jesuits’ designs were broadly successful, as testified by the proliferation of 
missions and institutions showcased on the present map. However, it is amazing 
to consider that, cumulatively, all of the Jesuits’ Upper Amazon missions were 
manned by only 161 priests over a period of 131 years (from 1638 to 1769) –  
a use of manpower so efficient that it strains credibility. 

By the mid-18th Century, the Jesuit Order was at the height of its socio-economic 
power. Through its vast archipelago of missions and schools that spanned Latin 
America, the Order had a hold on the hearts and minds of millions of people, 
granting its considerable political influence. The Jesuits were extremely well 
organized and were excellent businessmen. As one of the greatest landowners in 
the New World, the Order made vast fortunes. However, the Jesuits was starting, 
albeit gradually, to fall into concurrence with both the Spanish and Portuguese 
Crowns. The Jesuits, in part due to their stellar organization and success, operated 
as autonomous units within the Spanish and Portuguese empires. Civil officials 
and members of other ecclesiastical orders became jealous of their wealth and 
power and felt threatened by their seemingly secretive nature. 

Making matters even worse, many of the Jesuits’ key leaders in Latin America, 
such as Brentano, were foreigners who had no inherent loyalty to either Iberian 
Crown. While the Jesuits in the Provincia Quitensis generally behaved with 
fidelity to the Spanish Crown, members of the Order in places such as Paraguay 
and Brazil went way too far, and were revealed to have supported armed Native 
insurrections against the imperial governments. By the 1760s, these controversies 
would have fatal consequences for the Order, while some years earlier they would 
cause great problems for Brentano personally. 

Carolo Brentano: Intrepid Jesuit Cartographer & Adventurer 

Carolo (“Carlos”) Brentano was born as Brentán Károly, on August 23, 1694, 
in Komárom, Hungary. He is thought to have been descended from a noble 
Tyrolean family, a branch of which ended up in Hungary. He was educated at the 
Jesuit University of Trnava (now in Slovakia) and, in 1714, was ordained into the 
Jesuit Order. In 1722, he was accepted into Jesuit Seminary in Seville, Spain, for 
a special two-year course that trained priests to go on mission to the New World. 

In 1724, Brentano arrived in Quito to accept his assignment to the missions in 
the Upper Amazon Basin. He was posted to a remote area, located in the vicinity 
of where the Tigre and Nanay Rivers meet the mighty Marañón River, the 
largest tributary of the Amazon, near the future location of Iquitos, Peru. There 
he ministered to the Yameos native peoples, whom had long been acquainted 
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with Europeans, but had yet to accept Jesuit guidance. The area, located almost in 
the dead centre of the present map, features ‘Yameos’ villages marked twice along 
the banks of the Tigre River. 

For the next eight years, Brentano moved almost frenetically from native village 
to village. He was an exceedingly charismatic and effective minister, aided by 
his excellent command of Native languages. An accomplished musician, he was 
responsible for the introduction of Baroque music to the region, which was 
much adored by the Yameos, who where said to have played Catholic hymns and 
Central European folk tunes in the jungle for decades to come. Brentano also 
taught the Native people valuable skills in agriculture and provided them with 
a well-rounded syllabus that embraced both secular and religious subjects. He 
also translated the catechism into the local language and was eventually able to 
convert and settle the Yameos where all of his forebears had failed. 

All the while, Brentano made extensive scientific observations on the natural 
history of the region and the culture of its peoples. He was also likely the first 
European to explore large areas of the Upper Amazon, including the lengths 
of the Ucayli, Tigre and Napo Rivers. He made many sketch maps of hitherto 
uncharted territories, of which sadly none are known to survive to this day. 
Ironically, while he was, in part, responsible for destroying the ancient culture  
of the local people, he was also known to show exceptional respect for aspects  
of their customs and great compassion for their material wellbeing. 

Brentano’s exceptional missionary zeal was recognized in Quito and, in 1732, 
he was appointed to become head of the Upper Amazon missions. He founded 
four new reductions and several missionary outposts and schools, all of which are 
labelled on the map.

In 1743, Brentano and a small group of young Jesuits made a daring trip into the 
Chocó region of what is today western Colombia. There the Andes Mountains 
cascade abruptly towards the Pacific Coast, featuring a rugged landscape, covered 
with impossibly dense rainforest, and yielding many dangers, such as unfriendly 
natives, diseases and ferocious beasts. These obstacles had ensured that Europeans 
had never even stepped foot into many parts of the Chocó. However, it was for 
this very reason that Brentano was eager to reconnoitre the region in order to 
gain an appraisal of its suitability for new reductions. 

Brentano’s party left from Popayán and proceeded along western edge of the 
Andes and over to the Atrato River, which they followed to the infamously 
terrifying Darien region, which lay along the Caribbean Sea, where Central and 
South America meet. There they endured unbelievable hardships and it was 
nothing short of a miracle that they survived to reach Panama City, whereupon 
they sailed back to Ecuador. 
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Brentano’s achievements were universally admired and, in 1742, he was 
nominated to become the provincial superior of the Jesuit Order in the 
Provincia Quitensis. He took office in 1744, agreeing to serve for a four-year 
term. Working out of the glorious Iglesia de la Compañía, he had to adapt his 
restless sprit to a desk job, albeit an august one. As a consolation, he did have 
the run of the Order’s excellent library, which included innumerable printed 
books, manuscript accounts and rare and unique maps of the geography of South 
America. It was likely during this time that he began to consider creating the 
authoritative map of the Provincia Quitensis, by merging his own cartographic 
discoveries with the best available knowledge from other sources.

Brentano’s other influences, which were taken into account in his final map, 
included the depiction of the Amazon Basin, Ecuador and Peru from Juan de 
Narváez’s map, prepared in Quito, in 1724, which, in turn, is partially taken 
from the pioneering map of the Amazon by the Czech Jesuit Samuel Fritz, first 
printed in 1707.  The depiction of the Orinoco region (in today’s Venezuela), 
including the presence of the fictional ‘Lago de Parima,’ is largely derived from 
the map that was included in José de Gumilla’s El Orinoco Ilustrado (Madrid, 
1741).  As shown on the present map, Brentano also took note of an important 
recent discovery, the Casiquiare Canal, the natural connection between the 
Oronoco and the Rio Negro, encountered by Padre Emanuel Roman in 1744.   

In 1748, as Brentano’s tenure in Quito was set to expire, he received news that 
he was to be appointed as Procurer General of the Jesuits in Latin America. 
This high office, based in Rome, entailed being the chief administrator of all of 
the Jesuits’ operations in the New World, and would, in practical terms, make 
Brentano one of the most powerful figures in the Vatican. 

While Brentano would have been expected to return to Europe by the relatively 
easy sea route via Guayaquil, Panama and Seville, his wanderlust got the better of 
him. He elected to make his return by making the 6,000 km journey from Quito 
down the entire length of the Amazon. While he was familiar with the Upper 
Amazon Basin, the areas downriver were completely unknown to him. 

In particular, the stretch of the Marañon between the Napo River, in his old area 
of operations, and its confluence with the Rio Negro (near modern Manaus, 
Brazil) were not represented correctly on any known maps. It seems that it was 
his desire to create a complete accurate map of the Amazon that motivated what 
would otherwise be a quixotic venture.

Fortunately, Brentano was joined on this trip by the Jesuit father Nicolás de la 
Torre, who brought with him his own extensive knowledge of the Amazon Basin, 
along his own sketch maps, which he duly shared with his travelling companion. 
For this reason, Brentano later ensured that Torre was specifically credited on the 
present printed map.
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At first, the trip down the Amazon system proceeded smoothly. Brentano 
enjoyed the satisfaction of seeing his thriving Yameos reductions for the last 
time and the mapping of the in the Marañon down to the Rio Negro went 
swimmingly. However, when Brentano and Torre reached the Portuguese port of 
Pará (now Belém, Brazil), at the mouth of the Amazon, they ran into serious trouble. 

For the reasons aforementioned, many Portuguese officials disliked the Jesuits. 
They especially had distain for Jesuits serving in Spanish lands. During the 
recently concluded War of the Austrian Succession (1740-48) the old bad 
blood between the Iberian kingdoms flowed afresh, as the technically neutral 
Portuguese had not so discreetly supported Britain’s war effort against Spain, 
while Portugal was resentful of what they considered to be Spain’s encroachments 
upon their Brazilian territories. Upon Brentano and Torre’s arrival, Pará was 
experiencing an outbreak of smallpox. The town’s governor spuriously used this 
as an excuse to “quarantine” (in actuality, imprison) Brentano and Torre, accusing 
the ‘foreigners’ of being the origin of the epidemic. Apparently, the governor did 
not believe Brentano’s claims that he was the incoming Procurer General of the 
Jesuits in Latin America, as it was simply inconceivable that such a senior official 
would travel such an insanely arduous route down the Amazon. 

The Jesuit fathers rotted in prison for months, before they were able to make a 
jailbreak. They travelled up river as far as Gurupá, however, they were, once again, 
caught and incarcerated. While details are sketchy, it seems that shortly thereafter 
the Portuguese officials were convinced of Brentano’s high rank in the Jesuit 
Order, and this motivated them to release Brentano and Torre, who promptly 
sailed for Europe. Brentano did not arrive in Rome until the early months of 1751. 

Brentano in Rome & the Publication of the Provincia Quitensis 

Once in Rome, Brentano settled into his new post as Procurer General, which 
entailed innumerable meetings, diplomatic negations, and paperwork. While 
honourific and luxurious, it was a far cry from the adrenalin rush of the Amazon. 
However, the Vatican also gave Brentano the time and resources to work towards 
publishing his intended magnum opus, which was planned to consist of two 
components. First, was the publication of a large separately issued map that 
integrated all of Brentano and Torre’s sketch maps, as well as the geographical 
intelligence that Brentano gleaned from the archives in Quito. Today, two 
examples of Brentano’s general, integrated manuscript map are known to survive. 
One resides at the Jesuit Archives in Rome, while another, slightly different 
manuscript, is preserved at the Library of Congress. Second, Brentano intended 
to publish a lengthy published memoir, with scientific observations, of his 26 
years of adventures in South America, richly illustrated with maps and plates. 
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Enter Giovanni Petroschi (c. 1700 - 1766), an engraver and publisher long 
associated with the Jesuits, who would be responsible for issuing three of the 
Order’s most important printed maps of Latin America including: a fine edition 
of Juan Francisco D’Avila’s map of the Paraguay missions, Paraguariæ Provinciæ 
soc. jesu cum adiacentibg. novissima descriptio (Rome, 1732); José Antonio de 
Sylverio Villaseñor y Sánchez’s groundbreaking map of Mexico, Mexicanae 
Provinciae divisioni (Rome, 1754); as well as the present Brentano map. He also 
engraved maps and plates for numerous fine books, including a map of the Holy 
Land, Regno di Gerusalemme in tempo delle guerre sagre, for Sebastiano Paoli’s 
Codice diplomatico dell ’Ordine di Malta (1733) and the engravings for Bianchini 
Francesco La Istoria Universal (Rome, 1747).

Petroschi arranged for Guilio Cesare Cigni to draft the final manuscript (the 
present map is signed in lower left: ‘Iulius Caesar Cigni delineavit’) and for 
Dominico Cigni to engrave the map onto four large copper plates (the present 
map is signed in the lower middle: ‘Dominicus Cigni sculpsit’). While done with 
great care, it appears that the engraving and publishing was done with remarkable 
dispatch, and it seems that the printed map was issued before the end of 1751.

The map was issued in only a very limited print run, as it was intended exclusively 
for the use of high ranking church officials and perhaps a very select number of 
interested officers of the Spanish Crown. Of a large size and of lavish engraving, it 
would have been very expensive if ever placed on that market, and it certainly was 
never indeed for general release. It was, as one might say, an “in house” production. 

Another factor that would have argued against the map ever being widely 
disseminated were the sensitivities of the Spanish Crown. Spain had long 
maintained a policy of cartography secrecy with respect to its colonial domains, 
and did not generally permit the publication of related maps for fear that they 
may fall into enemy hands. Geographic knowledge had great military and 
commercial value and, on several notable occasions, the Spanish had suffered 
great consequences when their rivals (namely Britain) gained access to their 
secret secret maps. By 1751, the policy of secrecy was beginning to relax 
somewhat, although Spanish officials still routinely banned certain publications 
and censored others. Sensitive maps of Spanish colonial possessions, based on 
new information, such as Pedro Vicente Maldonado’s Carta de la Provincia de 
Quito y de sus adyacentes (Paris, circa 1750), were often printed outside of Spain, at 
least in part, to avoid Madrid’s regulations. The Jesuits, who were on the frontline 
of geographical intelligence gathering, often found ways to violate Spain’s 
censorship laws. Even then, however, the Spanish government was sometimes 
able to run interference. For instance, Spanish officials compelled Villaseñor y 
Sánchez to omit much of the detail that was on his original manuscript map of 
Mexico from the copy he sent to Petroschi in in Rome. 
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While we do not know how the Spanish government felt about the publication 
of Brentano’s map, it is probably safe to say that they would not have been 
thrilled, especially as some of the information it showcases could conceivably 
have been useful to Portugal, their regional rival. However, by printing the 
Brentano map in only a very limited print run, intended only for select high-level 
use, Petroschi likely avoided any unwanted attention from Madrid. Nevertheless, 
the Jesuits’ propensity towards independent action, such as printing unsanctioned 
maps, was among the many issues that contributed to Spain’s decision to suppress 
the Jesuit Order in 1767.

Once his map was published, Brentano began feverishly preparing his great book 
on his discoveries in South America. Entitled “Marannonensium SJ Missionum 
Iconibus Illustrata Historia General,” it was shaping up to run into two volumes, 
featuring his numerous sketch maps and drawings. It would certainly have been 
a groundbreaking work on the flora, fauna, geography and ethnography of the 
region. Tragically, on the night of November 18-19, 1752, while Brentano was 
on a retreat near Genoa, he died under sudden and mysterious circumstances. 
His largely complete manuscript went missing and has never turned up since. 
Posterity was robbed of what was surely one of the most valuable and fascinating 
books ever written on South America. The present map is thus the only surviving 
monument to Brentano’s life’s work.

In spite of the very limited distribution of the Provincia Quitensis, the map 
proved to be highly influential in rarefied circles. For instance, the legendary 
explorer and intellectual Alexander von Humboldt (1769 – 1859) remarked  
“I was surprised to see a very rare map I found in Rome,” referring to an example 
the present work. Brentano’s map became a major source for Humboldt’s 
revolutionary work. In 1899, during the Venezuela-Guyana Boundary Arbitration,  
an example of the map was formally entered as evidence by the British government.

Brentano’s Provincia Quitensis is very rare. As already mentioned, very few 
examples were ever issued and, moreover, the survival rate of large, separately 
issued 18th Century maps is very low. We are aware of only 2 other examples 
appearing on the market during the last generation.  We have only been able to 
locate 3 institutional examples (British Library, Bibliothèque nationale de France 
and the John Carter Brown Library). In it important to note that a reduced, 
much smaller, version of the Brentano map (also rare) was also issued under the 
same title, and this should not be confused for the present large-format issue. 

References: Backer & Sommervogel, Bibliothèque de la Compagnie de Jésus, vol. II 
(Brussels, 1891), p. 114; Uricoechea Rodríguez, Mapoteca Colombiana, Ecuador 
no.6 (p. 143). Cf. ‘Maps of the Jesuit Mission in Spanish America, 18th century,’ 
in Imago Mundi, vol. 15 (1960), pp. 244-8, no. 43 (Referring to the Brentano 
manuscript in the Jesuit Archives in Rome).
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12.  [SEVEN YEARS’ WAR - ATLANTIC CANADA & MAINE].
Georges-Louis LE ROUGE (c. 1712 - 1790).
Partie Orientale Du Canada Traduite de l’Anglois de Carte de Jeffery’s publiée  
a Londres en May 1755.
Paris, 1755.
Copper engraving with details accented in original colour (Excellent condition, 
light creasing along upper centerfold), 52 x 63.5 cm (20.5 x 25 inches).

A rare separately issued map depicting the various competing French and British 
historical territorial claims in the Canadian Maritimes and Maine, published in 
Paris on the eve of the Seven Years’ War (1756-63).

This rare and engaging map details the political geography behind the Acadia 
Boundary Dispute, contested between France and Britain, a major cause of the 
Seven Years’ War (1756-63), also known as the French & Indian War.  
The bilingual map (French and German) focuses on the Canadian Maritimes 
and Maine, but extends south and west as far as Boston, Lake Champlain and 
Montreal.  The various competing British and French historical claims to parts 
of the Canadian Maritimes (Acadia), Quebec and Maine, are demarcated by a 
series of lines and shading, which are explained in ‘Explications,’ or legends, in 
the upper part of the map. 

The general geography of the map is derived from Thomas Jefferys’s A New 
Map of Nova Scotia, and Cape Breton Island (London, 1755), which Le Rouge 
notes was published in May 1755. The table on the right-hand side of the 
map compares various latitudinal and longitudinal readings on the present 
map to those on eight other well-known maps of the region.  In the upper 
right quadrant, the composition is adorned with an elegant, if a touch archaic, 
allegorical scene of Neptune riding a sea chariot led by hypocanthuses.

In 1749, France and Britain convened a Joint Commission to resolve their 
boundary dispute in Acadia.  Tensions between the two powers remained 
high following the signing of the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (1748), which 
ended the War of Austrian Succession (1740-8) on the terms of status quo ante 
bellum.  However, the parties disagreed about what the “status quo ante bellum” 
meant, as they had markedly different interpretations of the Franco-British 
boundaries in the region, as proscribed by the Treaty of Utrecht (1713). The 
problem was that the relevant wording of that treaty was extremely vague. While 
both sides agreed that France had ceded at least a part of Acadia to Britain in 
1713, they could not agree as to the size and bounds of the ceded territory. 
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The original wording the Treaty of Utrecht read:

“The most Christian king [Louis XIV of France] will entrust to [Anne] the Queen of 
Great Britain… Nova Scotia also, otherwise Acadia, in its entirety, conformable to 
its ancient limits; as also the town of Port Royal, now called Annapolis Royal, and 
generally all the dependencies of the said lands…”

The British interpreted this phrase to mean that France had ceded all of the 
mainland of the Canadian Maritimes (thus omitting Cape Breton Island and the 
Island of St. John / P.E.I.), Quebec’s Gaspé Peninsula, and a long strip of land 
along of the south shore of the St. Lawrence Estuary.  The French interpreted 
the same line to mean that they had only ceded the southeastern coast of the 
Peninsula of Nova Scotia, plus the vicinity of the town of Port Royal (renamed 
Annapolis Royal by the British in 1713).  Objective legal analysts have since 
interpreted the cession to actually consist of the entirety of Peninsular Nova 
Scotia, but nothing else. As shown on the present map, both sides were miles apart. 

As explored by Mary Pedley, in her fine article ‘Map Wars: The Role of Maps  
in the Nova Scotia / Acadia Boundary Disputes of 1750,’ both France and 
Britain employed a great assortment of historical maps and textual documents 
to support their respective claims, and both sides were able to draw on strong 
historical precedents. 

The British claimed that John Cabot, an explorer sailing under the English 
flag, had discovered the region in 1497, and that King James I had formally 
chartered the territory to British subjects in 1621.  The French countered that 
they had built the first permanent settlement in the region (Port Royal), in 
1603, which was followed up by numerous French royal charters, settlements 
and fortifications, most notably the great bastion of Louisbourg on Cape Breton 
Island (established in 1713). The British then counterclaimed that this was all 
trumped by the Utrecht cessions and that British claims were now anchored 
by their brand-new Royal Navy base at Halifax (founded in 1749). The British 
produced a map by Thomas Jefferys, A New Map of Nova Scotia, and Cape Breton 
Island (London, 1755), which showed the extent of their claims. 

The French countered with a map that bolstered their arguments, Carte D’Une 
Partie De L’Amerique Septentrionale Pour servir a L’Intelligence Du Memoire Sure 
Les Pretentions Des Anglois Au Suiet Des Limites A Regler Aec La France Dans Cette 
Partie Du Monde (Paris, 1755) that, while anonymous, was likely devised by the 
French royal hydrographer, Jacques-Nicolas Bellin.

The present map was issued by Georges-Louis La Rouge in a clever effort to 
graft the French claims onto Jefferys’s geographical template, so adapting the 
British map to French ends.
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The various historical claims are described on the map in both French and 
German, and referring to in the key, ‘Explication’ in the top-left margin, as 
translated:

“The boundaries proposed by the Memoranda of the English Commissioners dated 
September 21, 1750 and January 11, 1751”…Conveyed by a Red Dotted Line 
(This line defines Britain’s brazenly ambitious claim, as presented to the Joint 
Commission, which held that all of the territory east and south of a line running 
along the south shore of the St. Lawrence River near Quebec, and then down 
directly southwards to the Gulf of Maine to a point just west of the Kennebec 
River, belonged to Britain).

“The boundaries of Acadia and the adjacent sea banks as specified by the Treaty of 
Utrecht”…Conveyed by a Fine Dotted Line (This line defines the minimalistic 
and, frankly, inaccurate French interpretation of their cession to Britain as 
proscribed by the Treaty of Utrecht (1713).  In reality, France ceded all of 
Peninsular Nova Scotia to Britain, although here this line shows that the French 
only ceded the southeast coast of the peninsula).

“The Vicinity of Port Royal which was ceded in the Treaty of Utrecht”…Conveyed 
by an Unbroken Line (This line cordons off the area of southwestern Peninsular 
Nova Scotia that surrounds the town of Port Royal (Annapolis Royal), which is 
here noted to be an additional French concession to Britain under the Treaty of 
Utrecht of 1713).

“The Limits of Nova Scotia following the Concession of James I to William [Alexander] 
in September 1621”…Conveyed by a Green Dotted Line (This line defines 
the limits of the massive grant that James I chartered to the Scottish courtier 
William Alexander in 1621. Alexander named the grant ‘Nova Scotia,’ so 
establishing the British name for the region. This grant included all of the 
Canadian Maritimes, being east of a line running from the St. Lawrence 
Estuary near Baie de Bic down to Passamaquoddy Bay. An unmentioned fact 
that was unhelpful to the British side was that, in 1632, Charles I had rescinded 
Alexander’s grant after he failed to found a permanent settlement in the region).

The details defined in the ‘Explication’ in the top-right margin are, as translated:

“The lands conceded by [Oliver] Cromwell to Messrs. La Tour, Crown and Temple 
on August 9, 1656…Conveyed by a Double Fine Dotted Line (The region in 
question is an ovoid area embracing the shores of the Bay of Fundy and a part of 
eastern Maine.  This land claim relates to a bizarre sequence of events. Charles de 
Saint-Étienne de la Tour (1593-1666), served as the Governor of French Acadia 
(1631-42 and 1653-57). In 1645, La Tour was deposed by the rival colonial 
leader, Charles de Menou d’Aulnay, Sieur de Charnizay, following the Acadian 
Civil War (1640-5).  La Tour then switched sides to the English. In 1656, 
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he received, in conjunction with two English subjects, this grant from Oliver 
Cromwell, the Lord Protector of England.  He subsequently returned to French 
allegiance, supposedly invalidating Cromwell’s award).

The Government of Sieur Denis in 1654…Represented by Shading of Horizontal 
Lines (This area was granted by King Louis XIV to Nicolas Denys (1598 - 1688), 
a colonial adventurer who wrote an important early description and history of 
Acadia, Description géographique et historique des costes de l ’Amérique septentrionale: 
avec l ’histoire naturelle du païs (Paris, 1672)).

The Government of Sieur Charnizai in 1638… Represented by Shading of 
Diagonal Lines (This area includes the region granted to Charles de Menou 
d’Aulnay, Sieur de Charnizay (1604-50) by Louis XIII in 1638.  D’Aulnay 
acted as the de facto Governor of French Acadia after deposing La Tour in the 
aforementioned Acadian Civil War (1640-5)).

The Government of Sieur La Tour in 1638…Represented by Shading of Vertical 
Lines (This area encompasses the original grant given to the abovementioned 
Governor Charles de la Tour by Louis XIII in 1638).

Not surprisingly, in spite of the lengthy deliberations and unprecedented 
investigation of historical cartography, the Joint Commission was deadlocked 
and was disbanded in 1754. While the Ohio Valley Dispute is better known as 
one of the causes of the Seven Years’ War (the French & Indian War), the Acadia 
Boundary Dispute was, in some ways, more important, as the region represented 
both the gateway to New France, as well as guarding the sea route between the 
British Thirteen Colonies and Britain. Also, the banks off of Nova Scotia yielded 
a great wealth in fisheries, revenues infinitely greater than those received from the 
Ohio Country. The Acadia dispute would have been top of mind in both London 
and Paris as the two empires enjoined preliminary hostilities in 1755, the year 
that this map was printed.

The publisher of the present map, Georges-Louis Le Rouge (c. 1712 - 1790), was 
by far the most important map printer in France during the critical era running 
from the Seven Years’ War through the American Revolution. He brought many 
groundbreaking manuscript maps of places and events in the Americas to print 
for the first time, and devised ingenious cartographic products, such as the 
present production. Additionally, he issued French editions of important British 
printed surveys and battle plans. Le Rouge was born in Hanover, Germany, but 
moved to France in 1738. The present map was issued in a bilingual form (French 
and German) in an effort to access not only the French market, but also clientele 
in Le Rouge’s native region.

The present map was issued separately, although some examples were included 
in Le Rouge’s very rare Atlas Ameriquain Septentrional (1778). The map is an 
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important artifact relating to the Seven Years’ War, as well as the history of the 
Canadian Maritimes and Maine.  

The map is rare and we are aware of only a few other examples being offered 
separately on the market during the last 25 years. 

References: Kershaw, Early Printed Maps of Canada, no. 741; McCorkle, New 
England, no. 755.21l; Sellers & Van Ee, Maps of North America, no. 31. Cf. Mary 
Pedley, ‘Map Wars: The Role of Maps in the Nova Scotia / Acadia Boundary 
Disputes of 1750,’ Imago Mundi, vol. 50, (1998), pp. 96-104. 
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[CANADA - MONTREAL].
ARMOUR & RAMSAY (Publishers) / George MATTHEWS 
(Lithographer).
Plan of Montreal published by Armour & Ramsay, 1844.
Montreal, 1844.
Lithograph on thin blue paper (Very Good, some old creases, minor marginal 
tears since stabilized), 28 x 42.5 cm (11 x 17 inches).

An extremely rare separately issued mid-19th Century map of Montreal, printed  
on blue lettersheet-type paper, published in Montreal by Armour & Ramsay.

This extremely rare, separately issued map of Montreal is printed on thin  
blue lettersheet-type paper and has the distinction of being one of the earliest 
maps of the city to have been published in Canada. It was issued in Montreal  
by the prominent firm of Armour & Ramsay, having been lithographed by 
George Matthews. 

The map showcases the entire city of Montreal as it was during the early 1840s, 
with its marked limits roughly enclosing what is today’s downtown. With a 
population of over 50,000, Montreal was then British North America’s largest 
city and its financial and cultural epicentre. 

The map maintains a roughly westward-orientated perspective and is centered 
on Old Montreal. The city is shown divided into wards, and while still in 
an intermediate stage of urbanization, the outer areas feature now familiar 
thoroughfares such as “Sherbrooke Street,” “Dorchester Street” (today’s René 
Lévesque Boulevard) and “St. Denis Street”. The “Lachine Canal,” completed 
in 1824, pictured on the south side of town, had proven to be a major economic 
boon to the city, providing a transport connection to Upper Canada. Montreal’s 
coat of arms adorns the upper right corner of the composition.

Beginning the lower-right and continuing on the upper left, the map labels 56 
major buildings and sites of interest including: 1) St. James Church; 2) Catholic 
Bishop’s House; 3) St. Lawrence Market; 6) Dalhousie Square; 10) Theatre 
Royal; 11) Fish Market; 12) New Market; 13) Nelson’s Monument; 15) Court 
House; 16) Church of Scotland; 17) English Church; 19) Hotel Dieu; 20) 
French Cathedral (Notre-Dame Cathedral, completed in 1843); 21) Seminary; 
23) Montreal Bank; 28) Recolet Church; 31) Custom House; 34) College; 36) 
Eagle Foundry; 44) Molson’s Brewery; 45) St. Marys Foundry; 46) New Gaol; 
47) Spirit Distillery; 48) Exchange Coffee House; 51) Library & Nat. Histy. 
Socy.; 54) News Room; and 56) Post Office.

The present map is one of the earliest maps of Montreal to have been printed 
in Canada and is one of the first city plans to have been lithographed in that 

13.  
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country. Lithography was first introduced to Canada in 1831 (simultaneously 
in Montreal and Kingston). While the map was published under the authority 
of the bookseller and printer Armour & Ramsay, it was lithographed by George 
Matthews. Importantly, in 1843, Matthews had lithographed a series of scenes 
of Montreal by the artist James Duncan, rare works that are considered to be 
important monuments in the historic visual culture of the city.

While seemingly not intended as a lettersheet, the map is printed on extremely 
thin blue lettersheet-type paper that was popular during the 1840s an 1850s. The 
map is quite large for a work printed on such paper and, being separately issued, 
this certainly contributed to the map’s low survival rate and its great rarity today.

The addition of discreet contemporary manuscript annotations, in the centre left 
of the present example of the map, mark out “16 Bellevue Terrace,” an address 
that was then the residence of the leading industrialist Thomas Moreland, the 
co-proprietor of Moreland, Watson & Co. Wholesalers, which in 1864 went on 
to found the steel firm, Montreal Rolling Mills.

Armour & Ramsay: Leading Canadian Publisher

The map is one of the rarest productions of Armour & Ramsay, then the leading 
bookseller and publisher in British North America. While relatively short-lived, 
the enterprise had a transformative impact upon print culture in what is now 
Canada. The firm was founded in 1835 by Andrew Harvie Armour (1809-59) 
and his brother-in-law Hew Ramsay (1811-57). Armour was the son of the 
Scots publisher and businessman Robert Armour (1781 - 1857), the owner of 
the Montreal Gazette, the city’s leading English-language newspaper, which had 
a strong Tory editorial bias (pro-British colonialism, right wing). Armour & 
Ramsay brought the Gazette from Robert Armour in 1836 and hired aggressive 
and highly partisan editors in order to sharpen the paper’s rhetoric, so as to 
increase circulation. The firm was appointed as the Queen’s Printer for the 
District of Montreal in 1838, and so gained access to many useful official sources. 

Armour & Ramsay’s bookselling business grew rapidly, making the company 
the dominant player in the Canadian market. In short order, new branches were 
opened in Kingston and Hamilton, Canada West (today’s Ontario), while a 
thriving catalogue business developed in the United States. While traditionally, 
the Canadian market had been swamped by cheap American books, thus killing 
the domestic industry, Armour & Ramsay countered by importing even cheaper 
“colonial editions” of British works. Their business in Irish school textbooks was 
especially lucrative. They also issued Armour and Ramsay’s Literary News-Letter, and 
General Record of British Literature (1845) and published the Presbyterian, the main 
organ of the Church of Scotland in Canada. However, much of their profit came 
from the production of pedestrian items such as receipt books, flyers and calling cards.
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While not all of Armour & Ramsay’s publications are recorded, it seems that the 
present map of Montreal might be their only original cartographic production. 
While their The Canadian Guide Book, with a Map of the Province (1849) featured 
Edward Staveley’s A Map of Canada, Compiled from the latest Authorities, Armour 
& Ramsay had no role in the map’s production (it was printed by W. & A.K. 
Johnson, Edinburgh), it being subsequently added to the Montreal-produced book. 

Armour & Ramsay dissolved their partnership in 1850. Hew Ramsay remained in 
Montreal, running his own shop until his death in 1857. Andrew Harvie Amour 
moved to Toronto and worked as a bookseller until he passed away in 1859. 

The present map of Montreal is extremely rare. The survival rate for mid-19th 
Century separately issued maps printed on lettersheet-type paper is very low. 
We have not been able to find any sales records for the map and can locate only 
the example in the Library of Congress, although references to the map in old 
Canadian periodicals suggest that a couple examples might possibly still exist in 
collections in Quebec. 

References: Phillips, A List of Maps of America in the Library of Congress, p. 451; 
Déliberations et Mémoires de la Société Royale du Canada (1908), no. 911, p. 96; A. 
Roy, Le Bulletin des Recherches Historiques, vols. 18-20 (1912), no. 86, p. 41. 
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[NEW HAMPSHIRE].
Daniel Friedrich SOTZMANN (1754 - 1840).
New Hampshire entworfen von D.F. Sotzmann.
Hamburg: Carl Ernst Bohn, 1796.
Copper engraving with full original hand colour (Attractive overall appearance, 
professionally cleaned and sized, restorations to tears and splits at old folds, was 
previously trimmed to just outside neatline with full imprint preserved, but has 
been professionally remargined, paper with watermark of C & I Honig), 67 x 46 cm 
(26 x 18 inches). 

Daniel Friedrich Sotzmann’s very rare large format map is one of the great 18th 
century maps of New Hampshire, and the earliest reasonably obtainable rendering 
of the Samuel Holland’s groundbreaking survey. 

This very rare and beautifully designed map is the only reasonably obtainable 
large format 18th Century maps of New Hampshire. Made by the prominent 
Prussian cartographer Daniel Friedrich Sotzmann, it was separately published 
in 1796 in Hamburg as part of series of 10 maps meant to compliment 
Christoph Daniel Ebeling great description and history of the United States, 
Erdbeschreibung und Geschichte von Amerika (7 vols, 1793-1816). Largely based 
on the first scientific survey of the then province, conducted by Samuel Holland 
between 1770 and 1775, Sotzmann’s map presents an exactingly detailed and 
highly accurate rendering of New Hampshire. 

Employing German text, the state is divided into ‘Grafshafts’ (counties), which 
are further divided into townships, of which some had been established only very 
recently. The depiction of the topography is very thorough, with the delineation 
of numerous lakes and rivers, while areas of elevation are distinguished by 
hachures. It is one of the first maps to shown a realistic depiction of the White 
Mountains and associated ranges. The state’s road system is carefully depicted, 
as are many other aspects of human geography, such as mills (distinguished 
by the symbol of a six-pointed wheel), churches / meeting houses (portrayed 
pictographically), as well as the locations of hundreds of rural homesteads, some 
of which are labeled with proprietors’ names. Several private land patents are also 
outlined and named. The map also features a number of interesting details, such 
as the location of ‘Dartmouth Collegium’ (Dartmouth College), founded along 
the banks of the Connecticut River in 1769.

An intriguing feature is the delineation of two alternative projections of 
the ‘Mason Curve Line,’ based on separate surveys conducted in 1768 and 
1769. These surveys were executed in an effort to demarcate the boundaries 
of “Mason’s Curve,” a giant proprietary land grant that extended 60 miles 
beyond Portsmouth. Originally chartered by James I in 1622 to John Mason, 
in 1767, the lands were purchased from Mason’s descendants by investors. 

14.  
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Unfortunately for the new claimants, their title was annulled during the 
American Revolution. 

The map is exceptionally well designed, with the typography and physical details 
carefully sized and spaced so as to maximize clarity, granting a simple beauty to 
the composition. Sotzmann developed this signature style of cartographic design 
during his many years working alongside architects and civil engineers (whose 
plans necessarily had be drafted in a clean and clear style), which was also in 
line with the prevailing ethic of Enlightenment empiricism, which eschewed 
superfluous detail.

The Sources of the Sotzmann Map

The principal source for Sotzmann’s map was Samuel Holland’s A Topographical 
Map of the State of New Hampshire (London, 1784). Holland’s map represented 
one of the finest regional surveys ever undertaken in the British American 
colonies. It was an offshoot of the General Survey of British North America, 
an epic programme to systematically map Britain’s North American dominions 
by way of advanced trigonometric surveys, which lasted from 1764 to 1775. 
While the General Survey was never completed, due the advent of the American 
Revolution, its achievements represented the largest and most technically 
impressive surveying operation ever undertaken to date. 

Samuel Holland (1728 - 1801), a seasoned British military engineer of Dutch 
birth, was charged with heading the Northern Department of the General 
Survey, which aimed to map the entire Atlantic Seaboard from Quebec and the 
Canadian Maritimes down to the Potomac River. Meanwhile, William Gerard 
De Brahm, as head of the Southern Survey, was to work northwards from 
Florida. Priority was to be given to the coastal areas, while the interior regions 
were supposedly to be mapped at a later date.

In 1770, Holland moved the Northern Survey’s headquarters to Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire. Holland and his principal assistants, Thomas Wright, Charles 
Blaskowitz and George Sproule proceeded to chart Piscataqua Harbour (the 
location of Portsmouth), all of New Hampshire’s short coastline and the adjacent 
shores of Maine and Massachusetts. 

During this time, Holland befriended John Wentworth (1737 - 1820), the 
British colonial Governor of New Hampshire, an exceptionally energetic and 
industrious leader who possessed a keen appreciation for cartography. Wentworth 
was then overseeing the creation of a detailed property register, several major 
infrastructure projects, as well as programmes to settle his province’s undefined 
boundaries with both Maine and Massachusetts. However, Wentworth was 
seriously encumbered by not having an accurate and detailed general map of New 
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Hampshire. The best available map was Joseph Blanchard & Samuel Langdon’s 
An Accurate Map of His Majesty’s Province of New Hampshire (London, 1761) that, 
while highly attractive, was far from “Accurate”. 

Wentworth proposed to pay Holland and his men (who were all personally short 
of funds) to conduct the first comprehensive general survey of New Hampshire 
during the ‘off season’ (the winter months) when they were not expected to 
conduct fieldwork for their ‘day jobs’. Holland’s surveyors worked against severe 
weather conditions to map the province’s rugged interior, including running the 
boundary lines with Maine and Massachusetts, charting the course of the upper 
Connecticut River to its sources, and conducting trigonometric surveys of a 
frozen Lake Winnipesaukee. Some of the original manuscripts from the Holland 
survey of New Hampshire are today preserved at the U.K. National Archives  
in Kew, London.

By 1775, Holland completed a manuscript draft of the general survey of New 
Hampshire (a version of which survives in the William H. Clements Library at 
the University of Michigan). Sadly, Wentworth never had much of chance to use 
this excellent survey, as he was forced to hastily flee America for England upon 
the beginning of the Revolution, so bringing Holland’s manuscript with him. 
At some point, he gave the manuscript to his distant cousin, Paul Wentworth, 
an enigmatic Barbadian adventurer, British spy and a friend of the publisher 
William Faden. At Paul’s urging, Faden published the map in 1784, shortly after 
the conclusion of the American Revolution.

Examples of the 1784 Holland map are today exceedingly rare and, whenever 
they do appear, sell for vast sums. The last example we are aware of having 
appeared on the market was in 2006, listed at $45,000. The Sotzmann map is 
thus the only reasonably obtainable large format map showcasing Holland’s 
magnificent survey. 

Another key source for Sotzmann’s map was Jeremy Belknap’s A New Map of 
New Hampshire…1791, which appeared in the second volume of Belknap’s 
masterly The History of New-Hampshire (3 vols., Boston, 1784-92). While a small 
work, Belknap’s map featured many details with respect to the development of 
the state since the Revolution, especially with regard to its northern regions.

Sotzmann’s map occupies an important place as the only large format map of 
New Hampshire produced between the Holland map and Philip Carrigain’s wall 
map, New Hampshire by Recent Survey Made Under the Supreme Authority (1816).
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The Story behind the Creation of the Sotzmann Maps of the U.S. States

Following the American Revolutionary War (1775-83), which saw the birth 
of the independent republic of the United States, a vacuum developed in the 
production of maps of America. Britain and the United States essentially 
remained enemy states, with almost all trade links severed. Up to and during 
the war period, almost all production of printed maps of America, predicated 
on fresh sources, was in London. Following the war, commercial British map 
publishers had virtually no incentive to print new American regional maps, 
and so production abruptly declined, with the last major batch of London 
publications (including Holland’s map of New Hampshire) appearing in 1784. 

Meanwhile, the American printing industry was in an embryonic state, with 
only a select few publishers in New York, Philadelphia and Boston having the 
technical ability to issue sizeable copper engraved graphics, let alone having 
the financial incentive to do so. For the first generation after the Revolution, 
only a very small number of large format maps, based on new information, were 
published in America. Rare exceptions included Osgoode Carleton’s fine wall 
maps of Massachusetts (Boston, 1801) and Maine (Boston, small format editions 
from 1793, with the first large format edition published in 1802). This vacuum 
allowed for the production of some magnificent maps of America in what would 
otherwise be considered unusual places.

Enter Christoph Daniel Ebeling (1741-1817), a brilliant scholar from Hamburg 
who maintained a great fascination with the new American Republic, even 
though he never set foot on its shores. Around 1790, he commenced writing 
his massive and exhaustively researched description and history of the United 
States, Erdbeschreibung und Geschichte von Amerika, which ran to 7 volumes, 
issued serially from 1793 to 1816. Ebeling courted high-level sources in America 
who sent him numerous books, manuscripts and maps, some of which contained 
groundbreaking information. Ebeling’s fantastic library is today preserved in the 
collections of Harvard University. Seeking to compliment his work with custom-
designed large format maps, Ebeling embarked upon a search for the best 
cartographer to realize this objective. 

At this point, it must be noted that Ebleing’s endeavor was not an obscure 
academic project. It was viewed as having great commercial potential, as there 
was enormous interest in American related material in the large German-
speaking market. For decades, thousands of Germans had immigrated to 
America. Indeed, many towns and even entire counties, from Georgia to New 
York, had been founded by German-speakers. Large numbers of German 
soldiers had fought in the American Revolution and, during the 1790s, 
German ports, such as Hamburg, were every year seeing off thousands of 
new emigrants bound for America. Virtually every German had a relative or 
close friend who had immigrated across the Atlantic. German immigration to 
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America become so great that to this day the largest single ancestral origin in 
the United States is still German.

Ebeling managed to recruit D.F. Sotzmann to design the maps for the ‘Atlas 
Von Nordamerika’ that he intended to accompany the Erdbeschreibung. Daniel 
Friedrich Sotzmann (1754-1840) was already one of the leading names in 
German cartography and a highly respected member of the intellectual circle 
surrounding the court of King Friedrich Wilhelm II of Prussia. His many years 
working alongside Prussia’ premier architects and engineers had given him an 
exceptionally fine eye for map design and selecting the right cartographic sources. 

Since 1772, Sotzmann had been sponsored by the eminent courtier and 
cartographer Carl Ludwig Oesfeld (1741 - 1804), whereupon he made many 
important maps of various German states and cities. The most prominent of 
these works included a gigantic map of the German states, Karte von Deutschland 
in XVI. Blatt (1789); an atlas of Prussia, Atlas von Koniglich Preussichen Staaten 
in XX Blattern (1793); and an impressive wall map of Pomerania, created in 
conjunction with the architect David Gilly, Karte des Königl. Preuß. Herzogthums 
Vor- und Hinterpommern (1789). These works were highly acclaimed and 
contributed greatly to Sotzmann’s career advancement. Ebeling was also 
impressed by his demonstrated interest in American cartography, as Sotzmann 
had recently published his own reduced edition of Aaron Arrowsmith’s map of 
North America, Karte des nördlichsten America (1791).

Ebeling originally intended for Sotzmann to complete a suite of 18 maps  
(2 national maps and 16 detailed state maps), which would form the ‘Atlas  
Von Nordamerika’. 

Sotzmann was given full access to Ebeling’s incomparable library and carefully 
selected the best sources on which to base his maps of American states. As evident 
on the present map of New Hampshire, he greatly improved upon the presentation 
of the antecedent maps, creating works of superior clarity and visual design. 

For reasons that are not entirely clear, the atlas project was never finished. Ebeling  
suffered from prolonged periods of illness and it is possible that he did not 
sufficiently engage the frantically busy Sotzmann to ensure that the project was 
brought to a conclusion. In the end, only 10 of the state maps were produced and, 
although each bears a sequence number (the present New Hampshire map is ‘No. 
II’), the ‘Atlas Von Nordamerika’ was never realized and the maps were issued 
separately, although they were sometimes bound within larger composite atlases.

The Sotzmann suite of American maps made for Ebeling includes: Vermont, 
New Hampshire, Connecticut and Massachusetts (issued in 1796); Rhode Island, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland & Delaware (printed together on a single 
sheet) (published in 1797); Maine (issued in 1798); and New York (printed in 1799). 
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As Ebeling ran out of steam, it seems that the Sotzmann maps were issued in 
only very small print runs. Moreover, like most separately issued 18th Century 
large format maps, often exposed to much wear and tear, their survival rate is very 
low. Consequently all of the maps from the Sotzmann-Ebeling America suite are 
today very rare, with the exception of the maps of Rhode Island and Connecticut 
that, although still scarce, seem to reliably appear on the market.

Sotzmann’s map of New Hampshire is very rare. We are not aware of another 
example appearing at auction or in dealers’ catalogues since 2003.

References: P.L. Phillips, List of Maps of America, p. 247; David Rumsey Collection 
(online): no. 2746.002. Cf. W.W. Ristow, American Maps and Mapmakers, pp. 169-178.
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15.  [GREENLAND – ROCKWELL KENT ORIGINAL HAND DRAWING].
Rockwell KENT (1882 – 1971).
[Illorsuit / Uummannaq Fjord region, Greenland].
“Discoveries…of the Kent Greenland Sub Polar Expedition, 1931-2.”
[Circa 1933 – 1935].
Pen and ink, pencil and charcoal on paper, mounted on thick card, signed 
“Rockwell Kent” in pencil (lower right margin) with other annotations in pencil 
in lower margin (Very Good, save for a stain in upper right quadrant), 27.5 x 38 cm 
(11 x 15 inches).

Rockwell Kent’s spectacular and whimsical original hand-drawn map of Illorsuit, 
Greenland, where he wintered 1931-2, used as the proof for the map published 
within Rockwell’s book ‘Salamina’ (1935).

This magnificent and richly drafted pictographic map, by the celebrated 
American illustrator Rockwell Kent, depicts the region around Illorsuit, Greenland,  
where the artist resided for a year, from 1931 to 1932. The scene is taken from a 
southwestward-oriented perspective, in the manner of a bird’s eye view. With the 
virtuous juxtaposition of both subtle and vigorously rich shading, Kent enlivens 
the dramatic topography of glaciers and rocky shores, as icebergs flow into the 
waters of Baffin Bay, while place names are written in a very neat hand. 

During the 1930s and 1940s, Rockwell Kent was a famous man. He was one of 
America’s most renowned illustrators and mural designers, as well as a prominent 
progressive political activist. While feted in New York’s higher echelons,  
Kent regularly went on lengthy retreats to remote parts of the world in an effort 
to seek artistic inspiration and to seek relief from the stifling social scene  
of Manhattan. 

Kent had first visited Greenland in 1929 and was eager to return, noting that 
his previous visit had “had filled me with a longing to spend a winter there, to 
see and experience the far north at its spectacular worst; to know the people and 
share their way of life.”

In July 1931, Kent arrived in the village of Illorsuit, on Greenland’s west coast. 
He built a small house and after his “cursed libido” got a hold of him, began 
an affair with Salamina, his housekeeper. As a socialist, Kent considered the 
Inuit society to be a utopia, free of class distinctions and the pretentiousness he 
so disliked about home. He loved the Greenlanders and was captivated by the 
hauntingly beautiful Arctic scenery. He later recalled that his year in Illorsuit was 
the happiest and most artistically productive time of his life. 

However, Illorsuit was not completely cut-off from the outside world. One day, 
a German film crew suddenly arrived and began shooting scenes for the movie 
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S.O.S. Eisberg. Even the libidinous Kent was astounded by the number of men 
that each night visited the tent of the film’s star, Leni Riefensthal, whom locals 
nicknamed “The Mattress”.

Kent recorded his year in Illorsuit in his book, Salamina (1935), which was 
imbued throughout with his trademark wry sense of humour and almost 
shocking candour. Named after his Greenlandic mistress, but dedicated to Kent’s 
then wife, Frances (a very bold move – perhaps too bold - Kent and Frances later 
divorced!), the book was illustrated with numerous drawings by the author. Very 
well received upon its publication, Salamina is considered to be one of Kent’s 
greatest works.

The present map, an original hand-drawn artwork by Rockwell Kent, exquisitely 
sets the geographical scene of Salamina. Kent drafted it, either upon his return 
to New York State or during his final trip to Greenland in 1935, when he was 
frenetically preparing the book’s illustrations for his publisher. The present 
manuscript map was the basis for the printed map that appeared opposite the 
opening page of Salamina. The printed version is true to its antecedent, save for 
the alteration of a few place names.

Near the centre of the map is “Igdlorssuit” (the contemporary name of Illorsuit), 
where Kent resided, located on what the Danes called “Ubekjendt Eiland 
(“Unknown Island,” today spelled “Ubekendt”), which Kent renamed “Kjendt 
Eiland” (“Known Island”), following his acquaintance with the region. To the 
east, over “Igdlorssuit Sound,” are a series of fjords and ice fields, leading into 
the interior of Greenland, dominated by the mysterious mass of “Inland Ice”. 
To the south, over the “Umanak Fiord” (Uummannaq Fjord), is the “Nugsuak” 
(Nuussuaq) Peninsula, and beyond, “Disko Id.”

Kent’s whimsical humour is marvelously revealed on the map. Always irreverent 
of pompous tradition and commercial pandering, Kent takes aim at the 
longstanding propensity of European explorers to “name” (ie. rename) lands and 
geographical features that had already been given names by their non-European 
indigenous inhabitants. 

The author Gavin Francis (noting the printed edition of the present map) points 
out that Kent mocked the “buy-a-landscape tradition” by naming various places 
around Illorsuit after his own clients and friends. These landmarks include “Mt. 
Jas. N. Rosenberg” (named for the painter and printmaker James N. Rosenberg 
(1874 - 1970)); “Mt. Zigrosser” (honoring Kent’s main art dealer Carl Zigrosser, 
(1891-1875)); “Peter Freuchen Point” (after Lorenz Peter Elfred Freuchen 
(1886 - 1957), the Danish explorer, author, journalist and anthropologist who 
introduced Kent to Greenland); and “Mt. Bill Kittridge (R.R. Donnelly and Sons 
Co. The Lakeside Press, Chicago)” (honoring William Kittridge, the head of the 
department of design and typography for one of Kent’s publishers).
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Kent also cheekily named landforms after his corporate clients, including the 

“The General Electric Co. Ice Cap”; the “Pan American Airways Corp Ice Cap”; 
and the “Harcourt, Brace Ice Cap” (after the publishing company that would 
issue Salamina).

Kent hilariously employs the map’s title to explain the map, which reads in full:

“Discoveries [see chapter XXXVIII] of the Kent Greenland Sub Polar Expedition, 
1931-2. Lest the backers of the expedition be disappointed with its results it must be 
explained that someone, unfortunately, had already given names – and what names! 
– to the larger bodies of land and water. We have, however, done our best with what 
remained. But: the expedition – continuing its work through 1934-5-6 - faced with a 
deficit in cash and supplies. Should there be generous souls or corporate bodies desirous 
of furthering the aims of the expedition we feel that it would be advancing the glory 
of America to write their names upon the map – even if we have to scratch out the old 
ones. Think of the “Liggett & Meyers tobacco co peninsular”! Or “---‘s Applejack sea”!

Kent continues the joke by billing what was a personal retreat to being akin to a 
great historical scientific mission of discovery, appealing to the great and wealthy 
to subsidize his activities and to rescue him from penury. With the appearance 
of his “Motor boat of the expedition – ‘City of Ausable Forks’ (Essex County, 
N.Y.),” Kent humorously suggests that he travelled to Greenland on his small 
Hudson River vessel (which was not the case). Curiously, however, in 1929, he 
travelled from Nova Scotia to Greenland in a small boat, a decision that almost 
cost him his life.

While Kent tendered the present drawing to the Harcourt, Brace Company, the 
publisher of Salamina, in 1935, his original drawings would subsequently have 
been returned to him. The artist evidently held on to this particular work for over 
three decades, before gifting it to a friend, as the pencil annotation in the lower 
left reads “To Arthur – Christmas 1967”. 

Rockwell Kent: Fabulous Talent, Wry Humour and Eccentric Personality 

Rockwell Kent (1882 - 1971) was perhaps the most prominent illustrator in 
America though the 1930s and 1940s, although he was a fixture of the New York 
art scene for some decades before and after that period. A unique and marvelous 
talent, he was a complicated guy whom The New York Times described as “...  
a thoughtful, troublesome, profoundly independent, odd and kind man who made 
an imperishable contribution to the art of bookmaking in the United States.” 

While the patronage of New York high society was the lifeblood of his  
career, Kent had nothing but contempt for the powerful and wealthily classes.  
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He was an avowed socialist, and an uncompromising supporter of the rights of 
workers and minorities. He was also something of a transcendentalist mystic, 
who recharged himself by completely disappearing from New York for many 
months, or even years, at a time, living in remote locations. Places of untainted 
natural beauty, inhabited by locals (relatively) unaffected by modernity, inspired Kent 
to write “I want the elemental, infinite thing; I want to paint the rhythm of eternity.”

Kent’s retreats included periods living in Winona, Minnesota (1912–3), 
Newfoundland (1914–5), Alaska (1918–9), Vermont (1919–25), Tierra del Fuego 
(1922–3), Ireland (1926), and Greenland (1929; 1931–2; 1934-5). 

Kent’s travels led to the production of his own splendid illustrated books 
including: Wilderness: A Journal of Quiet Adventure in Alaska (1920); Voyaging 
Southwards from the Strait of Magellan (1924); N by E (1930), a memoir of Kent’s 
perilous 1929 voyage to Greenland; Rockwellkentiana (1933), by Kent, with Carl 
Zigrosser, a bibliography and list of prints; Salamina (1935); It’s Me, O Lord, a 
full-scale autobiography (1955); Of Men and Mountains (1959); and Greenland 
Journal (1962).

Kent famously illustrated the Lakeside Press’s magnificent limited edition of 
Moby Dick (1930). Due to Kent’s fabulous woodcuts, the book attained immense 
popularity, and a cheap trade edition, published by Random House, was read by 
millions. Kent’s artwork ensured that Herman Melville’s story was rescued from 
the dustbin of nearly forgotten books and restored to the American Canon. 

Other classic works illustrated by Kent include, amongst many others: Beowulf; 
Pushkin’s Gabriel, a Poem in One Song; Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass; Goethe’s 
Faust; Paul Bunyan; Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales; Boccaccio’s Decameron and 
the Complete Works of William Shakespeare.

Under his nom de plume, ‘Hogarth, Jr.”, Kent published a series of humorous and 
hugely popular drawings in periodicals such as Vanity Fair, New York Tribune and 
Harper’s Weekly. 

Kent also designed a number of fabulous murals including: The Cape Cinema 
Murals in Dennis, Massachusetts (designed with Jo Mielziner, 1930); at the 
United States Postal Office Headquarters in Washington, D.C. (1938); at the 
General Electric Pavilion at the 1939 World’s Fair; and the mural “America at 
Peace” in the Longworth House Office Building at the U.S. Capitol Complex.

Due to his outspoken progressive views, Kent was a lightning rod for political 
controversy. While a loyal American, Kent was a pacifist and made several 
overtures of friendship towards the Soviet Union during the height of the Cold 
War, hoping that cultural exchange could help prevent nuclear conflict. Daringly, 
he organized a major exhibition of his work at the Pushkin Museum in Moscow 
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in 1957-8. The U.S. government braded him a security risk and revoked his 
passport. His successful court case against the government to have his passport 
retuned became a landmark case in federal law, ensuring that free American 
citizens could never be denied the right to leave the country. Kent’s work was 
very popular in Russia and he subsequently gifted hundreds of his original artworks 
to the Soviet state. He was awarded the International Lenin Peace Prize in 1967. 

This magnificently drafted and whimsical original artwork stands out from the 
other Rockwell Kent drawings that are occasionally offered on the market.  
The present map was made during the apogee of Kent’s career and is at the heart 
of Salamina, one of his finest works. The map not only showcases Kent’s artistic 
skill, but it reveals more than a glimmer of the artist’s wonderfully cutting sense 
of humour. 

References: Re: the Printed version of the map: Gavin Francis, Empire 
Antarctica: Ice, Silence, and Emperor Penguins (2013), pp. 225-6; Rockwell Kent, 
Salamina (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1935). Cf. Frederick Lewis, ‘The Stormy 
Petrel of American Art’ [Re: Kent’s time in Greenland], Scandinavian Review 
(Summer 2012), pp. 6-21.
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Martin WALDSEEMÜLLER (c. 1470 - c. 1522).
[FRANCE – LORRAINE]. 
Lotharingia [et] Vastum Regnum.
Strasbourg: Johann Schott, 1520. 
Woodcut printed in three colours with added original hand colour  
(Good, exceptionally fine original hand colour, crackling to paper professionally 
restored on verso, left hand blank margin entirely reinstated), 37 x 26.5 cm  
(14.5 x 10.5 inches).

An extraordinary example of Martin Waldseemüller’s map of Lorraine, a major 
monument in the history of surveying, Renaissance map printing and colouring 
and a historically significant map of a region that was then at the centre of  
World cartography. 
 
The present map is considered to be one of the most remarkable works of 
cartography of the Renaissance era. Importantly, it is the earliest printed regional 
map to be based on systematic surveys. It is also the first map to be printed in 
three colours (black, green and red). The work is also the earliest printed map 
of Lorraine or, for that matter, any region in modern France. The map is also a 
powerful rhetorical device proclaiming the glory and ambitions of the Duchy 
of Lorraine during its political apogee. It is also one of the most interesting 
creations of Martin Waldseemüller, the man who coined the term ‘America’ to 
describe the New World. Notably, the present example represents the second 
state of the map (issued in 1520), following on the heels of the first state (issued 
in 1513). This particular example is exceptional in that the three-colour printing is 
augmented by resplendent original hand colour, some which was applied by stencil. 

The map is orientated with the southern direction facing upwards, a common 
perspective for early maps, during an era in which a solar compass was employed 
as the principal means of terrestrial orientation. The focus of the map is the 
Duchy of Lorraine, labelled ‘Lotharigia’ (today a part of France) and the adjacent 
Westrich Plateau region (Westricher Hochfläche, also known as Zweibrücken 
Westrich), which is mysteriously labelled ‘Vastum Regnum,’ extending into 
the modern German states of Saarland and Rhineland-Westphalia. The area 
depicted is drained by the watersheds of the ‘Mosella Flu.’ (Moselle River) and the ‘Sara 
flu’ (Saar River), which have their origins in the ‘Vosgus Mons’ (Vosges Mountains), 
that run conspicuously across the upper portions of the map. The bordering regions of 
‘Alsatie’ (Alsace, extreme upper left) and ‘Lucemburgie Pars’ (Luxembourg, extreme 
lower right) are labelled, but are represented in only sparing detail. 

Numerous cities and villages are labelled, positioned with a degree of planimetric 
accuracy that was amazingly impressive for the time. Notable locations include 
‘Nanceii’ (Nancy, in the centre of the map, the traditional capital of Lorraine);  
‘S. deodatus’ (St. Dié, in the upper left, the village where Waldseemüller drafted 
the present map); ‘Argentium’ (Strasbourg, far left, the capital of Alsace and 

16.  
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the city where the present map was printed); ‘Metis’ (Metz, lower centre, today 
the capital of Lorraine); ‘Tullium’ (Toul, upper right); ‘S. Nicolaus’ (centre, the 
pilgrimage site of Saint-Nicolas-de-Port); ‘Sara pons’ (Saarbrücken, Germany,  
in the lower left); ‘Zweybruck’ (Zweibrücken, Germany, lower left); and ‘Treveris’ 
(Trier, Germany, extreme bottom centre). The plains of Lorraine are shown to 
be an almost bucolic landscapes, well watered by gentle rives and surrounded by 
forests. A scale of latitude can be found on the left-hand margin. 

In an age when noble titles were of paramount importance, the map is adorned 
with 19 coasts of arms. In the upper portion of the map, are the arms of ‘Ducatus 
Lotharingie’ (the Duchy of Lorraine) and the ‘Dominii Vastiregni’ (Domain of  
Westrich). Noted in the extreme upper right corner is the label ‘Comitatus et  
Baronatus Lotharingie et vasti reg’ (Counties and Baronies of Lorraine and Westrich).  
In the register that runs along the right side and bottom of the map are the arms 
of the 7 counts and the 10 baronies of the region, including the ‘C. Biamont’ 
(Counts of Blâmont), ‘C. Ruxinga’ (Counts of Réchicourt), the ‘C. Salm’ (Counts 
of Salm) and the ‘C. Zweibruc’ (Counts of Zweibrücken), amongst others. 

The present example represents the second of the two states of the map. The first 
state was issued as part of Martin Waldseemüller’s and Matthias Ringmann’s 
greatly expanded edition of Claudius Ptolemy’s Cosmographia, entitled Claudii 
Ptolemei viri Alexandrini…, printed in Strasbourg by Johannes Schott in 1513. 
The atlas featured 47 maps, of which 27 represented traditional Ptolemaic 
conceptions, while 20 (including the map of Lorraine) were entirely new, modern 
maps. The first state of the map is identical to the second, save for the fact that, in 
the blank margin below the map, there appears the colophon: ‘Secund[a]e partis 
Ptolemaei finis: opera Ioannis Schotti Argentineñ. Anno Christi Opt. Max. 1513’ 
(noting that the map, which appeared at the very end of the entire atlas, also 
marked the conclusion of the second part of the book). The present second state 
of the Lorraine map features no printing in the lower margin area, and, like its 
predecessor, is blank on the verso.

The second state of the map appeared in the second edition of Waldseemüller & 
Ringmann’s atlas, which was entitled Ptolemaeus Auctus Restitutus, Emaculatus, 
Cum Tabulis Veterius Ac Novis, printed in Strasbourg by Johann Scott in 1520. The 
atlas was re-issued with the same woodcut and, apart from the different title and 
the insertion of a new map of Switzerland in some examples, the 1520 edition of 
the atlas was essentially the same as the former. The atlas features the colophon: 
‘Caroli V Imperii Anno I Joannes Scotus, Argentorati lieteris exc[a]epit 1520’ 
(refer to Rodney Shirley, Atlases of the British Library, T.PTOL-6d).

The Waldseemüller-Ringmann Ptolemy atlas proved to be highly popular and 
it was reissued in a reduced version devised by Laurent Fries in 1525, 1535 and 
1541. Importantly, however, none of these later editions featured a version of 
Waldseemüller’s map of Lorraine. 
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The Extraordinary Original Colouring of the Present Example

Waldseemüller’s map of Lorraine was printed in three colours (black, green and 
red) by the use of woodcuts made of pearwood. Notably, the present example 
is extraordinary, and quite possible unique, due to its additional original hand 
coloured embellishments, some of which were applied by stencil. On the map, the 
Vosges Mountains, the river systems and the trees are printed in an original green 
hue (now oxidized to assume a chestnut colour); while the title ‘Lotharingia 
Vastum Regnum’ and many towns are marked with their names printed in red; 
while other details are printed in black. Likewise, many the coats of arms along 
the right side and bottom of the map are printed variously in red, green and 
black. However, the present example of the map features many manuscript and 
stencil additions of original colour. Notably, the title and certain other place 
names that are printed in red are also highlighted with yellow stencil work, while 
the trees (printed initially in green ink) are also coloured over in a thick green 
pigment, while regions beyond the borders of Lorraine are bathed in light washes 
of various hues. 

Turning to the map’s borders and the coats of arms, while the printing was 
executed in the customary way (variously in black, green and red), the borders 
feature original additions of watercolours in blue, yellow and red, while the arms 
are variously overlaid with rich blue and yellow pigments, while the original 
red printing is overlaid by additional red pigments, applied by stencilling. The 
enrichment of the red colour was likely done to repair imperfections in the original  
woodblock printing, as surviving normal examples of the map show the red 
colour to be cracking and inconsistent, while here the colour is constant and rich. 

Importantly, the pattern of the colouration of the coasts of arms was not done 
merely as an artistic conceit, but was key to the correct representation of heraldic 
devices. It was critical that coats of arms should be coloured in the correct 
fashion, and whenever it was not possible to colour arms, conventions of the 
correct shading were to be employed to represent the appropriate colours. In the 
present case, the employment of the blue and yellow original hand colouring, in 
addition to the printed colours, has been done very carefully to reflect the correct 
colouring of the coats of arms. 

In short, the present example of the map features all the customary aspects of the 
three colour printing, but additionally features numerous original augmentations 
of colour, both to enhance its overall appearance and the ‘correct’ some of the 
limitations of the pioneering printing techniques. 

While we are not aware of another example of Waldseemüller’s map of Lorraine 
with precisely the same original colouring, some of the surviving examples of 
the map (of both editions) feature distinct original colouring patterns, some 
of which are quite curious. For instance, the example held by the Bibliothèque 
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Renaissance in Nancy features a manuscript outline of a stork, rendered in green 
ink. Supposedly, this embellishment was included in order to celebrate the town 
of Saint-Nicolas-de-Port, which was famous for being home to storks and which 
was the then the site of a great building project, the construction of its basilica, 
which lasted from 1481 to 1545. 

Resurgent Duchy: René II’s Lorraine

Lorraine (German: Lothringen, Latin: Lotharingia) is an ancient jurisdiction, 
although it assumed many different political forms, with varying boundaries, over 
the centuries. It was named for Lothair I, who inherited a part of his grandfather 
Charlemagne’s empire named Middle Francia (which included Lorraine), in 
843 AD. In 870, when Middle Francia disintegrated, Lorraine became its own 
distinct duchy and, in 972, it became an autonomous constituent of the Holy 
Roman Empire. Located at a geographical crossroads of Europe, Lorraine’s economy 
prospered, although its security was always threatened on account of its being 
sandwiched between France, the Duchy of Burgundy and various German states. 

Enter René II (1451 - 1508), who became the Duke of Lorraine in 1473. 
Popularly known as the “Le Bon Roi René” on account of his popularity and 
his dynastic (but practically unrealized) claim to the thrones of both Naples 
and Jerusalem, he was one of the most visionary and heroic leaders of his time. 
While a courageous and fiercely intelligent man, his rule appeared to be doomed 
almost as soon as it began. His duchy was threatened with what seemed to be 
certain extinction by Charles the Bold, the fabulously grand and aggressive Duke 
of Burgundy. While Lorraine and France were, to be polite, not exactly friends, 
they forged an alliance of convenience in an effort to contain Charles’s ambitions, 
although nobody imagined that they could outright defeat Burgundy. 

Amazingly, René II’s army, with the aid of Swiss mercenaries, crushed the 
Burgundian forces at the Battle of Nancy ( January 5, 1477), during which 
Charles was killed and following which Burgundy was annexed to France. René 
II, seen as a contemporary ‘David,’ became one of the most lionized figures in 
Europe. Under his rule, Lorraine entered an era of great security, affluence and 
intellectual enlightenment. This ensured that it, albeit briefly, became the centre 
of one of Renaissance Europe’s greatest academic endeavours. 

Martin Waldseemüller & the ‘Gymnasium Vosagense’

René II was an intellectually enlightened ruler who believed that he could give 
his small realm international prestige though academic accomplishments. At 
his direction, in 1494, a small printing press was established at the Abbey of St. 
Dié in the Vosges Mountains, overseen by the canon Walter Lud. Initially, the 
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circle of scholars at the abbey concerned themselves with publishing ecclesiastical 
works. Eventually, however, René II decided that the abbey should refocus its 
energies on the study of geography, a subject that was then en vogue due to the 
recent Iberian-led voyages to India and the Americas. This ‘think tank’ came to 
be known as the ‘Gymnasium Vosagense’.

In 1505, René II summoned an obscure prelate and scholar named Martin 
Waldseemüller (c.1470 - c.1522) to St. Dié. While much of his biography 
remains a mystery, Waldseemüller would soon become one of the era’s foremost 
cartographers. We do know that he was educated in his hometown, at the 
University of Freiburg im Bresgau, Germany. There he became immersed in the 
Northern Humanist milieu and was exposed to new and revolutionary ideas. 

Almost immediately after his arrival in St. Dié, Waldseemüller became the 
leading light of the Gymnasium Vosagense, a role bolstered after he recruited 
the youthful genius Matthias Ringmann (1482 - 1511) to assist him in his 
endeavours. Waldseemüller and his circle received generous funding from René 
II who commissioned them to work towards the creation of a ground-breaking 
atlas that would not only feature traditional Ptolemaic maps but a compliment 
of entirely new maps based on the latest sources, including a map of Lorraine 
predicated on a pioneering original survey. While some mystery still surrounds 
their sources, Waldseemüller and his associates, with René II’s active assistance, 
were able to acquire revolutionary new maps from Spanish, Portuguese and 
Italian sources. 

Most dramatically, in 1507, Waldseemüller published a fantastically large World 
map accompanied by a small globe. In doing so, he was influenced by Amerigo 
Vespucci’s outrageously entertaining bestseller, Mundus Novus (1503), which 
asserted, for the first time, that the New World was a distinct continental 
landmass. Waldseemüller’s map and globe definitively show the Americas to be 
“the Fourth Part of the World,” or a new continent, complete with a western 
coastline that clearly defined it as being separate from Asia. Specifically, the map 
and globe named ‘America’ for the first time, in honour of Vespucci and, as such, 
have been collectively referred to as “The Birth Certificate of America”. 

René II’s sudden death in 1508 was a major blow to Waldseemüller’s operations. 
While the new duke, Antoine (ruled 1508-44), permitted the Gynmasium to 
continue its work, his heart was not into it and financial support was dramatically 
reduced. Ringmann’s death in 1511 left Waldseemüller alone to finish the atlas 
project. He was also forced to rely on the support of a pair of unscrupulous 
Strasbourg businessman, who tried to take all of the credit for Waldseemüller 
and Ringmann’s accomplishments for themselves. 

Nevertheless, the first edition of Waldseemüller’s edition of Ptolemy’s 
Cosmographia was printed in Strasbourg by the prominent publisher Johann 
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Schott in 1513 (which included the first edition of the his Lorraine map).  
Waldseemüller subsequently published a fantastic wall map of the World, 
known as the Carta Marina (1516). This was followed by another edition of 
the Cosmographia atlas (featuring the present edition of the map of Lorraine), 
likewise printed by Schott in 1520. 

Following that, Waldseemüller vanishes from history. However, he left an 
enduring legacy by identifying and naming the New World ‘America’ and, more 
than any other individual mapmaker, he ensured that geography took a great leap 
forward beyond the Ancient Ptolemaic conceptions. 

Surveying & Propaganda: The Creation of Waldseemüller’s Map of Lorraine

While surviving sources and archival records do not paint a complete picture, it 
is clear that René II commissioned Waldseemüller to devise the map of Lorraine 
shortly after the latter’s arrival in the duchy in 1505. René II surely desired an 
accurate general map of his realm, not only for the purposes of practical use, but 
so that it could also serve as a device of propaganda. 

Waldseemüller, with the assistance of Ringmann, proceeded to survey the 
countryside, creating the first broadly accurate geographical impression of 
Lorraine and its environs. While their methods are not precisely known, they 
likely employed a combination of careful visual observation with counting paces, 
all the while directed by a solar compass. As John Hessler observes, the resulting 
map “is particularly interesting in that it was based on the first known systematic 
field survey”. Moreover, the map had an extremely impressive level of geodetic 
accuracy for the period, being within 18 minutes of a degree of longitude or, 
rather, depicting places within 20 miles of their true location. 

Beyond its geography, the map serves as a powerful rhetorical device proclaiming 
the ambitions of the Duchy of Lorraine. In reality, the duchy only occupied 
the bulk of the southern part of the territory shown on the map (the upper half 
of the map). Much of the northern areas were actually controlled by political 
entities entirely separate from Lorraine. These included two of the ‘Three 
Bishoprics,’ being Metz and Toul (the third, Verdun, is located off of the map), 
while many of the areas immediately to the east and northeast of Lorraine were 
the territories of noble houses, such as the Counts of Salm. 

The map shows no political boundaries and vaguely refers to the regions to the 
north and northwest of Lorraine by the unusual term ‘Vastum Regnum’ (meaning 
‘large’ or ‘empty kingdom’ in Latin), a name used in lieu of the Westrich Plateau, 
which was a geographical region, as opposed to a political entity. By omitting any 
reference to Lorraine’s northern neighbours as being distinct political entities 
and by omitting all boundaries, the map implies that these regions were a natural 
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extension of the Duchy of Lorraine. Indeed, during this time Lorraine coveted 
these territories and subsequently managed to acquire some of these lands from 
the Counts of Salm. The map’s message was clear: Lorraine was at the apex of its 
power and, as the regional hegemon, it had suzerainty, if not sovereignty, over its 
northern neighbours.

It is believed that Waldseemüller had presented his finished manuscript map 
of Lorraine to René II before the duke’s death in 1508. For whatever reason, 
it was decided that the printing of the map would wait until the production of 
Waldseemüller’s edition of Ptolemy’s Cosmographia in 1513. The map was carved 
into pear wood blocks and the resulting prints were included in the finished 
atlas. The map’s unique importance was emphasized as it was the only map of a 
regional entity to appear in the atlas and its three colour printing allowed it to 
visually stand out against all of the others maps. 

Waldseemüller’s map of Lorraine only very rarely appears separately on the 
market. We are aware of only a single instance of an example of the 1520 edition 
being offered on the market during the last 25 years and the last time that we 
are aware of a 1513 edition being offered was in 1987. In terms of the history of 
surveying, map printing and regional history, Waldseemüller’s map of Lorraine 
possesses a special place in Renaissance Era cartography. 

References: 
A. Eiselé, ‘La carte “Lotharingia-Vastum Regnum” de 1508-1513. Observations 
et réflexions’, Les Cahiers Lorrains, no. 3-4 (1990), pp. 297-318; J. Hessler, The 
Naming of America p. 43; R. W. Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century and Their 
Maps 80/51; P. Meurer, ‘Cartography in the German Land 1450-1650’ in The 
History of Cartography, vol. 3, pp. 1172-1245; R.A. Skelton, Claudius Ptolemaus 
Geograpia Strassburg 1513, p. XV; D. Woodward, Five Centuries of Map Printing, p. 50.
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[AUSTRIA – VIENNA].
Maximilian von GRIMM. 
Grundriss der K. K. Haupt und Residenzstadt Wien mit ihren Vorstadten nach den 
neuen Hausnummern, 1797. / Plan de la Ville de Vienne et de Ses Fouxbourgs avec 
le Denombrement des Masions Fait en 1797. 
Vienna: Artaria & Co., 1797.
Copper engraving with original outline hand colour, divided into two parts, each 
dissected and mounted on original linen (total: 134 x 136 cm / 53 x 53.5 inches), 
housed in custom box (circa 1820) of red morocco and marbled boards with 
elaborate tooling, armorial signs and title in gilt (dimensions: 24 x 16 x 7.5 cm) 
(Map in Very Good condition with only very minor points of wear; Box with 
stains to red morocco and abrasions to marbled surface). 

King Louis-Philippe I of France’s example of the rare first edition of Maximilian 
von Grimm’s monumental plan of Greater Vienna, the first scientific survey of the 
city to embrace its new street numbering system, the authoritative map of Vienna 
from the critical era of the Napoleonic Wars. 

Maximilian von Grimm’s Grundriss der K. K. Haupt und Residenzstadt Wien mit 
ihren Vorstadten nach den neuen Hausnummern [translation: “Plan of the Imperial-
Royal Capital and Residence of Vienna with its Suburbs, showing the new 
House Numbers”] is one of the finest plans of a European city produced during 
the Enlightenment era, and the authoritative map of the city from the critical 
period of the Napoleonic Wars.  The present example of the rare first edition of 
map is extraordinary, in that it comes from the celebrated library of King Louis-
Philippe I of France (1773 – 1850), and is housed within a custom red morocco-
backed box bearing his arms and monogram.

Towards the end of the 18th Century, Vienna was then one of the continent’s 
largest cities, with over 200,000 inhabitants, and the capital of the Austrian 
Habsburg Empire, which ruled over much of Central Europe.  The map focuses 
on the old, or, inner city, the ‘Innere Stadt,’ enveloped by its 16th Century 
walls, while the rapidly expanding suburbs extend far to the south of the city 
proper.  The map showcases the cityscape in great detail: every street is precisely 
delineated, and the outlines of each built-up urban block are represented, while 
all of Vienna’s grand edifices are carefully outlined, with the numerous gardens 
and parks carefully laid out. 

During its time, Grimm’s map was highly valued by civil administrators, military 
officials and businesses, while today it is prized by historians as the authoritative 
physical record of Vienna during the era of the Napoleonic Wars. 

17.  
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The Grimm Map of Vienna in Context

The scientific mapping of Vienna was delayed until the latter 18th Century as 
the Austrian Imperial army strongly discouraged the publication of detailed 
surveys of Vienna, out of fear that they might find their way into enemy hands. 
The city had nearly fallen during the Second Ottoman Siege of Vienna (1683), 
a traumatic experience for the Habsburg Empire that remained top of mind for 
generations. For decades, the army was convinced that the mere existence of any 
precisely accurate general maps of Vienna and its environs was a grave security 
risk. This concern was so acute that the actual act of surveying the city was 
discouraged, lest it result in some illicit map.   

While the military was stonewalling the scientific surveying of Vienna, civilian 
administrators and commercial interests urgently required an accurate general map 
to effectively carry out their mandates. Since the end of the Seven Years’ War in 
1763, tensions over the matter had brewed between military and civilian stakeholders. 
Begrudgingly, the military consented to surveys of Vienna for civilian use.

From 1769 to 1774, Joseph Daniel von Hüber created a monumental building-
by-building panoptic view of Vienna, published as Scenographie oder Geometrische 
Perspect…Residenz Stadt Wien (Vienna, 1777). Importantly, however, Hüber’s 
work only depicted the city within and immediately around its walls, a view of 
limited military utility. 

The first scientific map of Vienna and its suburbs was Joseph Anton Nagel’s 
Grundriß der Kayserlich-Königlichen Residenz-Stadt Wien, Ihrer Vorstädte und deren 
anstoßenden Orte Grundrissplan von Wien mit Vorstädten und Linienwall (1780-1). 

Enter Maximilian von Grimm, a cartographer who had gained great acclaim for 
his excellent map of Antwerp, Austrian Netherlands (Belgium), entitled Plan der 
Stadt Antwerpen an der Schelde in Oestreichischen Niederlanden (Augsburg, 1785).  
The leading Austrian map publishing firm of Artaria & Co. commissioned 
him to make a fine a plan that showed only the city of Vienna proper, based on 
Nagel’s map, Grundriss der kk. Residenzstadt Wien mit allen Vorstädten und der 
umligenden Gegend Anno 1786. (Vienna, 1786).

Ironically, it was the imperatives of the imperial army that would require the 
creation of scientific general map of Greater Vienna that went beyond the, 
albeit high, standards of the Nagel map. Traditionally, during times of military 
emergency, the imperial army always encountered difficulty in rounding up 
conscripts in the myriad streets of Vienna.  None of the houses were numbered 
and the old signs, such as ‘Under the Golden Rooster,’ that had long identified 
residences and shops, were often in a poor state of repair or absent altogether.   
It was frequently near impossible for the army’s ‘press gangs’ to locate specific 
residences. Towards remedial action, on Christmas Eve 1770, Empress Maria 
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Theresa instituted what was called the “general conscription of souls and houses,” 
by ordering that all of the proprietors of the capital’s residences “make the 
numbers on all houses legible and visible,” with anyone flaunting the command 
subject to the considerable fine of 9 silver florins. 

Beginning in 1771, the premises along Vienna’s streets were gradually numbered. 
However, this process was executed in a haphazard fashion resulting in a 
confused situation. Matters were encumbered by the lack of cooperation on the 
part of the citizenry who feared conscription and the possibility of new taxes that 
might be enabled by the numbering programme. This failed attempt at a street 
numbering system was not included on the Nagel map, and the military came 
to desire that a new street numbering system be implemented, along with the 
production of a new scientific map of Greater Vienna that detailed said system. 

The catalyst for progress was the advent of the French Revolution in 1789, which 
led to almost a generation of warfare between the Austrian Habsburg Empire 
and France. In 1795, under a state of military emergency, Emperor Francis II 
deployed vast resources to quickly and accurately renumber all of Vienna’s streets. 
Public cooperation was secured by the official promise that the renumbering 
would help to combat crime, allowing the police to track down “dissolute and 
dangerous people,” while anyone refusing to comply was presented with dire and 
immediate consequences. The plan worked and by the early months of 1796, the 
system was complete. 

Under these circumstances, Maximilian von Grimm was commissioned to make 
the official map depicting the new street numbering system and, beyond that, 
to generally update and improve upon Nagel’s map. Grimm benefitted from the 
fact that, for taxation purposes, the city had recently completed a comprehensive 
series of cadastral surveys that provided accurate delineations of the city’s 
individual urban blocks.  Grimm completed his manuscript map by the end of 
1796, and it was engraved and published by Artaria & Co. 

Grimm’s completed map was considered vitally useful by the city’s government 
and, as the Napoleonic Wars raged, the army’s press gangs found that rounding 
up conscripts was much easier now that residences could be readily identified. 
However, some of the military’s traditional concerns about topographic 
knowledge falling into the wrong hands proved prescient. Following the Battle 
of Wagram ( July 5-6, 1809), during which Napoleon defeated the main Austrian 
army, French forces would have found Grimm’s map incredibly useful as they 
took over and occupied Vienna. 

Artaria produced updated editions of the Grim map in 1803, 1805, 1808 and 1810, 
and the map formed the basis of all general maps of Greater Vienna for some years.  
It is considered to be one of the finest and most important European urban plans of the 
Enlightenment Era, and the present example possesses an extraordinary provenance.
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Royal Provenance: The Library of King Louis-Philippe I of France 

The present example of Grimm’s map of Vienna is from the celebrated library of 
King Louis-Philippe I of France (1773 - 1850, reigned 1830-48). Louis-Philippe 
was a member of the House of Orleans, the cadet branch of the French royal 
family, which had long maintained a complicated relationship with the ruling 
House of Bourbon. In 1793, he became the Duke of Orleans upon the execution 
of his estranged father by the Jacobins. However, that same year, Louis-Philippe 
was forced into exile, and for the next two decades travelled widely, living for 
many years in the United States. He returned to France in 1815, where he 
became a leading political player during the Bourbon Restoration. In 1830, he 
arranged to have himself proclaimed King of France, after the last Bourbon ruler, 
Charles X, was forced to abdicate. Initially, Louis-Philippe was popular, as the 
economy was good and France gained new colonial possessions, such as Algeria. 
However, his cronyism knew no bounds and the public became disenchanted 
with his corrupt and greedy acolytes and his increasingly conservative policies. 
During the Pan-European revolutions of 1848 he was overthrown. He spent the 
last two years of his life in exile in England. 

Louis-Philippe was a learned and intellectually curious man, and he channelled 
his passions into collecting books and maps. He assembled a massive library, 
divided between the Palais Royale (Paris) and his favoured residence in Neuilly. 

As with several of the better maps in Louis-Philippe’s library, the present map 
is housed within a fine box, backed with red morocco with elaborate gilt tooling, 
custom made for Louis-Philippe. The spine bears his arms from the period when 
he was the Duke of Orleans (1793 - 1830), as well as the “L.P.O.” monogram, 
surmounted by the ducal crown. The box appears to be of a distinctly French 
construction and was likely made following Louis-Philippe’s return from exile 
in 1815, and definitely before he became king in 1830 (when his arms changed). 
Stylistically, the tooling on the box suggests that it was made during the earlier 
part of this period. Additionally, each the two sections of Grimm’s map housed 
within feature Louis-Philippe’s custom printed library label from his ducal period. 

Two years after his death, Louis-Philppe’s magnificent and massive library, 
including the present map, was publicly auctioned in Paris, in two lengthy sales 
(each spanning around 3 weeks), in March-April and December 1852. The sales 
were among the greatest bibliophilic events of the mid-19th Century.

The present map was auctioned during the second sale, on December 10, 1852,  
as part of Lot 1422, which consisted of 3 maps, with the description line in 
the catalogue reading: “Plan de Vienne, par Grun, en 1797. 2 feuilles. –  
Les environs de Vienne par Mollo, 1803. 1 feuille. 3 cartes collées sur toile,  
étui dos de m.[arocain] r.[ouge]” [Translation: “Plan of Vienna, by Grun  
[sic, actually Grimm], dated 1797. 2 parts. … 3 maps pasted on canvas, cases 
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backed with red morocco.”] (Catalogue de livres provenant des bibliothèques du 
feu Roi Louis-Philippe... bibliothèques du Palais-Royal et de Neuilly (Paris, 1852), 
Part II, Lot 1422 (p. 141)).

The present first edition of Grimm’s map of Greater Vienna is rare. We are 
aware of only a few other examples appearing on the market during the last 
generation. However, the present example is rendered extraordinary due to its 
royal provenance, housed in a custom box backed by red morocco. 

References: Specifically citing the present example: Bonnefons de Lavialle, 
Catalogue de Livres provenant des Bibliothèques du Feu Roi Louis-Philippe... 
Bibliothèques du Palais-Royal et de Neuilly, (Paris: L. Potier & M. Defer, 1852), 
Part II, Lot 1422, p. 141; Johannes Dörflinger, Die Österreichische Kartographie 
im 18. Und zu Beginn des 19. Jahrhunderts. Unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der 
Privatkartographie zwischen 1780 und 1820 (Vienna, 1984), p. 297, plate 24.
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[CATALONIA – PROVINCIAL PRINTING]. 
Francisco MIRAMBELL y Giol (1761 - 1822).
[Sant Martí Sesgueioles, Catalonia].
Mapa de la Parroquia de S. Martín de Sesgleyoles, y sus contornos,  
Obispado de Vich y corregimiento de Cervera. 
Cervera: En Imprenta de la Pontificia y Real Universidad, 1798.
Octavo Pamphlet (15 x 10.5 cm): 22 pp., including folding map (15 x 20 cm, 
with original wash colour), and full-page woodcut image of St. Martin;  
in original simple paper wrappers (Excellent condition, minor soiling to wrappers 
and St. Martin illustration, very light toning to latter pages).

A gem of printing and cartography from provincial Catalonia, Francesc Mirambell’s  
illustrated pamphlet and map, depicting the parish of Sant Martí Sesgueioles, 
Barcelona province. 

This extremely rare and unusual pamphlet is a beautiful example of late 18th 
Century printing in provincial Catalonia. Sant Martí Sesgueioles (in Spanish: 
San Martín Sasgayolas) is a small rural village in Barcelona province, about 
90 km from Barcelona. Towards the end of the 18th Century, the parish’s vicar, 
Francesc Mirambell i Giol, authored this pamphlet and map in order to grant 
an impression of the geography, land-ownership and history of Sant Martí 
Sesgueioles. The work represents an especially attractive record of cadastral 
mapping from the region, a genre that was seldom brought into print during its era. 

Traditionally, not only in Catalonia, but in much of Europe, a rural parish’s 
vicar held de facto temporal powers as the administrator of town records and the 
arbiter of minor legal disputes. Mirambell, who served as the vicar of Sant Martí 
Sesgueioles, created this lovely little work in order to detail the contemporary 
layout of the village and to define the properties and rights of it its major 
stakeholders, as well as to outline local history. While similar works were then 
not uncommon, it was then highly unusual for them to be published, especially 
with the inclusion of a map and illustrated embellishments, so making the 
present work an extraordinary production. 

Mirambell, who maintained close connections to the University of Cervera 
(officially the Real y Pontificia Universidad de Cervera, which operated in Cevera,  
Lleida province between 1717 and 1835), was given access to that institution’s 
press, so grating him an unusual opportunity.

The work is built around a map of the parish that Mirambell had personally 
carved into a woodblock. The Mapa de la parroquia de S. Martín de Sesgleyoles 
shows the parish within its boundaries to be coloured in an original green wash, 
with various features expressed pictorially, while 21 key sites are distinguished by 
numbers explained in the ‘Explicacion del Mapa’ (pp. 5-17). These sites include 

18.  
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the village of San Martín proper, ecclesiastical and government buildings, the 
estates of major property owners, public roads and the locations of key historical 
events, as well as notable ruined structures. 

The work also features an attractive full-page woodcut image of San Martín 
Obispo, the parish’s patron saint and namesake, while the trees in the background 
are adorned with banners featuring key dates in the village’s history: ‘1245’ refers 
to the year that the village was conquered from the Moors by the armies of  
Don Pedro II of Aragon; ‘1379’ refers to the date that the parish received its royal 
charter from Don Pedro IV of Aragon and ‘1711’ is the year that the region was 
conquered by forces loyal to the Bourbon ruler, King Felipe V, during the civil 
war he waged against the outgoing Habsburg Dynasty. The work is rounded 
out with the ‘Apendice’ (Appendix, pp. 18-22), which features transcriptions of 
important historical documents relating to local history from the parish archives. 

Francisco Mirambell y Giol (Francesc Mirambell i Giol) was a Catalan priest, 
naturalist and writer. He was born in San Coloma Sassera in 1761 and, as a 
youth, entered the University of Cervera, studying philosophy. He became 
disenchanted with his studies and in 1778 entered the Seminario Conciliar de 
Vic, where he became a master of scholastic and moral theology. 

Mirambell was ordained in 1785 and became a vicar, consecutively serving the 
parishes of Vigo and Sant Hipòlit de Voltregà (1785-9), Sant Martí Sesgueioles 
(1789-1804) and Prats de Lluçanès (1804-22).

Mirambell was an accomplished writer and intellectual. In addition to creating 
the present work, during his time in Sant Martí Sesgueioles, he collaborated 
with Juan Francisco de Masdeu y Montero in producing the latter volumes of 
the great work Historia crítica de España y de la cultura española (1785 - 1805). 
Latterly, Mirambell became interested in linguistics and even proposed a 
simplified universal alphabet. He published four works in this field: Parte primera 
de la ortographia universal (1813); l’Anocujeni compendiado (1814); Petit alphabet 
catalá segons los principis del Anocujeni (1815); Alphabeto de comparación hebreo-
catalán-castellano: o correspondencia entre los signos hebraicos, catalanes según les 
principios del anacugeni o alphabeto reformado universal (1817). Mirambell died 
in Lluçanès in 1822. An example of his engraved portrait can be found in the 
collections of the Biblioteca Nacional de España.

Mirambell’s pamphlet is extremely rare. We have not been able to locate any sales 
records at auction or in dealers’ catalogues from the last generation, and we are 
aware of only a single institutional example, at the Biblioteca Nacional de España.

References: Palau, no. 171947; OCLC: 433541621. 
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[SEVEN YEARS’ WAR BROADSIDE - MINORCA, SPAIN].
François-Philippe CHARPENTIER (1734 - 1817).
La Conquete du Port Mahon sur les Anglois par l’Armée Francoise Commandée  
par Mr. Mr. De Marechal Duc de Richelieu le 29. Juin 1756. Almanach Pour 
L’Annee M. DCC. LII.
Paris: chez Charpentier rue St. Jacques au Coq, [1756].
Copper engraving with full original hand colour (Very Good, magnificent 
original colour, slightly age toned, soft folds, a small stain and chip in paper 
in lower blank margin, very small partially repaired tears, slightly affecting the 
plate), 75 x 57 cm (29.5 x 22.5 inches).

An extremely rare and strikingly beautiful pictorial broadside depicting the Fall of 
Minorca (1756), a seminal event of the Seven Years’ War.

This uncommonly beautiful and extremely rare broadside depicts the Fall of 
Minorca (April to June 1756), one of the seminal events of the Seven Years’ 
War, which also functioned as a calendar (almanac) for the year 1757. The scene 
depicts the French bombardment of Castle St. Philip, the main British garrison 
on the island of Minorca. A fierce cannonade lands upon the fortress, while 
troops engage in trench warfare without its walls. In the background is the town 
of Port Mahon (Catalan: Maó), while in the foreground, the Duc de Richelieu, 
the French commander, confers with his council of war. The entire scene is 
framed by an elaborate, yet finely composed, rococo-style border. The ‘Almanach’ 
located in the lower centre features a calendar for the upcoming year (1757), 
noting the days of the week, the corresponding saints, as well as key dates in the 
Christian calendar.

The Seven Years’ War (1756-63) was a global conflict that generated intense 
public interest all across the world. Artists and publishers throughout Europe 
sought to capitalize on the news of events as it arrived from the battlefronts. 
Ephemeral works, such as newspapers and broadsides, were highly important 
mediums of information, often being the only means by which people were 
informed of global affairs.

While many contemporary broadsides were hastily engraved and printed in a 
relatively crude manner, before being rushed out for sale, the present broadside 
is unusual in that is was clearly made with great care and skill. Moreover, 
the fact that it features a calendar suggests that it was intended to remain in 
the possession of the buyer (supposedly for at least a year), while most news 
broadsides were discarded or neglected shortly after they were acquired. The 
elaborate adornment and colouring, created by the innovative fine art engraver 
François-Philippe Charpentier, suggests that the broadside would have been 
quite expensive at the time, and was probably intended for the use of wealthy 
French merchants, noblemen, or senior military officers, who would have 
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displayed the broadside on the wall for the year, cheered a little everyday by the 
memory of their nation’s great victory at Minorca. 

While greatly valued during the year 1757, examples of the broadside would have 
been exposed to wear and the vast majority of examples would have perished. 
Thus, it is not too surprising that we have not been able to find any reference to 
the present broadside in literature or catalogues. It is clearly an extremely rare 
survivor from what would have been a very limited print run.

The Fall of Minorca: Britain’s Mediterranean Meltdown

The Fall of Minorca, which occurred in the spring and early summer of 1756, 
was a shocking event that had global consequences. The strategically located 
Balearic island of Minorca had been captured by Britain from Spain in 1708, and 
since that time its excellent natural harbor of Port Mahon had been a major base 
for the Royal Navy. The British proceeded to heavily reinforce Castle St. Philip 
(Castillo de San Felipe), the great fortress that guarded the harbour’s mouth 
(originally built by the Spanish in 1554). 

As Britain ended up crushing France (and her ally Spain) by the end of the Seven 
Years’ War (1756-63), today many forget that for the first two years of the conflict, 
France maintained the upper hand. During this period, Britain was poorly 
prepared for war and severely underestimated France’s resolve and capabilities.

The French correctly sensed that the British defensive arrangements for Minorca 
were not sufficiently robust. The British garrison had a major weakness, as it 
could not withstand a prolonged siege, for the island was relatively deficient in 
food and raw materials, while no emergency stockpiles had been preserved. If 
British supply lines were ever severed, it would be only a matter of days before 
Castle St. Philip would fall. 

The French operations against Minorca were led by Armand de Vignerot du 
Plessis, the Duke of Richelieu (1696 - 1788), a controversial, larger-than-life 
figure. He had absolutely no moral compass and his libidinous and reckless 
behavior was so outrageous that it shocked the court of Versailles, even during 
the age of Dangerous Liasons (a book written by his friend Choderlos de Laclos). 
Richelieu was known to have almost no interest in intellectual pursuits, yet he 
proved to be a highly skilled diplomat and a competent, if lazy, military commander. 

In April 1756, Richelieu’s force of 15,000 men completely overran Minorca, save 
for the Castle of St. Philip, which was defended by only 2,800 British troops.  
A Royal Navy fleet under Admiral John Byng was promptly dispatched to relieve 
the island. On May 20, 1756, at what became known as the Battle of Minorca, it 
met a French fleet of roughly equal strength under the command of the Marquis 
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de La Galissonière. After a bruising altercation, Byng withdrew and headed to 
Gibraltar, supposedly in order to prevent the destruction of his fleet. However, 
Byng’s decision had devastating consequences, as it ensured that the British 
position in Minorca was hopeless. 

As resplendently captured on the current broadside, the French forces surrounded 
Castle St. Phillip, and for five weeks bombarded the fortress. The British garrison,  
led by William Blakeney, put up a valiant defense, but was compelled to surrender  
on June 29, 1756. Richelieu was impressed by the vigour of the British resistance, 
and granted Blakeney’s men full honours when leaving the Castle, arranging for 
their unhindered repatriation to England. 

The Fall of Minorca was seen as a horrific embarrassment to the British 
government. George II and his minsters sought out a scapegoat. While Admiral 
Byng’s efforts to relieve Minorca were certainty less than stellar, most historians 
feel that they did not meet the standard of criminal negligence. Nevertheless, 
Byng was arrested, tried and convicted of failing “to do his upmost”. While 
the death penalty was technically on the books for such a crime, in recent 
generations, it had never been administered. All right-minded people expected 
that after shaming Byng, the king would grant him a pardon. However, to the 
horror of many, the sentence was carried out and Byng was executed by firing 
squad on March 14, 1757. In reality, the true culprits responsible for the Fall of 
Minorca were the military planners at Whitehall and Greenwich who failed to 
send more resources to the island, ignoring repeated requests by commanders  
in the region.

Byng’s judicial murder was sarcastically decried by Voltaire in his famous 
work Candide (1757): “…il est bon de tuer de temps en temps un amiral pour 
encourager les autres” (“…it is wise to kill an admiral from time to time to 
encourage the others”).

The Duke of Richelieu’s fate was much different. He returned to France as a 
hero and was the subject of countless laudatory writings and prints, of which the 
present broadside is perhaps the most flattering. Even his arch-nemesis, Madame 
Pompadour (Louis XV’s mistress), remarked to him “your star has risen and it 
shall never be dimmed”. That being said, many of Richelieu’s subsequent exploits 
were markedly less successful. He continued to be at the centre of political, 
financial and sex scandals almost right up to his death, at the age of 92, in 1788.

The legacy of the Fall of Minorca was that it gave a great scare to a hitherto 
complacent Britain, motivating her to dedicate far greater resources to the 
war effort, especially to the Royal Navy. It was also, in part, responsible for the 
appointment of the hawkish and exceptionally competent War Minister William 
Pitt, who spearheaded the reinvigorated war effort. 
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On the other side, France’s triumph at Minorca, combined with other early 
victories in North America, caused her to become complacent. By the summer 
of 1758, the tide began to turn in Britain’s favour and the war progressively 
became a global disaster for France. The Treaty of Paris (1763), which concluded 
the conflict, permanently ended France’s ability to contest Britain’s primacy as a 
colonial power.

The British regained Minorca in 1763, only to loose it again in 1781. Apart from 
a brief period of British occupation, from 1798 to 1802, the island has since 
remained under the Spanish flag. 

François-Philippe Charpentier: An Eccentric Innovator

François-Philippe Charpentier (1734 - 1817) was a highly talented and innovative  
engraver, as well as an eccentric personality. Born to a bookbinder in Blois, he was 
sent to Paris as a youth, whereupon he undertook apprenticeships in engraving. 

He gained great acclaim by inventing a device that would allow for engraving in 
aquatint and in colours. The mechanics behind the device remain a mystery, but 
it produced prints of great quality. The famous patron of the arts, the Comte de 
Caylus, was one of the first users of Charpentier’s device. 

Louis XVI appointed Charpentier to be a ‘Mécanicien du Roi’, or a royal artisan, 
and granted him a studio in the gardens of the Louvre. There he experimented 
with melting and molding metals and creating mechanical dies to expedite the 
engraving process. 

His most famous works are fine arts prints, such as François Boucher’s Education 
of the Virgin; Ciro Ferri’s Death of Archimedes; Nicolaes Berchem’s Shepherdess and 
Jean-Baptiste van Loo’s Descent from the Cross. 

Charpentier was something of an oddball and preferred to work alone in relative 
obscurity, in sparse physical conditions. He was offered a lucrative posting as 
head of the Department of Beacons (military warning systems), but refused 
the job saying that he would “prefer freedom in order to devote himself to the 
development of his ideas”.

He continued to invent mechanisms that had great utility for both military 
and civil engineering purposes. In the 1790s, during the period of the French 
Directory, he devised an instrument that could bore six gun-barrels at once, as 
well as a machine that could saw six boards simultaneously. The government 
awarded him 24,000 francs and appointed him Director of the Atelier de 
Prefectionnement (the national office of inventions). Charpentier subsequently 
received numerous offers for prestigious postings abroad, but declined them all. 
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He preferred to live in Paris in near abject poverty spending almost every Sou of 
his personal money on his inventions, a course he pursued until his death, at the 
age of 83, in 1817. 

The Fall of Minorca was a global sensation that generated a great contemporary 
corpus of maps, views and written accounts. The present broadside is certainly 
one of the most artistically impressive and rare artifacts depicting this seminal 
historical event. 

As with many 18th Century broadsides, the present work is extremely rare, as 
the survival rate for the medium is remarkably low. We have not been able to 
find even a single reference to its existence in relevant literature, institutional 
catalogues or sales records. 

References: Rare - N/A. 
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[EARTHQUAKES – PORTUGAL – Great Lisbon Earthquake of 1755].
Johann Andreas Erdmann MASCHENBAUER (1719 – 1773).
Angestellte Betrachtung über die den I. November 1755. so ausserordentliche 
Erdbeben und Meeresbewegungen, wodurch die Grundfeste eines grossen Theils 
Europens und Africa erschüttert... In vier Abhandlungen. / Aufgesezt von J. A. E. M. 
Augsburg: Johann Michael Wagner, 1756. 
Quarto (19.5 x 14.5 cm / 7.5 x 6 inches): 40 pp., 3 ff., plus 9 maps and views 
(3 with original hand colour, all but 1 folding), 19th Century marbled boards 
(Collation Complete, Very Good condition, minor tears and dusting to outer blank 
margin of title page with no loss to text, spine and edges of boards lightly rubbed).

An important contemporary account of the Great Lisbon Earthquake (1755) by the 
prominent Augsburg newspaper publisher Johann Andreas Maschenbauer, one of the 
very rare complete examples that include all 9 maps and views by Georg Christoph Kilian. 

This fascinating pamphlet is an important contemporary source on the Great 
Lisbon Earthquake of 1755, written less than two months after the catastrophe 
suddenly destroyed one of the world’s great cities and devastated an entire 
region. Compiled by the respected Augsburg newspaper publisher Johann 
Andreas Maschenbauer, this entertaining work features ‘Special Reports’ from 
eyewitnesses to the event and its aftermath, the latest of which was written 
less than two weeks before the pamphlet was printed. Attractively, the work 
features nine maps and views of places in the affected region by the prominent 
engraver George Christoph Kilian. Maschenbuaer’s pamphlet was imbued 
with great authority all across Central Europe, not only for its coverage of the 
events in southwestern Iberia, but on the subject of earthquakes in general, and 
is still referenced by writers today. The pamphlet is rare in its complete form, as 
presented here, with all nine of the called-for maps and views. 

The Great Lisbon Earthquake of November 1, 1755 was one of the most 
consequential natural disasters in modern history and a key historical event of 
18th Century Europe. At 9:40 AM on the All Saints’ Day holiday, the earthquake 
struck with awesome force, estimated to be between 8.5 and 9.0 on the Richter 
Scale. Intense shaking lasted between 3.5 and 6 minutes and fissures opened in 
the ground that were as much as 15 feet wide. Large masonry buildings, some 
centuries old, collapsed and innumerable fires broke out. 

As many of Lisbon’s stunned residents sought safety in the open spaces of the 
waterfront, they witnessed the horrifying spectacle of Lisbon’s great harbour 
being completely emptied of water. This was the prelude to a maremoto (tsunami) 
that within 40 minutes of the quake would race into to harbour and up the Tagus 
River, destroying everything in its path. This immense wall of water travelled with 
such velocity up the Tagus “that several people riding on horseback ... were forced 
to gallop as fast as possible to the upper grounds for fear of being carried away.” 
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By the time the dust settled, as many as 100,000 people were killed and Lisbon’s 
city centre was almost completely destroyed, with the ruins in flames. Tragically 
for posterity, virtually all of Portugal’s’ archives and artifacts from the Great 
Age of Exploration, in the 15th and 16th Centuries, was lost. The Portuguese 
government was crippled and it would be many years before it recovered normal 
functionality, while the nation’s role as world power was permanently brought 
to an end. Many other places in Southern Portugal and Southwestern Spain 
experienced serious damage, but none as severe as Lisbon.

The earthquake had ramifications far beyond Iberia. While disasters had struck 
major European cities before (such as the Great Fire of London of 1666) and 
important colonial centres had been destroyed by earthquakes (such as Port 
Royal, Jamaica in 1692 and Lima, Peru in 1748), this was a shock to European 
consciousness on an entirely new level. People all across the Western world were 
stunned that Lisbon, one of Europe’s greatest cities and imperial capitals, could 
be completely wiped out within the span of an hour. Religious scholars reflected 
on “God’s Judgment” upon Portugal and philosophers such as Voltaire and 
Immanuel Kant tried to find a rationale for such a tragedy. In the contemporary 
context of Enlightenment science, the Lisbon Earthquake led to the genesis of 
the formal study of seismology, as well as new engineering standards. 

As noted by Maschenbauer, the present account was prepared on December 26, 
1755, less than two months after the Lisbon Earthquake. The work is divided 
into four parts, plus an appendix. Following a brief introduction, the first section 
outlines various theories regarding the causation of earthquakes. The second 
section describes major historical earthquakes from antiquity to modern times. 

The third section features ‘Special Nachrichten’ (Special Reports), that had just 
arrived in Germany, from eyewitnesses to the earthquake, maremoto and their 
immediate aftermath. These fascinating descriptions came from the Portuguese 
cities of Lisbon, Braga and Coimbra and from the Spanish cities of Cadiz, Seville 
and Conil de la Frontera. 

The fourth section presents a brief discourse on the history and geography of the 
affected regions, including specific reference to Lisbon-Belem, Setubal, Coimbra, 
Braga, Cadiz, and Conil de la Frontera. 

At the very end of the text is an Appendix, which Mascehnbauer appears to have 
hastily added to the pamphlet as breaking news arrived in Augsburg. This section 
details events in the weeks following the earthquake and maremoto, including 
descriptions of the carnage, as well as acts of crime in Morocco, the Azores and 
Lisbon. Amazingly, the latest report is dated December 13, 1755, meaning that 
the news had travelled across half of Europe in what can only be called amazing 
speed for the time. 
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The present example of Maschenbauer’s work features all 9 of the maps and views 
as called for on the title page. This is notable, as most surviving examples lack 
some of the plates. All of the maps and views were created by Georg Cristoph 
Kilian (1709 - 1781), a prominent Augsburg engraver and the scion of a family 
dynasty of artists, engravers and printers going back to the late 16th Century.

The 9 plates are as follows: 

1.  [EUROPE map] Europae Compendiosa Representatio = Vorstellung Europae 
sampt dessen fornehmbsten Theil- und Angrentzungen (folding, with full  
original colour).

2.  [AFRICA map] Africae Compendiosa Representatio = Compendiose Vorstellung 
deß gantzen Welt Theils Africa mit seinen Kayserthumen und Konigreichen 
(folding, with full original colour).

3.   [IBERIA map] Compendiosa Hispaniae Repraesentatio = Die Königreich  
Spanien u Portugal mit Ihren Provinzen (folding, with full original colour).

4.   [LISBON profile view] Lissabon die Königlichte Haupt und Residenz Statt  
in Portugall (folding).

5. [LISBON bird’s eye view] Lisabon oder Olyssipo (folding).

6. [SETUBAL plan] Setubal eine befestigte Statt im Portugiesischen Estremadura.

7.   [SEVILLE profile view] Sevilla die Die Königlich-Hispanische Haupt-Statt  
in Andalusien (folding).

8. [CADIZ profile view] (folding).

9. [CADIZ map]. Cadix mit anliegender gegend (folding).

Andreas Erdmann Maschenbauer (1719 - 1773), the author of the present work, 
noted on the title page as “J.A.E.M.,” was a prominent newspaper publisher, 
who was especially interested in stories relating to natural science. He was born 
in Karlsruhe to Andreas Jakob Maschenbauer, head of an Augsburg publishing 
family, who had moved to Karlsruhe, becoming the new city’s official printer and, 
later, its mayor. In 1744, Johann Andreas was given control over the family’s print 
shop in Augsburg, a city that was then a globally important publishing centre.

In 1745, Johann Andreas founded a weekly newspaper Augsburgischer Intelligenz-
Zettel, which focused on subjects of “praktischen wissenschaften” (practical 
science). Widely read across all of Central Europe, while it has since undergone 
several name changes, it still exists as Amtsblatt der Stadt Augsburg. Another 
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notable production from Maschenbauer’s early period was Der Curiose... 
Allgemeines Zeitungs-Handbuch... mit Land-Charten (1748), featuring 30 maps.

At some point, Maschenbauer decided to dedicate himself full time to writing 
and editing, finding the administration of the family print shop to be onerous. 
In 1754, he sold the business to his cousin, Johann Michael Wagner, with whom 
he would maintain a close collaboration (the present pamphlet was published by 
Wagner). Maschenbaur dedicated his energies towards the Intelligenz-Zettel and 
his other newspaper, the Wochentlich Ordinari Post-Zeitung. He also found time to 
engage in his passion for natural science, of which his present investigation of the 
Lisbon Earthquake was his most valuable work.

Maschenbauer’s Great Lisbon Earthquake pamphlet is very rare in its complete 
form, featuring all 9 of Kilian’s plates, as presented here. While several examples 
can be found in institutional collections, most of these seem to be incomplete. 
We are not aware of another complete example being offered at auction or in 
dealers’ catalogues during the last generation.

References:
Gottfried Grünthal, ‘The History of Historical Earthquake Research in 
Germany,’ Annals of Geophysics, vol. 47, no. 2/3 (April-June 2004), p. 635; Gerhard 
Lauer & Thorsten Unger, Das Erdbeben von Lissabon und der Katastrophendiskurs 
im 18. Jahrhundert (2008), p.68; Ulrich Löffler, Lissabons Fall - Europas Schrecken: 
die Deutung des Erdbebens von Lissabon im deutschsprachigen Protestantismus des 18. 
Jahrhunderts (1999), p. 658.
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[ICELAND].
Björn GUNNLAUGSSON (1788 – 1876) & Olaf Nikolas OLSEN (1794 – 1848). 
Uppdráttr Íslands / Carte d’Islande.
Copenhagen, 1849.
Lithograph with original hand colour, dissected into 18 sections and mounted on 
original linen, folding into original cloth covers with title embossed in gilt (Very 
Good, wide margins, very light even toning, some very minor stains in blank 
margins; cover with light wear and small stains), 66.5 x 80 cm (26 x 31.5 inches). 

A very rare edition of the first accurate and complete topographical map of Iceland, 
based on the surveys of Björn Gunnlaugsson, compiled by Olaf Olsen and published 
in Copenhagen.

This rare and highly engaging map represents the first integrated (single-sheet) 
edition of first accurate topographical map of Iceland. Long considered to be 
amongst the most “cartogenic” of islands, Iceland unfolds in great detail, through 
masterful, elegant lithography. Based on twelve years of surveys conducted by the 
Icelandic mathematician Björn Gunnlaugsson, compiled by the Danish military 
engineer Olaf Olsen, the map accurately reveals the radically varied topography 
of Iceland for the very first time. 

To be clear, the present issue represents the second edition of the map, which is 
preceded by the first issue, dated 1844 (but actually published in 1848), that was 
printed on five large separate sections (4 sections for the map and 1 section for 
the legend), in a portfolio format, housed in covers. The present edition is notable 
in that it embraces the entire scope of the island in one integrated view, albeit at 
a reduced scale. 

The amazing detail with respect to Iceland’s physical and human geography, as 
showcased on the present map, is explained in the bilingual legend (Icelandic / 
French, as French was then a common pan-European academic language), which 
runs along the lower part of the composition, entitled ‘Signes Conventionnels’ 
(Conventional Signs). With respect to physical geography, the legend identifies 
‘Montagnes et Collines’ (mountains and hills); ‘Lac’ (lakes); ‘Glacier’ (glaciers); 
‘Ruisseau’ (creeks); ‘Rivière ou Fleuve’ (rivers); and uses sophisticated varieties of 
lithographic shading to denote ‘Sol marécageux’ (bogs); ‘Lave’ (lava beds); ‘Près et 
paturages’ (prairies or pasture lands); ‘Bois et broussailles’ (forest or brush lands); 
‘Déserts arides et rocailleux’ (arid or rocky deserts); ‘Landes et Bruyères’ (tundra 
shrublands); ‘Sable’ (sandy lands); ‘Ravin et Crevasse volcanique’ (volcanic ravines 
and crevasses); ‘Source chaude ou bouillant et minerale’ (hot or mineral springs); 
and ‘Tournant’ (maelstroms, shown along coastal headlands).

As for Iceland’s human geography, the map uses symbols to identify ‘Ville’ 
(towns); ‘Eglise principale’ (main churches); ‘Eglise d’annexe’ (rural community 
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churches); ‘Lieu de jurisdiction communale’ (town halls); ‘Etablissement de 
commerce’ (rural / general stores); ‘Pont’ (bridges); ‘Chemin’ (roads); ‘Ferme et 
habitation paysan’ (rural homesteads); ‘Ruines’ (ruins); ‘Stations trigonométriques’ 
(stations for taking trigonometric surveying measurements); ‘Pyramide itinéraire’ 
(pyramidal markers for orientation); as well as a series of lines demarcating the 
boundaries of various levels of political jurisdictions.

The detailed chart on the left-hand side of the map, ‘Positions geographiques,’ 
notes the geodetic coordinates of dozens of locations across Iceland, taken from 
Gunnlaugsson’s own astronomical readings. The chart on the right-hand side, labelled  
‘Communes,’ notes all of the towns and villages on the island, grouped by county.

The Story behind the Gunnlaugsson-Olsen Map

During the period in which the present map was made, Iceland was a possession 
of Denmark, an arrangement that was becoming increasingly uncomfortable. 
Through the signing of the Old Covenant in 1262, Iceland lost its independence 
and became a vassal of Norway. From 1523, it was a part of the Norwegian-
Danish Kingdom and, from 1814 onwards, Iceland was a vassal of Denmark. 
While Iceland had once prospered from trade with Norway, as Denmark came to 
dominate Iceland’s affairs, from the 17th Century onwards, it’s economy suffered. 
Life was hard, as the island experienced a number of natural disasters (volcanic 
eruptions) and plagues, while Copenhagen was neglectful of its distant charge. 

The coasts of Iceland had been completely surveyed to a high standard from 
1776 to 1818, with the consequent charts printed in stages from 1788 to 1826. 
The scientific hydrographic charting of Iceland was commenced by the Danish 
sea captain Hans Erik Minor in 1776, who made fine charts of the southwestern 
coasts. His death in 1778 halted surveying activities, although many of his charts 
were printed in 1788, under the direction of Poul de Løvenørn, the founder of 
the Danish Hydrographic Office. Løvenørn sought for years to gain the funding 
to continue the coastal surveying of Iceland, which was finally granted in 1800. 
Surveying resumed in 1801, under the hydrographic department’s auspices, and 
all of Iceland’s coastlines were charted to advanced trigonometric standards by 
1818, with all charts being published by 1826.

While the new charts were highly valued by sea captains and fisherman, they 
were of little consequence to the majority of Iceland’s residents. Apart from 
topographical features located immediately on the littoral, there were absolutely 
no maps of Iceland’s interior or road systems. Civil administrators had no maps 
with which to plan policies and manage infrastructure and local citizens had no 
access to maps labelling the locations their homesteads. The lack of topographical 
maps was causing much frustration amongst Icelanders and the Danish government’s 
seeming indifference to the matter was increasingly a cause of friction. 
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Enter Björn Gunnlaugsson (1788 - 1876), a brilliant and eccentric Icelandic 
mathematician, who was responsible for creating the first modern map of Iceland. 
He hailed from a poor farming family in the remote northwest of the island.  
At a very early age, his uncommon intelligence impressed the clerics who ran the 
local country school. He was sent to Reykjavik where he achieved extremely high 
grades in the baccalaureate exams. In 1808, the city’s bishop recommended that 
Gunnlaugsson be accepted to the University of Copenhagen, although he was 
not able to travel to Denmark, owing the on-going Napoleonic Wars. 

After many years, in 1817, Gunnlaugsson was finally able to enrol at the 
University of Copenhagen, where he studied mathematics and theology.  
He won the university’s prestigious Gold Medal for Mathematics twice, a feat 
that shocked the academic community, as they never expected such an accolade 
to be awarded (let alone twice!) to an obscure Icelander. 

While Gunnlaugsson could have made a successful career in Copenhagen,  
he was wedded to Iceland and always vowed to return home. However, Iceland’s 
economy was perennially in the doldrums and jobs outside of the fishing and 
farming sector that paid a living wage were few and far between. In 1822, he was 
relegated to accepting the position as teacher of Danish language, mathematics 
and history at the grammar school at Bessastadir, not far from Reykjavik.  
He was said to be an absolutely horrible teacher who delivered lectures on 
advanced calculus to students who were barely able to count up to ten on their 
hands. While he desperately needed the salary, he was bored stiff with his posting 
and his mind was always on grander things.

Gunnlaugsson had a lifelong love for the austere beauty of Iceland’s landscape. 
By the late 1820s, his thoughts began to focus on the topographical mapping 
of the island. While something of an ‘odd duck’ and a loner, Gunnlaugsson was 
actually remarkably attuned the needs and ambitions of the Icelandic people, and 
he seems to have been motivated by his countryman’s frustrations regarding the 
lack of comprehensive maps of their island. 

In 1829, through contacts he made at university, Gunnlaugsson applied to 
the Danish crown for funding and equipment to conduct a comprehensive 
topographical survey of Iceland. Perhaps not surprisingly, he received no 
response. Relief came from the Icelandic Literary Society (Hið Íslenzka 
Bókmenntafélag). Founded in 1816, the organization was dedicated to promoting 
and strengthening Icelandic language, literature and scientific learning. While the 
Icelandic Independence Movement did not yet exist (it would come into being in 
the 1840s), the Society was founded in response to Copenhagen’s neglect of the 
island, and would latter become a nucleus for separatist sentiment. 

The Society was highly impressed with Gunnlaugsson’s proposal and was 
convinced of the profound value of a topographical survey. However, it was also 
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desperately short of funds and, initially, could only give Gunnlaugsson a modest 
grant lasting only one year. Gunnlaugsson asked the Danish government if he 
could to borrow the advanced surveying equipment that was used to complete 
the triangulations of Løvenørn’s coastal surveys, but this request was ignored.  
The Icelander was thus compelled to rely upon desultory equipment, which made 
his task far more difficult.

During his allotted “trial year,” Gunnlaugsson proceeded to complete a 
survey of the Gullbringu and Kjósarsýsla counties, after which he dispatched 
his manuscripts to Copenhagen, whereupon a map was published, entitled 
Gullbríngu og Kjósar Sýsla med nockrum parti af Árnesssýslu (1831).

The Society was most pleased by this initial offering, and, with great difficulty, it 
managed to secure funds for Gunnlaugsson to conduct a systematic survey of the 
entire island. The original plan was for Gunnlaugsson to continue to survey each 
county, after which his manuscripts would be fashioned into individual county 
maps that would be serially published in Copenhagen, with a final general map 
of the island being assembled at a later date. However, it soon became clear that 
this method would be too expensive. It was decided that Gunnlaughsson would 
proceed with his survey, making manuscript maps for each county, which would 
be assembled into a pan-island map only at the conclusion of the entire project.

Gunnlaugsson did not create his own baselines for triangulation, but relied on 
those established by Løvenørn’s coastal surveys, which, fortunately, were quite 
accurate. From this foundation, he built out his own triangulations into the 
island’s exceedingly rugged interior. 

From 1831 to 1843, Gunnlaugsson worked tirelessly, concentrating most of 
his energies on creating an accurate geodetic framework, with an emphasis on 
Iceland’s inhabited regions. From 1836 onwards, his efforts were assisted by the 
addition of a modest annual stipend from the Danish government. For a few 
uninhabited or especially difficult places, he was compelled to rely upon the 
geographical descriptions provided by local residents, placing this information 
into a correct context with relation to his own findings. 

For the very first time, the outlines of Iceland’s vast glaciers, volcanoes and lava 
fields were revealed on a map with a relatively high degree of accuracy. Likewise, 
the inhabited regions of the interior and the corridors along the inland roads 
appear with both great planimentric accuracy and to an impressive level of detail. 
While Gunnlaugsson was not able to map some of the more remote areas, his 
coverage of the island was essentially complete. Especially given the rugged and 
forbidding nature of the terrain, and the fact that he was compelled to rely upon 
desultory equipment, his accomplishment was nothing short of astounding.
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Enter Olaf Nikolas Olsen (1794 – 1848), a Danish military cartographer who, 
in 1842, was named as the Director of the Danish Topographical Office. Olsen 
was far more enlightened that his predecessors and did not share their dismissive 
attitude towards Iceland. He was a great admirer of Gunnlaugsson’s work and 
was instrumental in bringing the intended map of Iceland to publication. Olsen 
began to carefully compile Gunnlaugsson’s regional manuscripts maps into an 
accurate general map of the island. 

By 1844, Olsen’s task was complete and the map was prepared to be issued  
(in quarters) onto 4 large sheets, plus a text sheet, to a scale of 1:480,000, bearing 
the title Uppdráttr Íslands / Carte d’Islande…1844. For reasons that are unclear, 
while dated 1844, the five-sheet map was not actually published until 1848. 
However, once issued, the map was widely praised as a masterpiece of scientific 
cartography, being the first accurate and complete topographical map of Iceland.  
However, it was also criticized for being unwieldy. Icelanders and Danish government  
officials wanted a map that showcased the entire island in a single view. 

Olsen died on December 19, 1848, however, he had largely finished the 
manuscript of single-sheet edition, and his magnificent draftsmanship was 
preserved in the printed version. As the single-sheet version was intended to fulfil 
both a practical and decorative purpose, it was lithographed to an especially high 
technical standard by the master engraver F. C. Holm, with the careful addition 
of hand colour, for details such as the coasts, glaciers, lava beds, as well as areas 
covered by vegetation. The single-sheet map was promptly published to a scale of 
1:960,000 and became the definitive map of record of Iceland for the next half-
century, until the publication of Thorvaldur Thoroddsen’s surveys in 1900.

Björn Gunnlaugsson’s magnificent work was recognized by the Danish 
government, as he was awarded the Knight’s Cross of the Order of Danneborg 
in 1846. He was subsequently also conferred with the French Knight’s Cross of 
the Legion d’Honneur. The Gunnlaugsson-Olsen map was awarded a prize at 
the 1878 Paris Universal Exhibition, as being one the best topographical maps 
of its era. Gunnlaugsson, for the remainder of his life, focussed on teaching, and 
ironically, in spite of his impossibly awkward classroom lectures, became Iceland’s 
leading educational reformer. 

The Gunnlaugsson-Olsen map, in either of its original two editions, is very rare. 
We are aware of only a single other another example of the 1849 integrated 
(single-sheet) edition of the map appearing on the market since 1969. 

References: OCLC: 557726762; Haraldur Sigurðsson, Kortasafn Háskóla Íslands 
(Reykjavík 1982), pp. 7-15. 
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[RUSSIA – GEOLOGY – MINING - PRINCE ANATOLE DEMIDOV].
Pierre-Guillaume-Frédéric LE PLAY (1806 - 1882).
[RUSSIA – Nizhny Tagil].
“Carte Géologique du District Métallifère de Nijni-Taguil (Monts-Ourals), 
propriété de la famille Démidoff d’apres la 1ère Edition exécutée sur les lieux 
en 1844 par Mr. F. Le Play et les documents recueillis de 1844 à 1851 par 
M. M. Bergier et Allory, ingénieurs topographes. Mr. A. de Kozuchowski 
étant fondé de Pouvoir Général de la famille Démidoff, par Mr. F. Le Play, 
Ingénieur en chef des Mines, Professeur de Métallurgie à l’Ecole des Mines  
de Paris.” 
[Paris], 1852.
Manuscript, pen and ink with watercolour, in 2 parts, each part dissected into 
12 sections and mounted on original linen, housed in original custom blue 
cloth slipcase with title debossed in gilt (Map in Excellent condition, slipcase 
with slight wear at edges), overall 143 x 139 cm (56 x 55 inches), with signed 
dedication: “A Mme Aurore de Karamasine hommage de l’Auteur. Fr. Le Play”.

A spectacular original manuscript geological map of the region surrounding Count 
Anatole Demidov’s key mining concession of Nizhny Tagil, near Russia’s Ural 
Mountains, by the celebrated mining engineer and sociologist Frédéric Le Play, a 
masterpiece of the early geological mapping of Russia, a presentation piece intended 
for the celebrated philanthropist Aurora Karamzina. 

This spectacular map is an original exquisitely drafted manuscript geological map 
of the key Russian mining area of Nizhny Tagil, by the one of the era’s leading 
mining engineers and sociologists Frédéric Le Play. The survey on which it 
is based was commissioned by Count Anatole Demidov, a fabulously wealthy 
mining tycoon, who could perhaps be described as Russia’s first modern oligarch. 
 
Nizhny Tagil, the nucleus of the Demidov family’s metals empire, was home to 
some of the most productive mines in the world, being located in a geologically 
complex region, immediately to the east of the Ural Mountains. The richly 
colourful and carefully drafted map represents Le Play’s updated second version 
of his manuscript geological survey of Nizhny Tagil, drafted in 1852, which 
improves upon his 1844 first version (the current whereabouts of which are 
unknown). The present map is housed within its fine custom slipcase, and 
was drafted by Le Play to be a presentation piece for Aurora Karamzina, the 
enormously wealthy philanthropist, who was the co-proprietor of the Nizhny 
Tagil mines by virtue of her marriage to Anatole Demidov’s late brother.

The exquisite map covers a diagonal area approximately 200 kilometres long and 
60 kilometres wide. The geological information is placed upon an exceedingly 
detailed and precise topographical template. The highly variable Ural foothill 
landscape is brilliantly expressed by contour lines, capturing gradations of 

22.  
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elevation (along with the names of many hills and mountains), while all rivers, 
streams, lakes and swamps are depicted. 

In terms of human geography, all towns and villages are depicted, composed of 
the their built-up blocks, including the main town of “Nijne Taguilsk” (Nizhny 
Tagil, in the centre) and “Nijne Saldinsk” (Nizhny Saldinsk, on the right side 
of the map), amongst many others, while the road systems are delineated. 
Importantly, numerous named mines dot the landscape, while the grid on which 
Le Play laid out the map, labelled with numbers and letters, is visible along the 
edges of the featured area.

The resplendent colours that overlay the entire map, classifying the geology of 
the region, are explained in the extremely detailed chart, “Légende des Couleurs 
en des Lignes employés dans la Carte Géologique du District Métallifère de 
Nijni-Taguil” [Legend of the Colours employed on the Geological Map of the 
Metalliferous District of Nizhny Tagil], which occupies the lower right corner  
of the map. 

Le Play divides the terrain into three general geological classifications, which 
are further divided in sub-categories, all of which are identified by colours 
(including different shades for variants of sub-categories) and letters, running 
vertically down the left-hand side of chart, under the heading “Désignations 
des couleurs en des signes” [Designations of the colours in relation to the signs]. 
Each classification and sub-category is named in the middle vertical column as 
“Désignations du terrain, des roches en des signes.” [Designations of the land  
and rocks in relation to the signs]. In the wide right hand vertical column,  
Le Play provides extensive notes on each of the geological classifications, under 
the heading “Observations sur la situations géographique et topographique de 
roches en de gites Métallifère” [Observations regarding the geographical and 
topographical nature of the rocks and metalliferous deposits].

The first geological section is labelled “1ère Section – Terrains de sédiments en 
couches horizontales ne faisant pas de a chaine des Monts-Ourals.” [Sediment 
fields in horizontal layers that are not geologically a part of the Ural Mountains]. 
It features only a single sub-category: a – Terrain de la steppe [Steppe lands], 
which is painted in a silver grey colour.

The second geological section is labelled “2e Section – Terrains de sédiments 
en couches très redressées, modifiées pour la plupart par des influences 
métamorphiques, faisant partie intégrante des Monte-Ourals.” [Sedimentary 
land in very straightened layers, modified mostly by metamorphic influences, an 
integral part of the Ural Mountains]. It contains four sub-categories including: 
b – Terrain Carbonif ère [Carboniferous land], with variants painted in shades of 
grey; c – Terrain Dévonien [Devonian land], with variants coloured in hues of 
light brown, ochre and vertical orange lines; d – Terrain Silurien [Silurian land], 
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with variants painted in shades of purple; e – Gneiss et Calcaire [Gneiss and 
limestone], coloured in a light yellow hue.

The third geological section is labelled “3e Section – Terrains cristallins, roches 
ignées en roches d’éruptions affleurons au contact des roches métamorphique” 
[Crystalline rocks, with intrusions of igneous rocks amidst metamorphic rocks]. 
It comprises six sub-categories including: f – Chlorite et Tale [Chlorite and Perm], 
painted in green; g – Serpentines [Serpentines], coloured in aquamarine; h – Trapp 
[Trap rock], painted orange; i – Diorites [Diorites], coloured light blue; j – Syénite 
[Syenite], painted dark pink; k – Granite [Granite], coloured light pink;

In addition to the geological sections, in the “Appendice aux Sections II et III. - 
Gites métallifères” [Appendix to Sections II and III. – Metalliferous Deposits], 
the map labels areas of major metal deposits including Gites aurif ère [Gold 
deposits], coloured bold yellow; Gites platinif ères [Platinum deposits], painted 
bold orange; Gites ferrif ères [Iron deposits], coloured bold purple; Gites cuivreux 
[Copper deposits], painted reddish-brown; and Gites pyriteux [Pyrite (Fool’s 
Gold) deposits], painted bold green.

Le Play’s Pioneering Geological Survey of Nizhny Tagil Map in Context 

Le Play’s geological mapping of the Nizhny Tagil region not only represents the 
earliest advanced geological survey of the area, but it stands out as an especially 
important early geological map of Russian territory overall. The period from the 
1830s to the 1850s saw the dawn of scientific geology in Russia. The present 
map is an updated 1852 version of map that was produced in 1844 by Le Play, 
based on his own surveys of the Nizhny Tagil region. It follows on the heals of 
Le Play’s geological mapping of parts of the Southern Ukraine conducted in 
1837-8, such as his map of the Donbas region, Carte Géologique De La Chaine 
Carbonif ère Du Donetz Et De Ses Huit Groupes De Houillères. Le Play’s mapping 
in the Urals was also roughly contemporary with Roderick Impey Murchison and 
Edouard Verneuil’s pioneering study of Russian geology, The Geology of Russia 
in Europe and the Ural Mountains. (London and Paris, 1845), based on their 
1840-1 expedition to Russia. While Murchison and Verneuil made geological 
maps of the Ural region, Le Play’s survey of Nizhny Tagil is far more focused and 
accurate, being predicated are much more advanced surveying techniques. 

Given the importance of Nizhny Tagil, the exceedingly high quality of Le 
Play’s survey and the relatively early date of its execution, Le Play’s survey is 
unquestionable one of the most important early geological endeavours relating to 
Russia. Le Play’s survey also precedes the first geological mapping of many key 
regions of Russia, such as S.S. Kurtoga’s surveys of the St. Petersburg region and 
southern Finland in the early 1850s. 
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Although some excellent maps were produced during this early period, the 
geological mapping of Russia was haphazard and incidental in nature until 
the establishment of the Geological Committee of Russia in 1882, which 
commenced a programme to systematically map the country, a process that 
would take many decades. 

The Demidovs & Nizhny Tagil: the ‘El Dorado of the Urals’

Nizhny Tagil is a city in the foothills of the Ural Mountains, in the Sverdlovsk 
Oblast. It is located 15 kilometres east of the technical boundary between 
Europe and Asia, around 140 kilometres north-northwest of Yekaterinburg. 

Due to its location on the natural geological rift of the Urals, the Nizhny Tagil 
region is exceptionally rich in minerals, as 63 elements of the periodic table have 
been found in its soils. It is particularly renowned for its veins of iron, platinum, 
gold and copper. The area’s mineral wealth was first exploited on a large scale 
upon the opening of the Vysokogorsky iron ore quarry in 1696. The deposits 
were astoundingly rich and the ore drew the needles of magnets from many miles 
away. The area was considered ideal for mining, as the dense woods provided 
sufficient fuel for smelters and the rivers yielded good transportation routes. 

Nikita Demidov (1656 – 1721), a onetime blacksmith from Tula, through his 
drive and guile, became Russia’s first big-time mining tycoon. He founded 
several productive mines in the Ural region and gained the favour of Tsar Peter 
the Great, who ennobled him in 1720. In 1721, Demidov founded the Vyysky 
copper smelting plant and, in October 1722, he officially established the city 
of Nizhny Tagil as the ‘company town’ to service both the smelter and the 
numerous mines he was in the process of opening in the area. In time, the related 
manufacturing of munitions became an especially lucrative component of the 
Demidov business empire. 

By the 1820s, the Nizhny Tagil area was also yielding the world’s richest mother 
lode of platinum. By the same period, the Demidov conglomerate featured 
over 50 iron and copper firms accounting for 40% of Russia’s total output, and 
employing over 45,000 people. The Demidov family, who ruled the region as 
their personal fiefdom, were considered relatively benevolent and enlightened 
overlords, and established many cultural and social facilities for the enjoyment 
and health of Nizhny Tagil’s residents. The Demidovs were one of the wealthiest 
clans in the world, and their economic and political stature in Russia was second 
only to the Romanovs. 

Enter the man who commissioned the present map, Count Anatoly (called 
Anatole) Nikolaievich Demidov, 1st Prince of San Donato (1813 - 1870). 
Anatole was a globally renowned industrialist, art patron and bon viveur.  
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He travelled widely and was one of the first international celebrities, in the 
modern sense. 

Upon the death of his father, Count Nikolai Demidov, in 1828, Anatole and his 
older brother, Pavel Nikolayevich Demidov (1798–1840), inherited a business 
empire of astounding value, of which the jewel was Nizhny Tagil. The mining 
and munitions complex, as depicted on the present map, consisted of fifteen 
towns and villages, dozens of mines and smelters and nine munitions factories. 
Anatole’s annual revenues from Nizhny Tagil alone amounted to over 5 million 
roubles, an awesome sum for the time, larger than the yearly budget of many 
national governments. 

However, while most of his empire lay in Russia, Demidov far preferred living 
in France and Italy and spent very little time in his native land. His detractors in 
St. Petersburg claimed that he was “hardly Russian” and “spoke most European 
languages except Russian”. Tsar Nicholas I (reigned 1825-55), for this reason, 
considered Anatole to be unpatriotic and was also thought to be agonizingly 
jealous of the of the young tycoon. The Tsar’s loathing of Demidov proved to be  
a major problem that permeated Russian high society for over a generation. 

Today Demidov is perhaps best known as a voracious collector of fine art. While he 
inherited his father’s collection, along with the magnificent residence of the Villa 
San Donato in Florence, he greatly expanded its holdings. He was perhaps the 
most valued client at the Paris salons and purchased many of the era’s most famous 
works, including by artists such as Paul Delaroche, François Marius Granet, Eugène 
Delacroix and Théodore Géricault. He was also a noted collector of books and maps. 

Demidov was not simply a spoiled celebrity, he was a man of great intellectual 
curiosity who maintained a life-long fascination with natural science. He 
organized an unprecedented expedition of academic discovery to what is today 
the Southern Ukraine, Moldova, Romania and Hungary, to analyse the regions’ 
geography, geology, archaeology, zoology and botany, as well as to form insights 
into the lives of its human inhabitants. He also hoped that a resulting grand work 
on the region would meet the favour of Tsar Nicholas, whose approval he craved. 
While the region was well known to many visitors, much of its attributes had yet 
to be scientifically appraised. Demidov spent over 500,000 Francs on the venture, 
a huge sum for time, assembling an all-star team of 22 experts, including the 
writer Jules Janin, the artist Auguste Raffet, and Pierre-Guillaume-Frédéric Le 
Play, who was to lead the scientific component of mission.

For a year, from 1837 to 1838, the expedition conducted a detailed scientific 
analysis of the region, the results of which were published as Voyage dans la Russie 
Méridionale & la Crimée par La Hongrie, La Valachie et La Moldavie en 1837 
(Paris, 1840-2), illustrated with over 100 magnificent lithographs by Raffet, in 
addition to geological maps by Le Play.
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While the book was well received as a masterpiece of contemporary scientific 
discovery, Demidov’s hope that it would win favour with the tsar backfired. 
While the work was dedicated to Nicholas, reportedly the tsar could barely stand 
to lay his eyes upon it. He was offended that virtually all of Demidov’s travelling 
companions were foreigners and that the text had included unfavourable 
references to Russia’s feudal social system.

In 1840, in an effort to augment his status in Western Europe, Demidov married 
Princess Mathilde Bonaparte, the niece of the future French Emperor Napoleon 
III. He was accordingly elevated to the title of Prince of San Donato (after 
Anatole’s villa in Florence) by the Grand Duke of Tuscany. However, Anatole 
and Mathilde came to mutually despise each other and the stories of their 
outrageous altercations dominated gossip all across Europe. The breakup of the 
marriage severely damaged Demidov’s reputation and he endeavoured to redeem 
himself by dedicating massive resources towards international philanthropy. 

Demidov also did much to improve the technical efficiency and the profitability 
of the family metals empire. Frédéric Le Play had a central role in this process, 
as under his direction, the Demidov companies pursued highly advanced 
exploration programmes, improved mining practices that resulted in higher yields 
from existing mines, while the implementation of better technology allowed 
metals to be refined and alloyed to a much higher standard. This ensured that the 
Demidov conglomerate was able to produce metal products that were both high 
quality and cost competitive, so gaining market share in Western Europe during 
the height of the Industrial Revolution. For example, many iconic Western 
buildings were, in part, composed of Demidov products, such as London’s 
Houses of Parliament and the Chrystal Palace.

Unfortunately, Demidov’s over-fondness for rich French cuisine (several chicken 
dishes with heavy sauces and casseroles are still named after him!) got the better 
of him, and in 1870 Anatole Demidov died of a heart attack at his hotel in Paris. 
However, it can certainly be said that in his 57 years, he enjoyed the experiences 
of many lifetimes. 

Frédéric Le Play & the Geological Mapping of Nizhny Tagil 

Pierre-Guillaume-Frédéric Le Play (1806 –1882), the author of the present map 
was one of Europe’s leading mining engineers and geologists, who later became 
a world-renowned sociologist and economist. He was likely also a French spy. 
Le Play was born the son of a customs collector in the Calvados department 
of Basse-Normandie, France. Even though he grew up with no useful social 
connections, he gained acceptance to the École Polytechnique and the École 
des Mines, where he excelled at his studies. Recognized as an unusual talent, 
in 1834, he became the chairman of France’s permanent committee of mining 
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statistics and, in 1840, the engineer-in-chief and tenured professor of metallurgy 
at the École des Mines. 

As advanced scientific methods of geological mapping and assaying were being 
introduced throughout different parts of Europe, Le Play was on the forefront 
of discovery. He travelled widely, advising numerous governments and private 
companies on mineral exploration and mining techniques. He was seen as the 
ultimate “go-to guy” by mining tycoons, who happily paid his extremely high 
consulting fees, as his advice was guaranteed to earn them a fortune. 

Le Play became acquainted with Anatole Demidov in Paris in the early 1830s 
and the two men became close personal friends, in additional to business 
associates. Their relationship was symbiotic, as Demidov was instrumental 
introducing the lowborn Frenchmen to international high society, while Le Play 
gave Demidov the intellectual gravitas he needed to support his grand business 
and social schemes. 

Le Play’s geological discoveries while the chief scientific advisor to Demidov’s 
expedition to the Southern Ukraine (1837-8) convinced the young tycoon that 
Le Play could fulfil a vital role in his mining empire. In 1844, Le Play and 
Demidov travelled to Nizhny Tagil, whereupon the former conducted the first 
scientific assessment of the geology of the area. This resulted in the first highly 
advanced geological map of the any part of the Urals region, a manuscript that 
was the direct antecedent of the present map. Le Play also wrote a highly 
detailed master plan for improving the operations of the Nizhny Tagil mines. 
While Le Play soon returned to Paris, he remained actively involved in the 
mining operations from afar. He sent a couple of his own engineers to work there 
fulltime and received regular reports from Nizhny Tagil, all of which he analysed 
and responded to in great detail.

Le Play was simultaneously an official advisor on mining and economic affairs 
to Tsar Nicholas I. While this might, at first, seem a but awkward, Le Play was 
a trusted intermediary between the emperor and Demidov, and the fact that 
Nicholas highly respected Le Play caused him to act more favourably towards 
Demidov’s business interests. Intriguingly, however, while nobody ever suggested 
that Le Play ever misadvised his elite Russian clients, it is widely thought that he 
was, from the very beginning, a spy for the French government. France was always 
suspicious of St. Petersburg’s political motives and economic potential, sentiments 
that would eventually come to a head during the Crimean War (1853-6).

In 1852, La Play decided to draft the present updated and improved 
second version of his 1844 manuscript geological map of Nizhny Tagil. The 
modifications to the map were largely predicated on the information sent to his 
office in Paris, between 1844 and 1851, by two of Le Play’s French engineers 
who were resident in the region, as well as the reports sent to him by one of 
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Demidov’s chief lieutenants, as noted on the title: “…d’apres la 1ère Edition 
exécutée sur les lieux en 1844 par Mr. F. Le Play et les documents recueillis de 1844 
à 1851 par M. M. Bergier et Allory, ingénieurs topographes. Mr. A. de Kozuchowski 
étant fondé de Pouvoir Général de la famille Démidoff…”. Le Play planned to make 
a return visit to Nizhny Tagil, which transpired in the summer of 1853, and so would 
have valued an improved geological view of the region, based on the latest discoveries.

With the inscription “A Mme Aurore de Karamasine hommage de l’Auteur. 
Fr. Le Play,” Le Play dedicated the present improved manuscript to Aurora 
Karamzina (née Stjernvall, 1808 -1902), formerly Princess Aurora Demidova, 
the wife of Anatole Demidov’s late older brother, Count Pavel Nikolaievich 
Demidov (1798 -1840). Aurora was a Swedish-Finnish noblewomen who 
inherited vast fortunes from her two husbands and became perhaps the greatest 
philanthropist in all of Europe. Importantly, Aurore was the co-owner of the 
Nizhny Tagil mines, having inherited Count Pavel’s stake. It seems that Le 
Play made the present map as a presentation piece for Aurora, which she likely 
retained in her possession.

While Le Play maintained his interests in mining and geology, in the mid-1850s, 
his driving focus started to change. Upon his travels all across Europe, he was 
appalled by what he considered to be the unnecessarily poor living and working 
conditions of most of the people he encountered. While he remained a capitalist, 
he came to believe that both business productivity, and society as a whole, could 
be radically improved through labour and social reforms. In this regard, he 
was many decades ahead of his time and the novel policies he advocated were 
eventually adopted by most Western governments.

During his many years and thousands of miles of travels, Le Play collected a 
vast and invaluable corpus of socio-economic data. From this, he published Les 
Ouvriers Européens (1855), a series of 36 monographs regarding the economic 
conditions of typical families in a wide range of industries all across Europe. For 
this, Le Play was awarded the prestigious Montyon Prize by the Académie des 
Sciences. In 1856, Le Play established the Société internationale des études pratiques 
d ’économie sociale, a progressive think tank. The society’s journal La Réforme 
Sociale, first issued in 1881, has been published fortnightly ever since. He also 
wrote two important books on social economics, La Réforme Sociale (1864) and 
L’Organisation de la Famille (1871). For these reasons, Le Play is today considered 
to be a pioneering giant in the fields of sociology and labour economics. 

Emperor Napoleon III was a great admirer of Le Play. He knighted him  
with the Grand Officer of the Légion d’honneur and appointed him to be the 
commissioner general of both 1855 and 1867 Paris Exhibitions. Le Play died in 
1882, as one of France’s most accomplished and respected citizens.
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Interesting Historical Hints relating to the Present Map

We are not aware of the current location of the 1844 first edition of Le Play’s 
Nizhny Tagil manuscript map, or what Demidov and his associates may have 
done with that map or any derivative versions that may possibly have been 
made. Curiously, however, a report from an 1896 tour of French geologists to 
Nizhny Tagil reported that a geological map of the area, drafted by Le Play, 
was still present in the mines’ administrative office. Although the geologists’ 
dating of the map was incorrect, the reference seems to relate to one of Le Play’s 
original manuscripts. The report read (translated from the original French): 
“Mr. Démidow, owner of the mining district of Nizhny Tagil, one of the largest and 
wealthiest metalliferous districts, hired, in 1830, the famous geologist Le Play to make 
a geological map and a detailed description of his domains. The administration of the 
mines currently possesses a manuscript geological map by Le Play that has never been 
printed, based on his explorations and supplemented by further research.” (Guide des 
Excursions du VII Congrès Géologique International (1897), p. 100).

While a matter of speculation, the present map may have been part of the library 
of the Royal Family of Yugoslavia. Le Play likely presented the map to Aurora 
Karamzina, who probably retained it in her possession. Aurora’s great-grandson, 
Prince Paul of Yugoslavia (1893 - 1976), came to inherit many of Aurora’s 
possessions. He was a world-renowned bibliophile and map collector, who 
maintained a magnificent library at the Villa Pratolino near Florence. Curiously, 
while the present map features no library markings, it was found accompanied by 
a map of Russia that is thought to have been from Prince Paul’s collection. 

Le Play’s manuscript map of Nizhny Tagil is one of the finest early scientific 
geological maps of Russia and an important artefact from the historical apogee  
of one of Russia’s greatest industrial empires. It is also an important original work 
by one of the 19th Century’s great public intellectuals, done at the behest of the 
one of era’s most prominent celebrities.

References: N/A – Unique. 
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[RUSSIA – FINE ILLUSTRATED ALMANAC].
Памятная Книжка на 1848 годъ. [Pamjatnaja Knizka za 1848 god].
St. Petersburg: Voennaja Tipografija, 1847.
Octavo (12 x 8 cm / 4.7 x 3.1 inches): [1 ff. blank], 1 f. engraved title, 4 pp. index, 
1 f. section title, 462 pp., 6 pp. (un-paginated), 4 ff. calendar leaves, 1 f. blank., 
plus 17 steel engraved plates (interspersed, un-paginated), Collation Complete; 
contemporarily dark blue morocco and matching slipcase, both with elaborate 
debossed gold leaf ornamentation and title in Cyrillic to spine (Very Good, some 
leaves with very mild staining, slipcase slightly rubbed at corners).

An exceptionally decorative mid-19th Century Russian Almanac, bound in fine 
dark blue morocco with elaborate gilt tooling, from the library of the Grand Duchess 
Olga Nikolaevna of Russia. 

This highly decorative pocket almanac, printed in St. Petersburg, is richly 
illustrated and features a contemporary fine blue morocco binding, with 
matching slipcase, both debossed with elaborate gold leaf ornamentation. The 
book is graced by the ex-libris of the Grand Duchess Olga Nikolaevna of Russia.  
 
The present work, is part of a series of almanacs called Pamjatnaja Knizka 
(‘Smart booklets’) that were printed in St. Petersburg from the late 1830s until 
the Russian Revolution of 1917, of which the early editions (such as the present 
example) are quite rare. The finely rendered steel engravings within depict iconic 
Russian resorts and buildings, while the text pages include calendar leaves and 
lists of the members of the Russian Imperial court.  

The present example possesses an especially august provenance, bearing the 
bookplate of the Grand Duchess Olga Nikolaevna of Russia (German: Olga 
Nikolajewna Romanowa) (1822 – 1892). Olga was second daughter of Tsar 
Nicholas I of Russia (reigned 1825-55) and Charlotte of Prussia. On July 13, 
1846, she married Crown Prince Charles of Württemberg in St. Petersburg 
and in 1864 she received the title of Queen Consort of Württemberg, when her 
husband ascended the throne. Olga Nikolaeva dedicated her life to social causes, 
especially to the education of girls and the building of hospitals. She was also one 
of the founders of the Russian church in Stuttgart. 
 
The present example of a Pamjatnaja Knizka is exceptionally fine, with a royal 
provenance and a lovely decorative binding. The early editions of the almanacs, 
such as the present example (printed in 1847), rarely appear on the market, while 
very few institutional examples are recorded. 

23.  
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[UKRAINE – RUSSIAN IMPERIAL MILITARY MAP].
RUSSIAN WAR MINISTRY. 
[Voznesensk, UKRAINE].
План окрестностей Вознесенска снятый в 1836 г. [Plan okrestnostej 
Voznesenska…] / Plan des environs de Vosnesensk dresé en l’année 1836. 
[Berlin: Simon Schropp, & Comp., 1837].
Lithograph with full original hand colour, dissected into 30 sections and 
mounted on original linen (Excellent condition), 91 x 93 cm (36 x 36.5 inches).

A very rare and magnificent topographical map of the region surrounding Voznesensk, 
Ukraine, made especially to depict Tsar Nicholas I’s Great Review of Troops of the 
Russian Army of 1837, one of the grandest military spectacles ever staged. 

This very rare and uncommonly beautiful topographical map was made 
specifically to showcase the Great Review of the Troops of the Russian Army 
of 1837, which occurred in the vicinity of Voznesensk, New Russia (today in 
south-western Ukraine). For ten days in September 1837, Tsar Nicholas I and 
an elite coterie of guests oversaw one of the grandest and most elaborate military 
exercises ever undertaken and on of the premier high society social events of 
Europe during its era. This exceptionally detailed map is predicated on advanced 
trigonometric surveys of Voznesensk and its vicinity, taken by the engineering corps 
of the Russian army in 1836, made specifically in preparation for the Review. 

The town of Voznesensk occupies the lower centre of the map, while roads 
connect numerous named villages and homesteads. The landscape is dotted 
with many curious details, such as the ‘Cimetière Juif ’ ( Jewish Cemetery), 
while gradations of elevation along the area’s numerous ravines are expressed by 
hachures. In the wake of the Great Review, the spectacle’s lines of the cavalry 
and infantry formations, as well as artillery positions, were added to the original 
manuscript topographical survey. 

Under circumstances that remain somewhat enigmatic, the finished manuscript 
was sent to the respected Berlin map publisher of Schropp & Co. The quality 
of the lithography is very high and the full original hand colour is uncommonly 
resplendent. Even thaough it was clearly issued in only a very limited quantity, 
examples circulated thought Europe during the succeeding decades, ensuring 
that the map was both influential and admired in select circles. It is one of the 
most detailed and fascinating artefacts recording one of the greatest military 
extravaganzas of the era. 

24.  
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Voznesensk & the Tsar’s Army

Voznesensk was strategically located at the head of navigation of the Bug River, 
in what is today southwestern Ukraine. Historically, the region had been on the 
bellicose frontier between Russia and the Ottoman Empire. The region around 
Voznesensk was conquered by Russia from Turkey in 1734, while during the 
succeeding decades up to 1791, the rest of the southern Ukraine progressively 
came under the control of Russia. 

From the 18th Century until the Revolution of 1917, the southern Ukraine was 
known as New Russia (Novorossiya). In the early 19th Century, as the bordering 
regions of Moldova (Bessarabia) and Romania were still a part of the Ottoman 
Empire, the western parts of New Russia still found themselves located along a 
fault line of potential conflict. Strategists in St. Petersburg considered the area to 
be the ‘soft underbelly’ of the Russian Empire.

In response, beginning in 1810, Tsar Alexander I (reigned 1801-25) created a 
series of military colonies along the Bug and Dnieper rivers, of which Voznesensk 
was by far the most important. There, the soldiers, many of them cavalrymen, 
were to live on their own working farms, granted by the tsar, while they formed 
elite fighting corps, disciplined by rigorous training. As a social experiment, it 
was hoped that the civilizing effect of giving the men the pride of their own 
homesteads, bound together in a communal brotherhood, would create a new 
breed of motivated gentlemen officers. 

However, the colonies were, from the start, controversial. Some military leaders 
feared that the colonies would breed ‘broken arrows,’ or renegade bands of highly 
armed troops, not accountable to high command. The colonies also required the 
expropriation of land that had long belonged to the Cossacks and other local 
settlers, ensuring that the programme was viewed with suspicion all across the 
Ukraine. The jurisdictions of two military colonies are specifically cited on the 
map, labelled as ‘Onzième arrondissement des Colonies militaires de la Nouvelle 
Russie’ and ‘Partie du dixième arrondissement des Colonies militaires de la 
Nouvelle Russie’

The apogee of the military colonies of New Russia came during the reign of 
Tsar Nicholas I (ruled 1825-55). Nicholas was almost pathologically obsessed 
with his army, and the pomp and pageantry of military parades and formalities, 
in particular. He was in awe of his father’s victory over Napoleon in 1812, and 
went to great lengths to recapture the glory of what he felt was Russia’s greatest 
historical accomplishment. Nicholas spent lavishly on the military and out of a 
national population of 60 to 70 million, the army grew to include to over 1 
million men. Incalculable amounts of time and resources were spent on uniforms, 
parades and military exercises, presenting an awesome spectacle to the observer. 
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However, all that glittered was not gold. Most of the Tsar’s troops were 
conscripts, including thousands of convicted criminals, who added little to 
either discipline or esprit de corps. Nicholas also appointed his favourite 
generals to positions that were often wholly inappropriate to their experience or 
qualifications. While the tsar was happy to spend big money on things such as 
African ostrich feathers for officers’ hats, the army failed to invest in the latest 
Western European military hardware. Although the Russian cavalry were great 
showman in parade formation, they were not drilled in the latest battlefield 
tactics. Nicholas had created a ‘Paper Tiger’ that would fold under pressure.

The Great Review of Voznesensk

In the mid-1830s, Nicholas eagerly anticipated the 25th anniversary of Russia’s 
defeat of Napoleon. The tsar and his high command planned the grandest 
military spectacle of them all, a Great Review to be held in Voznesensk in 
September 1837. The army corps of engineers was sent to Voznesensk to conduct 
a scientific survey of the area, employing the latest trigonometric methods. 

The tsar appointed the veteran cavalry general Count Ivan Osipovich De Witt 
(1781-1840) to lead the Review. The exercise was planned to be one of the 
grandest and most elaborate events of its kind in history. Marshalling thousands 
of troops, it was to consist of 351 squadrons of cavalry, 18 horse battalions, and 28 
battalions of infantry, featuring 3 field batteries, consisting of 168 artillery pieces.

Eager to display the grandeur and power of his empire and the majesty of his 
personal leadership, Nicholas envisaged the Review to be the pan-European 
high society social event of the decade. Virtually the entire Imperial Court of St. 
Petersburg decamped to Voznesensk, while invitations were extended to military 
grandees, royalty, noblemen and leading business magnates from all across the 
Continent. Fine accommodations sprung up overnight, turning the hitherto 
rough and ready military base of Voznesensk into a grand summer resort. 

One of the most important guests was Count Anatole Demidov (1813-70), the 
fabulously wealthy Russian mining tycoon. He tacked a visit to the Voznesensk 
Review onto his ground-breaking scientific expedition through the southern 
Ukraine. He was accompanied by 22 experts including the artist Auguste Raffet, 
who sketched the spectacle. In his detailed written memoir of the expedition, 
Demidov recalled his party’s experience of their arrival in the area: “…when we 
could discover to our astonishment the camp of Vosnessensk, that illustrious camp of which 
all of Europe was to be the judge, and of which it already repeated marvellous accounts, 
though without believing them. Dazzling, indeed, was the appearance of this city, which 
yesterday was not, and which has sprung up under the hoofs of those formidable troops 
of cavalry.” (Anatole Demidov, Travels in Southern Russia and the Crimea; through 
Hungary, Wallachia, & Moldavia, during the year 1837 (1853), vol. 2, p. 89).
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The Great Review of Voznesensk lasted for ten days, from September 5 to 15, 
1837, and the event more than lived up to all of the hype. The spectators watched 
the exercise from elaborately decorated tents, appointed with every luxury, as 
thousands of horsemen in formation executed complex manoeuvres, while rushes 
of infantry were sequenced to thunderous volleys of artillery. Even veterans of the 
greatest armies of the Napoleonic Wars were awestruck by the spectacle. 

Demidov, in his typically baroque fashion recounted: “How many episodes could we 
relate exhibiting the natural spirit of these excellent troops, so admirably disciplined, 
and consequently so intrepid; to what excellent results could we point had we leisure 
to enter into a consideration of those points which make the Russian army so rich in 
elements of order and courage! But, in the midst of this resounding din, and of these 
sights our existence was so filled up, that one new impression succeeded another in rapid 
succession.” (Demidov, Travels in Southern Russia and the Crimea, vol. 2, p. 110). 

While Tsar Nicholas and the thousands of spectators were dazzled by the 
performance, scholars have since pretty much unanimously agreed that the 
Great Review of Voznesensk symbolized all that was wrong with the Russian 
army. Many of the participating horses were obese, and while they cut a good 
figure from the perspective of the review stand, they were utterly unfit for 
battle. During the Review, dozens of horses fainted in the midday sun and were 
swiftly removed from view before they were noticed. While the solders were 
accomplished in artistic choreography, most had little or no battle training. While 
their uniforms cost a fortune, they used guns and cannon that were considered 
obsolete throughout the rest of Europe. The generals proved more interested in 
fawning over the tsar and his courtiers than in preparing military strategy. The 
vast energy dedicated to the Voznesensk Review was emblematic of the larger 
misallocation of priorities and resources in the Russian army. These liabilities 
were revealed when Nicholas’s army was crushed on its home turf by the forces of 
Britain, France and the Ottoman Empire during the Crimean War (1853-56).

The Creation & Influences of the Present Map

The present printed map does not feature an imprint, and some mystery still 
surrounds the circumstances of its production. The text on the map is in both 
Russian Cyrillic and French, then not an unusual combination, as French 
was a common Pan-European military and academic language, so giving 
little indication of who was responsible for its publication. The quality of the 
lithography and the original hand colouring of the map is exceptionally high, 
indicative of the work of a first rate map publisher. The identity of the publisher 
is revealed by a reference in Wilhelm Engelmann’s Biblioteca Geographica 
(Leipzig, 1858), which features the entry: “Wosnesensk. Plan der Umgegend von 
Wosnesensk, aufgenommen im Jahre 1836. (Russisch a. Französisch.) Massstab 
1:44000. Imp. Fol. (Berlin, Schropp u. Co.) 2 Th.”, so naming the printer to 
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be the firm of Simon Schropp & Co. of Berlin, and that the map was then 
available for sale at the price of 2 Thalers. The printing firm, properly Simon 
Schropp’sche Hof-Landkartenhandlung, was founded in the 1790s by Simon 
Schropp (1751 - 1817) and, shortly after its establishment, it received important 
commissions from the Prussian government to publish important surveys, such as 
the Friedrich Leopold von Schrötter’s map of West and East Prussia (1802-10) 
and David von Gilly’s map of South Prussia (1802-3). The Schropp Company 
was a logical choice for the publication of a high quality military map such as the 
present work, and it could accomplish this far more efficiently and economically 
than any printing operation in Russia.

While extremely small, practically illegible text written in Cyrillic under the 
title seems to confirm that the original survey for the map was made under the 
orders of the Russian War Ministry. However, it is unclear as to whether it was 
the ministry or some private individual who commissioned the finished map 
(including the details of the Great Review) to be published by Simon Schropp 
& Co. The printed map was clearly intended as a commemorative piece for 
the enjoyment of a select audience of military officers and luminaries who had 
witnessed the spectacle or who otherwise held it in high regard. 

It is possible that Anatole Demidov, or someone in his circle, commissioned 
the map. Demidov was a great patron of cartography and was likely behind the 
production of Wilhelm Bembé’s pioneering economic map of Russia entitled 
Karte der Gewerblichen: Verhältnisse im Europaeischen-Russland, which was 
published by Schropp & Co. in 1844. 

While the present map was almost certainly issued in a very limited print run, 
evidence suggests that it circulated in select circles throughout Europe. A much 
reduced and less detailed version of the map was included within a pamphlet 
describing the Voznesensk Review entitled, Bericht über die vom 5. mit 15. 
September 1837 bey Wosnesensk durch die Kaiserl. Russische Armée ausgeführten 
Waffenübungen und Evolutionen (Vienna, 1838).

An institutional reference suggests that a second edition of the present map was 
issued in 1852, which is likewise extremely rare.

Most interestingly, an example of the map was an object of fascination for 
General Franz Ritter von Hauslab (1798 – 1883), the Austrian solder and 
cartographer who was one of history’s greatest map collectors and connoisseurs. 
A portion of Hauslab’s enormous map collection was acquired in 1975 by the 
Library of Congress as the Hauslab-Liechtenstein Map Collection. Hauslab lent 
his example of the map to the Anthropological Society of Vienna. On March 
13, 1870, the President of the Society, Mr. von Hauer, presented the map to a 
members’ committee meeting. The map was described as a “lithographed plan 
with the title ‘Plan des environs de Vosnesensk dresée en l’année 1836,’ the 
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coverage on which extends in the north to Niemeckaia, by Sidurenkova in the 
east, by Certalka in the west”. The map greatly interested the society’s members 
as it “presents numerous tumuli in the province of Novorossia”. Tumuli (singular: 
tumulus) are burial mounds made by ancient and medieval societies, of which 
many abound on the Ukrainian Steppe. Tumuli are apparently represented on 
the present map by the numerous small mounds that dot the landscape. Before 
returning the map to Hauslab, the society decided “to make a photo of this rare 
map” for inclusion in their reference library (Mitteilungen der Anthropologischen 
Gesellschaft in Wien, Volumes 1-2 (Vienna, 1871), p. 46).

The present map is a fascinating and exceptionally beautiful artefact of one of the 
great spectacles of contemporary Russian and Ukrainian history. The map is also 
very rare. We can find no sales records for the map from the last generation and can 
trace only three institutional examples, being at the Charles University Library in 
Prague; the National Archive of Finland in Helsinki; and the Vernadsky National 
Library of the Ukraine in Kiev (citing the 1852 second edition). 

References: Wilhelm Engelmann, Biblioteca Geographica: Verzeichniss der seit 
der Mitte des vorigen Jahrhunderts bis zu Ende des Jahres 1856 in Deutschland 
erschienenen Werke über Geographie und Reisen mit Einschluss der Landkarten, Pläne 
und Ansichten (Leipzig, 1858), p. 1050; Arwied von Witzleben, Deutschlands 
militär-literatur im letzten jahrzehent und übersicht der wichtigsten karten und 
pläne central-Europa’s (Berlin, 1850), p. 218. Cf. John Shelton Curtis, The Russian 
Army under Nicholas I, 1825-1855 (1965), esp. p. 137.
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[POLAND – LIPOWA - Arthur BLASCHNIK Original Artwork].
Arthur BLASCHNIK (1821 - 1918).
“Umgegend von Lindewiese.”
[Lipowa, circa 1850].
Oil and gouache, with light impasto, on thick paper with manuscript  
title in pencil, sheet: 18.5 x 24 cm (7.3 x 9.4 inches); image: 13.5 x 21.5 cm  
(5.3 x 8.5 inches). Signed by the artist (lower right). 

An exquisitely executed landscape of Lipowa, Poland, painted by the acclaimed 
Polish artist Arthur Blaschnik – one of his relatively few original artworks relating 
to his native Silesia. 

This highly decorative small format view depicts the landscape around Lipowa, 
Poland. It was virtuously composed by the acclaimed Polish artist Arthur 
Blaschnik, with bright colours and richly textured impasto. Lipowa (German 
Lindewiese) is a village in the administrative district of Gmina Nysa, in Upper 
Silesia, due south of Katowice.  Lipowa was then a part of Prussia, but was 
assigned to the newly created Republic of Poland following World War I. 

Arthur Blaschnik (1821 – 1918) was born in Strzelin, a town in Lower Silesia, 
in what is today south-western Poland.  In 1843, he studied painting at the 
Vienna Art Academy and, from 1844 to 1849, at the Academy for Applied Arts 
in Munich. In 1852, he travelled south, through Tyrol, to Italy, where he painted 
most of his works. 

This lovely view of Lipowa is one of Blaschnik’s relatively few original artworks 
relating to Poland. It was probably made around 1850, and was contemporarily 
inserted within an album assembled by a Silesian noble family. 

25.  
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[ROMANIA – Transylvania - SIBIU (Hermannstadt)].
Liborius GRITZBACH (fl. 1850 – 1860).
Hermannstadt.
Hermannstadt (Sibiu, Romania): Friedrich August Robert Krabs,  
[circa 1850 - 1860].
Lithograph with full original hand colour (Good, blank margins trimmed with 
title protruding on bottom but image neatline fully preserved, repaired diagonal 
tear in the lower right corner, slightly age-toned), 34 x 48 cm (13 x 19 inches).

A seemingly unrecorded view of Hermmanstadt, Transylvania (today’s Sibiu, 
Romania), depicting the city during its cultural and economic apogee, printed in 
Hermannstadt during the mid 19th Century. 

This extremely rare and attractive topographical view showcases the city of 
Hermannstadt, then in Austrian Transylvania (today’s Sibiu, Romania), taken 
from the foothills of the Carpathian Alps. Hermannstadt was founded by 
German settlers in 1191 and, over the succeeding centuries, it became a vibrant 
meeting point of Romanian, German, Hungarian and Jewish cultures.

During the era in which the view was made, Hermannstadt (Sibiu) was in its 
prime. From 1848 to 1867, the city served as the seat of the Diet of Transylvania, 
a new and important experiment of limited democracy. Transylvania (German: 
Siebenbürgen, meaning ‘Seven Cities’) had since 1711 been a province of the 
Austrian Habsburg Empire. In the 1860s, the city became a major centre of 
Romanian cultural and economic life. It became the Metropolitan seat of the 
Romanian Orthodox Church and saw the establishment of the Albina Bank, the 
first Romanian-owned banking house. In 1861, the Association for Romanian 
Literature and the Culture of the Romanian People, an important cultural 
society, was founded in the city. 

The present view was made by the Transylvanian painter Liborius Gritzbach 
(also spelled Grietzbach), who was active in Hermannstadt between 1850 and 
1860. The view was printed by Friedrich August Robert Krabs (1816 - 1884) 
in Hermannstadt, a lithographer and artist active in the city between 1850 and 
1875. Krabs was highly engaged in the cultural life of Hermannstadt and is the 
subject of frequent contemporary references in local newspapers. He printed a 
topographical map of Transylvania, Karte des Großfürstenthums Siebenbürgen: nach 
der definitiven, politischen und gerichtlichen Landeseintheilung (1854), a geolgocal 
map of the region, Geologische Übersichts-Karte von Siebenbürgen (1861) and the 
Plan von Hermannstadt (1875).

References: N / A – Rare. Cf. (Re: Gritzbach and Krabs’ biographies) 
Transsilvania, Wochenschrift für Siebenbürgische Landeskunde 1861, no. 6, p. 84.
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LITOGRAFIA BERTOTTI (Publisher).
ISTANBUL:
Costantinopoli.
Milan: La. Lit. Bertotti, [n.d., but circa 1850].
Tinted lithograph (Very Good, small closed tear in lower blank margin, old 
Polish Ex-Libris stamp in the blank field to the right of the title), 48 x 67.5 cm 
(19 x 26.5 inches).

An extremely rare, large mid-19th Century tinted lithographic panorama of 
Istanbul, printed in Milan by Litografia Bertotti.

This remarkably elegant view of Istanbul (here called ‘Costantinopoli’) captures 
the city from the perspective of the heights above Üsküdar (Scutari), on the 
Asian side of the Bosporus, looking down upon the main city and the Golden 
Horn. Istanbul unfolds in all its majesty, dominated by innumerable domes and 
minarets, while various sail and steamships ply the waters in the foreground. 
Various features are labelled along the bottom of the view, including the ‘Mare 
di Marmara’ (the Sea of Marmara), ‘Scuttari’ (Üsküdar), S. Sofia (Hagia Sofia 
or Ayasofya), ‘Seraglio’ (the living quarters of the Sultan’s harem in the Topkapi 
Palace), ‘Bosforo’ (the Bosporus), ‘Galata’ (the famous tower), ‘Pera’ (the Beyoğlu 
District, located lust located across the Holden Horn from the main city),  
‘S. Demitri’ (the Church of Saint Demetrius). Numerous other sites are clearly 
visible, including the Blue Mosque and the Maiden’s Tower, the small lighthouse 
on the islet in the foreground.

In 1850, Istanbul was the fourth largest city in the world, with a population of 
around 800,000, and the capital of the Ottoman Empire, which controlled much 
of the Near and Middle East. European fascination with the city was at its peak, 
as the city represented an extraordinary, but easily reachable, travel destination. It 
was also the scene of much political intrigue and espionage in the period leading 
up the Crimean War (1853-56), during which the Ottomans and their Western 
European allies squared off against Russia.

The quality of the lithography employed for the view is very high and unlike many 
contemporary prospects of Istanbul, which take the form of ungainly horizontal 
strips, the present view assumes a pleasing shape, with an elegant design.

The view was produced by the firm of Litografia Bertotti in Milan. Pietro 
Bertotti (1795-1848), a native of San Nazzaro, Pavia, initially worked as a 
government printer. In 1828, he opened his own shop in Milan, issuing his 
own lithographic prints, as well as selling works by other printers. While his 
oeuvre was diverse, he became especially well known for his topographical views, 
particularly of the Lombardy region. He met with considerable success and in 
1834 moved to more august premises at the Corsia del Duomo. Upon his death in 
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1848, the firm was directed by his brothers, Giovanni and Francesco, although it did 
not enjoy the same success, and the business soon closed. Based on stylistic grounds, 
the present view appears to date from the latter period of Litografia Bertotti’s 
operation, although it is not clear if it was issued before or after Pietro’s death. 

The present view is extremely rare, we have not been able to locate any references 
to the work.

References: Rare – N/A. 
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[FUGGER FAMILY HERALDRY].
Anon.
“Chronica des Gantzen Fuggerischen Geschlechts darinnen nach längs 
gesehen würde, wie die Herren Fugger in die Statt Augspurg eingetrethen, 
waß für Handdierung und gewerb sie getriben, wan, wie, und wo sie ire 
ligende gütter, In und ausserhalb der Statt. Item Ihren adell und andere Kays: 
freyheiten an sich gebracht und in Summa von Anno 1370. biß Anno 1600 in 
ihr Statt Augspurg bis auf diße Zeit darinnen mit allen Ehren auffgenommen 
haben, ganz lustig zu sehen und zu venehmen”.
[Germany, circa 1720].
Folio (46.5 x 36 cm / 18 x 14 inches): Manuscript on paper, text in German: 120 
pp., 2 pp. index, including 4 large coats of arms (3 in gouache, 1 in ink); bound in 
fine modern full calf (Excellent condition).

A fine early 18th Century manuscript copy of an important chronicle of the history of 
the Fugger Family, embellished with four elegant coats of arms.

This beautifully drafted manuscript is an early 18th century copy of a four-part 
chronicle of the history of the celebrated Fugger family of Augsburg, Germany, 
based on the original manuscript written towards the end of the 16th Century. The 
manuscript is illustrated with four large coats of arms (3 in gouache, 1 in ink). 

The Fugger family of Germany is one of the most famous clans in all of European 
history. Rising to prominence in Augsburg during the 15th Century, under the 
leadership of Jakob Fugger of the Lily (1459 – 1525), the family rose to global 
importance as the proprietors of Europe’s largest banking consortium, eclipsing 
the Medici enterprise. For generations, the family had a profound influence over 
the world economy, accruing immense political power bankrolling the Habsburg 
Empire, in addition to several other ruling houses. The Fuggers’ contribution to 
philanthropy and artistic patronage was transformative and enduring. 

The text of the present manuscript is based on that of a chronicle in the Hof- und 
Staatsbibliothek in Munich (Cod. germ. nr. 2277), which records the history of the 
Fugger family from their initial rise in Augsburg up to the end of the 16th Century. 

The chronicle is dated 1599, and several manuscript versions based on this 
original were drafted during the succeeding generations (R. Ehrenberg, Die 
Geldmächte des 16. Jahrhunderts (Paderborn, 1922), p. 85). The complete work was 
only published once, as Christian Meyer (ed.), Chronik der Familie Fugger vom 
Jahre 1599 (Munich, 1902). 

The chronologically earlier parts of the manuscript are based on the “Geheime 
Ehrenbuch,” a chronicle commissioned in 1542-3 by Hans Jakob Fugger (1516 
-1575), and written by the historian Clemens Jäger of Augsburg. The original 
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manuscript, richly illustrated with magnificent coats of arms by the Augsburg 
painter Jörg Breus the Younger, was completed in 1548 (the original today resides 
at the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg). It is a fitting testament 
to the wealth and artistic patronage of the Fugger family during their historical 
prime and the chronicle is considered to be one of the most important family 
books ever made in the German lands. The coats of arms illustrated in the present 
work are based on Breus’s original designs. The chronologically latter parts of the 
present manuscript were written by an unknown author.

The structure of the text of the present manuscript chronicle is as follows:

Title page  (p. 1)

Introduction (pp. 2-3): This prologue introduces the family and briefly discusses 
its origins in Swabia, before charting its early rise in Augsburg up to the mid-
15th Century.
 
Part 1 (pp. 4-27): This section details the separation of the family into two lines, 
respectively founded by the two sons of Hans Fugger: Andreas Fugger (1394 – 1457), 
forefather of the “vom Reh” branch of the Fugger family, and Jakob Fugger the 
Elder (circa 1398–1469), forefather of the “von der Lilie” branch. 

Part 2 (pp. 7-27): This section chronicles the “vom Reh” branch founded by 
Andreas Fugger, featuring their magnificent coloured coat of arms. The arms were 
granted to the family in 1462 by Emperor Frederick III in recognition of their 
business accomplishments. The arms feature a gold deer upon a blue shield, hence 
the branch acquired the name “vom Reh” (meaning ‘of the Deer’).

Part 3 (pp. 28-46): This sections concerns the “von der Lilie” branch founded by 
Jakob Fugger the Elder, featuring their fine coloured coat of arms (p. 28), that 
the family received from Emperor Frederick III in 1473, due to their business 
endeavours. The arms feature two lilies upon a gold and blue shield. 

Part 4 (pp. 47-118): This section chronicles the “von der Lilie” branch from 
the times of Raymund Fugger (1489 - 1535) until the end of the 16th Century, 
embellished by their ducal coat of arms, conferred in 1530 by Emperor Charles 
V (p. 47). Here the branch’s original arms are shown to have been enlarged by the 
addition of the heraldic devices of the duchies of Kirchberg and Weißenhorn. 

Conclusion: “Finis” (pp. 118-120): This epilogue closes the chronicle and is brilliantly 
illustrated with the Fuggers’ coat of arms that feature the family’s trading marks, 
used since 1407, entitled “der Chronik mit Wappen mit dem Handelszeichen der 
Fugger,” being a fine grisaille ink drawing adorned with a trident and a ring (p. 120).

Index (pp. 121 - 123, not numbered).
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While a significant number of original documents survive from the heyday of the 
Fugger family, the present manuscript chronicle stands out as a particularly fine 
work, both for its content and its artistic virtue.
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[GERMANY – NOBLE GENEOLOGY].
Anon.
[Genealogical Tree of the Families von Rödern and Tattenbeck].
“Röderischer Stammpaum und Tattenbeckischer.” 
[Germany, circa 1680]. 
Painting, oil on linen (slightly age-toned, some small cracks, folds and tiny loss 
of paint, slightly frayed margins, tiny holes along the edges, otherwise in good 
condition), 75 x 100 cm (29.5 x 39 inches).

An extraordinary original heraldic artwork – the finely painted late 17th Century 
family tree of the Brandenburg nobleman Dietrich Count von Rödern.  

This large and beautifully painted family tree is that of Dietrich Count von 
Rödern (d. 1682, also Redern or Roedern), Freiherr zu Krappitz, Herr zu Perg, 
extending back five generations. 

The family von Rödern was a venerable noble clan of Altmark (Old March),  
an archaic jurisdiction of Brandenburg, which had deep roots in its home 
region, but also had branches in Pomerania, Silesia and Austria. The family was 
mentioned for the first time in 1155, upon the record of Ardnold de Redere. 
 
The present family tree has as its base the arms of Dietrich Count von Rödern, 
and extends five generations back to the late 15th Century. The count’s ancestors 
are each represented by their coats of arms and a banner featuring their names. 
Dietrich was the son of Erasmus von Rödern (d. 1630) and Anna Maria von 
Tattenbeck. He had four children with Genoveva Schad von Mittelbiberach. On 
the tree, of his children, only his two sons, Franz Anton (1658 - 1718) and Johann 
Ignaz, and their wives are present (placed on both sides of Dietrich’s arms).
 
The present tree is not dated, although evidence reveals that it was likely made 
around 1680. The tree was clearly painted after Dietrich’s sons had reached 
adulthood and had married, at least by the mid-1670s. Moreover, the tree 
certainly dates well after 1646, when Dietrich’s arms were augmented to reflect 
the depicted state, following his inheritance of Austrian and Bohemian titles. 

The tree also clearly dates from before Dietrich’s death in 1682, but also before 
Franz Anton married his second wife, Maria Eleonore Spindler von Hofegg. Only 
Franz Anton’s first wife, Maria Theresa, Freiin von der Oedt, appears on the tree. 

While many such family trees would have been painted during this era, the 
extreme majority have since perished. The present example is a fine survivor of 
German heraldic art from the period.

29.  
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[SPAIN – HERALDRY].
Pascual Antonio de la RUA RUIZ DE LA NAVEDA (fl. 1771 – circa 1810).
[Royal Certification of the Arms and Heraldry of the Noble Families of 
Mangino, Fernandez de Lima, Urcesi and Freytas].
“Cronista y Rey de Armas del Número, en todos los Reynos, Dominios y 
Señorios de la Magestad Católica del Señor Don Carlos Quarto, que Dios 
guarde, Rey de España, de la Indias Orientales y Occidentales, Islas y Tierra-
firme del Mar Occeano, etca., Certifico: que en los Libros de Armeria, 
Nobiliarios, Copisas de Linages, Historias, Crónicas y varios instrumentos 
propios del real Archivo de mi cargo ... Armas, Solares y Honorificas 
circunstancias ... se hallan las de los Apellidos de Mangino, Fernandez de 
Lima, Urcesi, y Freytas, como se oberserva de s seguientes discursos...”
Madrid, 1793.
Quarto (30.5 x 21 cm / 12 x 8 inches): Manuscript on vellum, 41 ff. 
(unnumbered), text written in fine italic in black and red ink, featuring 2 full page 
illustrations (including 1 coat of arms, both protected by silk guards), one folding 
genealogical tree (30 x 40 cm), 4 illustrated vignettes, 5 illustrated initials with 
miniature landscapes heightened in gold (all illustrations are in gouache, with 
gold and silver highlights); contemporary Spanish red morocco binding with 
fine gilt tooling housed in contemporary tree calf slipcase with fine gilt tooling 
(Excellent condition internally, original pigments sharp and bright, vellum clean 
and white; binding with minor ware to edges; slipcase heavily worn and chipped). 

A magnificent, richly illuminated manuscript Spanish Royal certification of 
the arms of four noble families, drafted by Pascual Antonio de la Rúa y Ruiz de 
Naveda, the ‘Cronista Rey de Armas’ (Chronicler King of Arms) to King Carlos IV.

This sumptuous, illuminated manuscript on vellum is an especially fine example 
of the “Certificos” issued by the ‘Cronista Rey de Armas’ (Chronicler King 
of Arms), the senior Spanish Royal court officer who was invested with the 
authority to grant armorial bearings. 

While the power to invest armorial bearing was traditionally exercised personally 
by the king, assisted by courtiers called ‘Heraldos,’ in the 16th Century the 
monarch came to delegate this power to a dedicated office holder, the ‘Cronista 
Rey de Armas’. The Cronista was an immensely powerful position and the holder 
was always a courtier especially trusted by the king, who had undergone years of 
training in the relevant areas of law and genealogical history. The rules governing 
the granting of heraldic titles in Spain were both complex and strict. The Cronista 
had judicial powers to rule on the validity of claims to noble titles and his office 
was the official register of pedigrees and arms. As noble titles were long the 
determinative factor in a family’s fortunes, the Cronista was invested with great 
power and influence, as his rulings could sometimes make the difference between 
vast fame and fortune, on one hand, and complete obscurity on the other. 
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Pascual Antonio de la Rúa y Ruiz de Naveda (fl. 1771 - circa 1810) served as the 
Cronista Rey de Arms successively to Kings Carlos III (reigned 1759-88) and 
Carlos IV (reigned 1788 – 1808), during the twilight period of the great era of 
heraldic manuscript making at the Spanish Royal Court in Madrid.

The present “Certifico” confirms the arms and heraldic bearings for four noble 
families: Mangino, Fernandez de Lima, Urcesi and Freytas, and was, in and of 
itself, a binding primary legal document, certified by the king’s stamp on the 
second illustrated leaf, reading: ‘Carolus IV. D. G. Hispaniar ex Año 1793’. 
In composing this document, Pascual Antonio de la Rúa y Ruiz de Naveda 
precisely followed the strict and time-honoured format for the content and order 
of a “Certifico,” although the particular style of the brilliantly executed artistic 
embellishments are very much unique to his office. 

The work is introduced by two full-page illustrations, one showing a coat of arms 
and the other depicting an obelisk with the aforementioned stamp of Carlos 
IV, each protected by fine ivory coloured silk guards. Following is the text that 
describes the heraldic status and bearings of each of the four noble families, 
divided into four separate chapters. Each chapter commences with a small 
decorative illustrated vignette, and every page of the text is composed in elegant 
italic script, in red and black, with red-lined double borders. 
 
The highlight of the work is the folding genealogical tree (fol. 15r) that bears 24 
medallions bearing the names of the ancestors of “Don Rafael Mangino, Caballero 
de la Orden de Carlos Tercero, Administrador de R. Alcabalas de la Ciudad de la 
Puebla de los Angeles,” featuring a maritime view in the background. 
 
The leaves at the anterior (fols. 40r and 41v,r) feature the signatures of Rúa y 
Ruiz de Naveda and other relevant courtiers, including “Don Manuel de Pinedo, 
Caballero Pensionado de la Real y distinguida Orden Española de Carlos 
Tercero” certified by two government stamps. The document is dated April 15  
to 17, 1793, in Madrid.

The present manuscript is a resplendent example of Spanish Royal court heraldic 
art from the twilight of the golden area of the medium. 
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